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ABSTRACT 

One of the most important topics in ultrathin nIm magnetism is perpendicular 

ferromagnetism, in which the orientation of the tilm magnetization is perpendicular to the 

film plane. A perpendicular orientation is surprishg because of the very suong dipolar 

fieid produceci by the film as a whoie which prefers that the film moment be in-ph.  In 

the Mt of atornic thicknesses, magnetic anisotropies are occasionally strong enough to 

overcome the dipoiar field and establish a perpendicular orientation of the moment. In 

such fhs ,  the moment exhibits a spin-reorieniation tramition, reoricnting from 

perpendicular to in-plane with inmashg covcragc or temperatun. Another phenornenon 

associated with a perpendicular preference is a diwitegration of the film into domain 

structures that are expected to cbsely rescmbk liquid crystais. Uitrathin fcc Fe. grown on 

a 2 atornic layer fcc Ni(ll1) buffer. is femmagne tic and exhibits the spin-norientation 

mit ion.  Through refinements of an existing technique. the sudace magneto-optical 

Kerr effect (SMOKE), extremely high resolution magnetic susceptibility measurements 

w m  made of this system The magnitudes and temperature-dependencies of the 

experimcntal susceptibilities art found to k consistent with theorics of the domain 

sm~ctm. A temperature-coverage phase diagram is constructed and reveals stnictun 

closer the multicntical point of the transition. where reonentation and order-disorder 

boundaries meet, than in any pnvious expehental study. In that pan of the phase 

diagram where the transition to disorder proceeds directly fiom the perpendicularly 

magnetized state, no evidence of a Curie temperature is obsemd. 
iü 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetism in materials iike Fe is a very old subject. A non-physicist would 

probably be surprised to Ieam that much more is to be leamed about this field of 

condenscd matter physics. Rogress in magnetism has been slow, primarily because the 

subject is complicated. The magnetic field is an intrinsicaliy relativistic quantity. related to 

the electrk field through Maxwell's equations or equivalently. through the Lorentz 

transformations. Magne tic soums in materiais are eiectrons, w hose magnetic moments 

arise thmugh quantum-mechanical spin. The theoretical problem is thenfore a many- 

body, quantum-rehtivistic one, further complicated for the 3d transition metals îikc Fe 

when the magnetic elecwns are conduction e k m n s  fke to move in the sample. Ova 

the years many usefut simplifyuig approximations have provided considerable insight to 

magnetisrn in these materials. but the first-principies. finite temperatun caiculation of the 

magnetic state of Fe remains an unsolved problem. 

In nccnt years, considerable progress in the field has resulted fiom two 

developments. The growth of computing power has pennitted simulations and 

caiculations that are fair approximations of na1 systems. On the experimentai side, 

improvements in ultra hig h vacuum technology, and the development of molecular beam 

epitaxy have permitted the engineering of ultrathin mgnericfilmr, rnostly of Fe, Ca or 

N i  Uluathin films are typically a few to several atoms in thickness. S tudying ultrathin 

films. rather than b u k  magnets, is aâvantageous primarily because of the ability to 

fabncate metastable materials. These materials do not occur naturdy and have not k e n  



possible to preparr in bulk rnaterials. In this way. the experimentalist can tailor magnetic 

sauctures to test the pndictions of theorists. Ultrathin nIms arc. however, different h m  

thicker films or buk sarnples in a few Unponant ways. These dinerences lead to 

phenomena that are specific to ultrathin f h s  and engineered, iayered materiais. A few 

important ultrathin film phenomena are gianf mgnetoresistance and oscillatory erchmge 

couphg . 
One major difference ktween t h  f i s  and uluathin films is the spatial 

dimensionality. At tiùn thicknesses of a few atoms or Iess, the magnetic propenies of the 

film cannot change over the thickness of the nIm, due to a smng local interaction that 

locks together the magnetic moments comprising the film. Thus. magnetic ultrathin nIms 

an two-dimensional. The thermodynamic propenies of two-dimensional magnets are vey 

düferent h m  three-dimensional ones. Befon growing such thin nIms was possible, 

many specuiated that they could oniy be magnetic at very iow temperattues. The 

predictions w e n  based on a famous result most often atmbuteci to Mermin and Wagner. 

Their theorem proves that two-dimensional, htropic magnets can oniy have non-zero 

rnagnetization at absolu te zero. Isompic magnets have no orientational pnfercnce of 

their magnetization. A coroiiary, however. is that very weak anisotropic interactions 

involving the moments stabiüze magnetism at fiWe temperatures. AU such interactions 

that have orientational preference are caîied magneric anisotropies. 

Lucküy, another factor that is characteristic of ultrathin films is strong 

perpendicular mgnetic anisorropy, meaning an inneased pnference of the magnetization 

to lie in the plane or perpendicular to it. In cubic matcrials, the Lincase occurs because of 

a reduction of symrnetry from cubic at an interface or surface. In thin (rather than 

ultrathin) filns, the magnetization always lies in the plane because of the interaction of the 



magnetization with the fieM it generates. This &Id is cakd the dipolar or 

demagnetirorion field, although the two terms have slightly different meanings. In 

ultrathin films the magne tic anisotropy may overcome the interaction of the magneth th  

with the dipolar field, producing perpendicular rnagnetization. The existence of ultrathin 

magnets with their magnetization perpendicular to the nIm is important physicaiiy and 

technologicaii y. 

The nature of the magnetired state is very Merent for perpendicularIy magnetircd 

tilms than for in-plane tilms. Many films with in-plane rnagnetization posses the propeniu 

of simple, idcaiized models. Magnetic properties in perp~dicuiar magnets are 

profoundly influenced by the dipolar field. favoring, for example. a hgmentation of the 

nIm into s d  domains with alternathg orientations of the moments up and down. 

A very interesthg situation arises if the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy favon 

the magnethtion out-of-plane and is about as strong as the dipolar fdd. if the 

anisotropy is stronger than the dipoiar interaction, thcn the moment is perpendicular. if 

the dipolar interaction is stronger, then the moment is in-plane. At the point of precise 

compensation the film is nearly isotropie. By varying the nbn thickncss (or temperatm) 

the relative sangths of the two terms can be vantd resulting in a change in orientation of 

the magnetization. This phenornenon is cailed the spin-reorierilation tramition and its 

investigation is the principal theme of this t hesis. 

The experirnents nponed in this thesis are a natural and necessary extension of 

previous studies of the spin-nonentation transition. Previous investigations of the 

phenornena reiied on measurements of the static magnetization. niese revealed a domain 

structure rcsulting in a net magnetization of zero as the compensation point is approackd 

h m  the perpendicular phase. Theory predicts that the domain structure shouîâ be very 
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sensitive to an appüed field. Magne tic suscep tibiiity measurements, w hich probe the linear 

response of a magnet to an applied field, an therefore an ideal technique to study the 

domain structun. For the k t  time, these experirnents examine the portion of the spin- 

reorientation phase diagram closest to the transition. This dows an investigation of somc 

theoretical predictions regarding the topology of the temperatun-thickness phase 

diagam. The study includes. also for the first tirne. measurements very near the 

multicritical point of the system, where the reorientation boundary meets the 

order/disorder boundaxy. Another important nsult is that the bss of magnetic or&r, 

when it proceeds directly from the perpendicular phase without reorientation, is 

fundamentaliy diffettnt than for in-plane magnets. 

The organization of the thesis is as foiiows. Chapter 2 contains an introduction to 

the basic concepts in magnetism with a special emphasis on magnetism in the 3d irahPition 

metais. Ultrathin film magnetism is described in mon detaü than above and the liteninin 

regarding the spin-reorientation transition is rcviewcd. ExpeMiental methods are 

described in chapter 3 in two main sections reflecting the parakl efforts required in 

experimental ultrathin film magnerism. Surface science and the technologies empbyed h 

the sarnpie growth and structural detennination arc outlined in the fkst section. Magnetic 

measurements w e n  made with the su& magneto-optic Kerr effect (SMOKE). It is 

described in the second pan together with innovations that dramaticaiiy incrcase its 

sensitivity. SMOKE susceptibility measurernent P a new and extremely sensitive 

technique. It is described with an emphasis on how noise levels are minimized. Fuialy, 

the observation of a spin-reorientation transition is presented and discussed in chapter 4 

and the main conclusions are sumrnarized in chapter 5. 



2, THE SPIN-REORIENTATION TRANSITION 

2.1 Basic concepts in mgnetism 

2.I .I Magnetic fiel& and magnetic moments 

Magnetic fields Literact with eiectric charges in two ways. The Lorrntz fora 

describes the force F on a charge q moving with velocity through a magnetic field 8. 

F = q y x B .  - (2.1) 

A time-varying field also interacts with elecaic charges through Faraday's law of 

induction which relates the timc rate-of-change of B to the elcctric field 

VXE = qyat , 

and the charge experiences a force E = q g. 

Magnetic fields themselves onginate from the movemeni of charge or, on 

mamscopic scales. from the flow of elecaic currents. A mural starting point for a 

description of magnetic materiais is the description of cumnt loops and magnetic dipobs. 

Equation (2.3) gives the magnetic field B generattd ai a point t 0 by a circular current 

loop with arca A and cumnt 1. 

The origin of the (sphericd) coordinate system coincides with the center of the loop and 

d» A. Fig. 2.1 is a sketch of the field produced by a cumnt loop. 



near field far field 

Fig. 2.1 - The magnetic field of a curnnt loop in mss-section approaches that of a 
magnetic dipole in the far field. aithough it mers near the loop. 

Identifying the magnetic dipole moment 

where is the unit normal to the loop. equation (2.3) is rewritten 

Returning to microscopic scaies by reducing the number of eiecuons in the loop until only 

one electron with charge -e and mass m, remains. (2.4) nwxitten in tenns of the orbital 

angular momentum of the electron is 



Elecuons &O have a spin with anguiar momentum W. Including a nlativistic correction 

g a 2, the gyromagnetic ratio. the spin part of the anguiar momentum is 

Wh the definition p, = eW2me, m, J fCI,. The numerical value is p, = 0.93 x lUa ~ = m ~  

An isolated atom has ebcuonic leveis with quanti& angular momentum States (s, 

p. d ...). The total magnetic moment J = L + S is thcn a sum over ail atornic electrom of 

the spin and orbital anguiar momenta In the case of the 3d transition metal soli& Fe. Co. 

and Ni, the 3d bels contaha conduction eiectrons and have signifiant interatornic 

overlap. The nsultant spiitting of the 3d level has the cffect of reducing or q w ~ h r ' n g  th 

orbital pan. To a good approximation then, 1 - in the 3d transition metal solids. 

Ahhough L is âramaticaily reduced it is not completely eradicatcü, and spin-orbit 

coupling effects are important. as wül be discussed kter in relation to magnetic 

anisotropies and magneto-optics. Calculated and measund values of S and LI, (paralle1 to 

S) are pnsented in table 2.1. For cornparison, the rare eanh ion Gd*, whose f-sheîî (4f) 

contributes, has a total J of approximately 8p,. 

-- - 

1 Experimental S L 1 Wculated S L 

Table 2.1 Experimental and theoretical values of S and L were obtained fkom reference 1 
for buik materiais. Values are quoted in units of Bohr magnetons p,. 



In an appiied magnetic field, a magnetic moment experiences a toque which tends 

to align it with the field. Comecting with the concept of the cumnt loop. this toque 

arises from the Lorentz force (2-1) on the moving charges in the bop. The magnetostatic 

energy of a moment in a magnetic field B is 

E=-a*B ,  (2*8) 

Thus, using (2.8) and (2.5) the energy of interaction between two dipoles is obtained. 

This is the dipole-dipole interaction. 

2.1 2 The macroscopic magnetizatiofi Md the mgnetic stlsceptibiliry 

The mamscopic magnetization is a materiai propcny, dcfhed as the net magnetic 

moment per unit volume 

where a npresentative volume V contains N moments m, If alî the moments are 

equivalent and aligne& as in the case of a shgk domain in a femmagnet at T = O, the sum 

is just M = N W .  If  the moments are randomly oriented. M may be ttro. The magnetic 

field B is given by 

B = p , ( L ! + M )  s - (2- 10) 

w h e ~  p, = 471 x 10" is the penneabüity of  free spacc and the klâ I-J is rckteû to the fb 

cumnt in a cumnt loop C by Ampère's circuit law 



A common misconception is that Eq. (2.10) separates B into an H-field due to currents, 

and a magnetization M due to microscopie moments. Whüe this is ofien a usefbl working 

understanding, H also contains contributions &om the spatial distribution of M. In a 

uniformly magnetkd object. these correspond to the boundary conditions. 

The magnetic susceptib'ty x measures the linear magnebtion response bM to a 

smaii appüed field bH. Since M and H are both vectors, x is necessariiy a tensor Ppcrtyrn 

The nlationship w hich de fines x is t herefort 

Most often 6M and bH are paralle1 so that ody the diagonal eiements of x are measund 

For convenience then, a single subscript is employcd to refcr to the ciements of x in ali 

that foliows. The rneasurement of x is describeci in chapter 3 in more detaü. 

2.1 3 Magnetic interactions and ordering 

A cenaal problem of magnetism is magnetic orâèring. This phrase nfers to the 

spatial arrangement of the moments in a material which can, for example kad to a non- 

zero M. Magnetic ordering is dependent on a numkr of mcchanisms. One aspect of the 

arrangement is the relative orientation of ncighboring moments. In a metal, the short 

ranged interaction responsible for this is the exchongr interaction and is much stronger 

than the dipole-dipole interaction between the moments. This interaction is due to 

electron-electron elecrrostatk interactions modifïed by Pauli exclusion, rather than 

magnetostatic interactions. Ekctrons of adjacent atorns intuact via thcir eleceic fields. 



Pauli exclusion imposes consaaints on the spatial and spin parts of the wavefûnction so 

that the total wavefunction is antisymmeaic under the exchange of any two elecûons. By 

flipping the spin of one elecnon, the spatial part necessarily changes. Thc electrostatic 

interaction between two elecuons is sensitive to thb spatial arrangement, resulting in a 

merence in energy dependent oniy on the relative orientation of the spins. The 

interaction between two atomic moments is exprcssed as 

E, = Js~,, (2.13) 

when J is the exchange constant and s1 and h art the atomic spins. J may be positive, 

favoring antiparallel alignment of the moments, or negative, favouring a parailei aligruntnt, 

A typicai exchange energy between nearest neighbors is 10meV. A kttk of spins with 

negative nearcst-neighbor exchange, will tend to align as the temperatun is lowend Tbc 

state in which then is a net alignment of the moments, leadhg to a nonzero sum for M in 

(2.8). is known as ferromagnetic. 

Another aspect of magnetic ordering is the set of directions that the atomic 

moments are constrained to lie dong. These directions are determineci by the magnetic 

anisotropy, whose origins are in spin-orbit coupiing. This is the magnetic dipole-dipole 

interaction between the atomic spin and orbital anguiar momenta Although spin-orbit 

coupling is a much weaker interaction than the exchange interaction, especiaîiy shce L is 

often partiaiiy quenched, exchange docs not play a role in the niative orientation of S and 

L. Because the crystalline environment is anisotropic. some orientations of L an favorcd - 
over others. An axis which is favored by magnetic anisotropy, is tenneâ an eosy d, 

whiie an unfavoured axis is calied a hord &S. Typical fields q u i r e à  to puîi a moment 



h m  an easy axis to a hard axis are of the order of 0.1 Tesla (a moderately big field) in a 

3d transition metai fenomagnet. 

Arrangements of magnetic moments on a iattice are usualiy modeM by treating 

the effective exchange interactions ktween adjacent moments. A general Hamiltonian 

for a lattice of spins with nearcst-ncighbor exchange J in an appiied field h is 

where the double sum is over nearest-neighbor pairs cg>. Imposing no hinher 

restrictions, 2.12 is the isonopic Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg nwdei. The esect of 

strong magnetic anisotropies is includcd by resÉricting the possible orientations of the bcPl 

moments. Constrainkg the moment to a plane. the p I a w  or XY mode1 U obtained Now 

constrainhg the moment to a line, with the two possible values of +/- m for the bcal 

moment, eq. (2.12) is the famous Ising Hamihoniah nie gentraikation of the Ising 

m a  top distinct moment directions is known as the p-state Potu mode1 Fig. 2.2 

Heisenberg XY Ising 4-statc Poth 
I 

Fig. 2.2 - The exchange interaction of eq. (2.12) is usually consîdered with constraints 
imposed on the possible orientations of the moments. In n a 1  systems. the magnetic 
anisotropy phys t his role. 



summarizes the possible orientations of the local moment in these models. These mode& 

are cornerstones of the physics of magnetic systems. Obviously, a negative J pmduces a 

ferromagnetic ground state in dl of these models. A positive J p d u c e s  an 

antifemmagnetic ground state in most cases. 

Magnetic order at nnite temperatuns is investigated (theoreticaiiy) by enumaating 

the excited statcs of a magnetic lattice. subject to constraints Iü<e the oncs discussed 

above, and employing statistical mechanics to distribute the energy among the modes. 

The various models described above do not exhibit the same f i t e  temperature behavior. 

Within a given magnetic model. spatial dlnensionaüty also plays a role. A lincar chah of 

spins is ID, a plant of spins is 2D and a cube is 3D. Fluctuations prevent long range orQ 

at any M t e  temperature in the 2-D Heisenberg mode4 a result fmous as the Memin- 

Wagner theorem2 In 1-D. the Ishg model is similady disordercd at finite temperatures. 

Also in 2-D. the XY model exhibits the Kosterliiz-Thouiess transition. in which spin 

vonices produce M = O in an infinite system. 2-D Ising systems. which are common in 

ultrathin magnetic fdms due to strong uniaxial anisompie~,~ Q exhibu ferromagnetic 

order at finite temperatun, klow a temperature known as t k  Curie temperature T, M > 

O. Abovc this temperat m. the lat tice is disordercd and pwumagnetic, which means that 

M is proportional to an applied k ld .  The transition ktween ferromagnetic and 

paramagnetic States is a continuous or second-order phase transition. In ail that fobws. 

this transition wiU simply be nfemd to as the or&r-disorder transition 

The ordcr-disorder transition at Tc does have some common featuns within the 

various model Harniltonians. These featurcs arc also common to many non-magnetic 



systems, due to universnlity. In the approach to the critical temperature, Tc in a magnet, 

rapid fluctuations in the order-parmeter (ic. M) become larger in spatial exteni. In a 

magnet, these fluctuations are cdied spin-block At T, indiMdual spin-biocks produccd 

by a microscopie fluctuation grow to infinite extent in an infinite system. The 

characteristic size (in a rather loose definiion) is the correlorion Iength E. A son of 

aveaging occurs at Tc, which is responsibie for the universal behavior of macr~scopic 

systems which may be microscopicaliy quite diffe~tnt. Without m e r  digression into 

universal physics. two important results relevant to magnetism are stated here: 

M(T)~C'&-T)~,  TeTc (2.15) 

x(T)a(T-T#, T>Tc. 

Fig. 2.3 - Blocking of spins near Tc in a snapshot of an king system White areas an 
spin-up and dark areas are spin-down. This nsult was obtained b m  a Monte Caro 
simulation on a 128 x 128 lattice in a calculation pedonned by the author. The comktion 
length is appmximately the average extent of the spin bIocks. At Tc, spin blocks enpi f  
the entin magnet. 



Note the divergence of x as T-Tc+. This is expected, sincc arbitrariiy smaii fluctuations 

producc infinite spin-blocks and an external neld has a simüar effect in aligning spins. Of 

course. an infinite x does not occur in real systems. x reaches a maximum value as E 

approaches the extent of the lattice, or rather. when spin blocks engulf a finite magnet. 

Fig. 2.4 illusnates the ideakd khaviors of M O  and %Oa A smd taii of M above Tc 

(not shown) is also a hite size  effect. Tabb 2.2 gives the values of P and y for conwon 

mode1 Hamiltonians. 

Fig. 2.4 - The behavior of the magnetization M and the magnetic susceptibiiity x nuir the 
order-disorder transition. M goes to am at Tc, while x diverges. In most cases. both 
exhibit universal behavior. 

Table 2.2 - Some values of the cntical exponents P and y for common mo&ls. 



2.1 -4 Metollic magnets 

Magnetic ultrathin nIms are usudy composed of the 3d magnetic elements Fe, Co 

and Ni, which are itinerant magnets. Magnetism arises in these materials h m  an 

asymmeay in the spin-up and spin-down band s ~ctures .  Fig. 2.5 shows pictody the 

reiationship between the spin-up and spin-dom bands for the outemost shelis of the 3d 

metais, which are the 4s and 3d bands. The horizontal axis is the density-of-states and the 

vertical axis is the energy. Because the outemost 4s conductbn electrons experience the 

anisotropic crystahe environment mon than the 3d chctrons, the 4s band is much 

h a d t r  than the 3d and has a comspondingly smaller density-of-states. In the Stoner, a 

band thcory of itinerant magnetism, Pauli exclusion rnay result in a spontaneous band 

splitting of the spin-up and spin-down bands as sbwn in the figure. The Stoner 

criterion' states that this happens if the dcnsity of states is sufFickntly locaiized in emgy 

near the fermi kveL Shifting a narrow band, Iüre the 3 6  a given amount on the cncrgy 

axis results in a iarge demase in band energy since the nIled states 3d an iowereû in 

encrgy and the other spin band is largely unocicupied AEm, the cxchange splitting of the 

bands, is -1.8 eV for Fe and 0.5 eV for NL' h the cases of Fe, Ni and Co, band-nlling 

leads to a ferromagnetic state because the fermi level e, lies within the exchange-spiit 

levels. For the situation in Fig. 2.5, then are more spin-down(1) than spin-up(f ) 

elecmns. Band theory explains the fractional moments (in units of p 3  observeci in M 

transition metais. Thc theoretical moment values of table 2.1 were calcuiated within a 

kt-principlcs band model. 



Fig. 2.5 - Itinerant magnets acquire theù magnctitation by a splitting of the spin-up and 
spin-down bands, which are shown here pictorially. 

The nature of magnetic o r d e ~ g  and of the high temperatun behavior in an 

itinerant magnet is not obvious. Given that Fe. Ni, and Co all  appear to be ciassic ihmmt 

magnets spectroscopicaliy, these khaviors may be surprising. The manoscopic magnttic 

quantities khave as if there werc local moments associated with the atomic sites: 

aithough with hctional strengths. aii interacting with iheir neanst neighbon according to 

cq. (2.1 1). In the paramagnetic phase. the 3d magnets stin exhibit an exchange splitting of 

the 3d bands. Purely itinerant models do not adequately describe the behavior of these 

magne ts. 

Rather t han discuss the sophisticated models which combine band and local 

magnetism descriptions. the foiiowing simplification is offered. The 3d band experiences 

an exchange splitting due to the Stoner mechanism. associating each atomic 3d orbital 

with a net magnetic moment. A magnetic interaction of the form (2.1 1) occurs 



Fig 2.6 - The Bethe-Slater c u m  shows the dependence of the exchange coupling on the 
interatomic separation in the transition metal elements. A positive J corresponds to 
ferromagnetic (FM) and a negative J to amiferromagnetic (AFM). Fe has two structural 
phases. 

via direct exchange. This exchange interaction arises aOm the ovcrhp of the 3d 

wavefunctions of adjacent atoms. A famous calculation based on this simple physical 

picturc is rcproduced schematicaiiy in Fig. 2.6 and is known as the BethrSIater c w d  

nie sign and magnitude of the coupling J varies with the atomk s e p m h n  r. Negativc J 

values correspond to amiferromagnetic coupling, and positives ones to ferromagnetic 

coupling. Fe is a particularly interesthg case. As one moves h m  Mn to Fe. a zro- 

crosshg in J occurs. Fe has two structurally distinct phases, a- and y-Fe, which have 

different atomic scparations. a-Fe is bcc and cxists at low to moderate temperatures. At 

higher temperatures a transformation to the fcc y-Fe phase occurs. nie fcc y-Fe phase 

has a smaiier interatomic separation, smaU enough to place it on the antiferromagnetk side 

of the Bethe-Slater curve. The bulk Tc of a-Fe is bdow the structurai transition 

temperature to y -Fe. Since Néel temperatures (which demarcate antifemmagnetic and 

paramagnetic phases) are genedy less than femmagmtic temperaturts. no ordend 

magnetism is observed in y -Fe. Magnets similar to y-Fe. but existing as ulnathin films at 



much more accessible temperatures, will be investigated in chapter 4. Those structures 

are ferromagnetic. 

2.1 5 Magnetic Anriotropy 

Magnetic anisotropy piays an important rok in ultrathin film magnetism. Thex 

concepts are inwduced in referencc to buk magnas sincc many of the concepts a p p U  

to ultrathin films are bomwed h m  the b u k  In zero appüed fieid, the moments of a 

magnetic soiid are aügned along an easy a&. By applying a suitably stmng field dong a 

hard axis. the moment is aligned with that hard axis. The effect of the magnctic anisotropy 

is describai phenomenologicaily by a power series expansion in sines or cosines of the 

angles mach with the crystaliine axes. A uniuxial unbtropy is common among hexagoRal 

closed-packed (HCP) materials when the c-axb is the easy axis. It is customary to 

cxpand the uniaxial anisotropy energy as: 

E,, = &, sui2(+) + & sin4(+) + ... (2.1 6) 

wherc 4 is the angle made with the easy axis and the y ' s  are the uniaxial anisompy 

constants? Crystais with cubic symmeny have slightly more complicated expressions, due 

to the presence of three equivalent, mutuaiiy perpendicular axes. Buik anisoaopy 

constants are typicaiiy of the order of 1@ - lb Um3? or 10-100 peV/atom. The 

quilibrium orientation of the moment in an applied field is determineci by the minimum of 

the total energy, eq. (2.16) and eq. (2.8). Considering the first order anisotropy only, the 

field requinxi to saturate the magnetization along a hard axis is 

4 = Z&/M- (2.17) 



For a magnetbtion M - 106 Nm, typical of Fe. Ni or Co. a field of the oràer of 1 T is 

rcquired to aiign M along a hard ais .  Anisotropy constants are measud b y obseming 

the rotation of M in response to an applied field. Fig. 2.7 is a hard axis magnethion 

curve, showhg the rotation of the moment away fiom an easy axis in nsponse to an 

appiied fieid. 

Anisotmpy constants have been calculateci fiom h t  principles in a few cases with 

some success. The &st step is a spin polarizad band structure calculation in which the 

spin-orbit coupling terni of the Hamihonian is neglected Spinsrbit coupling is then 

matd in perturbation theory with the spin oriented dong the hard and easy axes. nie 

differtncc in the ground statc energy is esscntiaUy the anisotropy tntrgy. 

a magnetic field applied dong a hard axis. 
alignmenr along the hard axis. 

I 

Fig. 2.7 - The response 
of the rnagnetization to 

Most magnets require a fieiù HL - 1 T for 



2 .I .6 Demagnetization (shape) factors 

Aithough the dipolar field is weak in cornparison to exchange energies. it is usuaiiy 

much smnger than the fields produced by laboratory magnets. Because it is a long- 

ranged force. the dipolar field is detemined by the shape of the magnet (Le. its 

boundarics) and the magnetization dont. In the calcuiation of the magnetostatic self- 

energy of a dismbution of magnetic moments. the H-frM is usualiy employed, rather thaa 

the B-field. The magnetostatic self energy may k written: 

where M was assumed uniform. At a given temperature, oniy the first tem changes so the 

serond tcm is usudy excluded. 

H is separated tito a part produced by macroscopic cumnt sources, and another part - 
due to the magnet boundaries. The first part satisfies the differcntid fonn of eq. (2.11). 

V a  = J, . where J, is the f k e  cumnt density at a point, while the second part has 

ïh& = O. In analogy to the elecmstatic fieid, a zero curl dows the definition of a 

magnetic scalar potential and the concept of mgnetic charge. Also in aDalogy with 

electrostatics. the magnetic charge density at a point on a magnet 's bounding surface is 

= Wh. when h is the surface nonnal and a = Q/A is the charge per unit ana. A 

particularly simple example calculation is the demagnetization factor of an infinite, 

magnetic paraiiel plate capacitor (in analogy to electrostatics) . If is perpendicular to 



Fig. 2.8 - The demagnetizing field for an infinite plate is equal to the magnetization if M is 
normal to the plam, or zen, if M is in the plane. 

the plane of the plate, Gauss' Law over a test area A away h m  the edges at f.. 

JdA-H,, =Q = M U  (2.19) 

then gives =-M. The minus sign indicates that & opposes this orientation of the 

moments. This situation is shown in figun 2.8 on the left. Dashed hes  an the magnetic 

H-field h s ,  which indicate the direction of fom on a positive rnagntic test charge. 

Because magnetic charges only appear in neunai pairs, it is more useful to note that the 

force due to fL on a magnetic dipole tends to mtatc it away h m  an orientation 

prpendicular to the plane. By rotating M into the piane of the plate as in the right side of 

the figure, charge appears on the thin edges. & is no longer unifonn between the plates, 

and in the lirnit that the plate edges tend to *, the field line spacing tends to intinity and 

H', = O. 



In magnets of generai shape. & varies over the volume of the sample even ifM is 

uniform. but its average value aiways opposes M. The only nnite shapes which give 

uniform demagnerking fields (for unifonn are ellipsoid~.'~ The opposition to M is the 

same physics which produces a magnet's fragmentation into domains. For this reason & 

is called the deniognezization field. Denning the demugncn'zcxtion factor N implicitiy 

&=-W, (230) 

the paraliel-plate exarnples above give demagnetization factors NL = 1 and N, = O 

nspectively. These correspond to the exueme values of N for continuous. uniformly 

magnethd systems. 

2.1.7 Domains 

Ahhough the dipolar interaction is much weaker than the exchange interaction, it hac a 

profound effect on the large scale structure of a rnagnet at temperatures much iess than 

Te This is possibk because the exchange interaction is very short ranged, as the nearcst 

neighbor treatments attest. whereas the dipolar fields of a magnetic solid produce a 

macroscopic field via eq. (2.5). Fiipping aii the moments of a solid on one side of a planar 

boundary to another easy axis reduces the dipolar energy substantiaiiy, whüe incrcasing 

the total exchange energy only marginaily. The equiiibrium, large SC& structure of a 

magnet of general shape. therefore consists of a number of such rrgions. Homogenwus 

volumes between the planes are caiied domains, and the planes a r ~  called &main dis. 

Domain waiis are not perfectly abrupt. but rather have a finite thickness. This is 

because the exchange encrgy of adjacent spins &pends on the difftrcnce in thcir 
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Fig. 2.9 - A cross-section of a domain waii shows how the rcveaal of the moment is 
H u a i .  The graduai rotation rrduccs the exchange tntrgy of the waii. nie waiï i~ 
Mted  to a finite thickness by the anisotropy energy associated with a rotation away h m  

' 

the easy a&. Domain walls arc typicaiiy a few hundrcd atomic spacings in width 

orientations 4 as e, V (cos2@ for smaii 4). The exchange energy y, in a domain waU 

which rotates uniformly ftom its original orientation to the opposite direction over N 

lattice constants a in steps of ZN. as in Tg. 2.9. then goes as 1/N: 

where s ir the local moment. This would suggcst that the domah w d  thickness is WC. 

Domain walls arc no t infinitely t hic k, ôecause there is a cost in anisotropy energy at ail  

orientations away from an easy ais. This contribution to the domain-wail energy is 

thex fore proportional to t h t  waU t hickness. and is approxirnately 

yr = KNa 9 (2.22) 

where a is the lattice constant and K is a first order uniaxiai anisotmpy. The domain-wali 

thickness is determined by minimung y, + yK, resulting in a thichess t = Na of 

- 



Fig. 2.10 - Soipe domains in a thin slab magnet are energetically favoured over a single 
&main state. because of a substantial reduction in rnagnetostatic energy. The domain 
density is h i t e c i  by the energy storcd in the walls. 

Minimisation of the total domain-wd energy. y, + y, surnmcd over aii  dornain 

walls. plus the magneto-static energy determines the density of domains. As an example, a 

shcet domain structure in a uniaxial ferromagnct is shown in Fig. 2.10. nie given 

magnetization rcsults in magnetic charge on the leA and right faces of the shcets. In buk 

magnets the equiiibriurn dornain width d is much less than the magnet thickness patallel to 

as on the right side of Fig. 2.8. (Ultrathin films are verydiffertnt in this respect.) 

Substantial fMging of occurs within each sheet. and opposing ainging fields, krgely 

h m  neanst neighbors. neariy cancel that field The magnetostatic energyis 

dramatically reduced. A typical length scale of the domain structure in buk magnets is 

many microns. and the total energy is reduced by at least a fcw orden of magnitude? 



Fig. 2.11 - The* are two mechanisms of magnetic reversa1 in rcsponse to a field H applied 
antiparakl to the original orientation of the moment. (a) Coherent rotation must 
overcome the magnetic anisotmpy by pulling the moment away b m  an easy axis. 
through a hard direction to another easy axis. (b) Displacements of domain waiîs rcduce 
the magnetostatic energy of the magnet as a whok. Domain-waîl motion usuaily ~ q u i n s  
a smakr applicd fieid and thenfon plays a mater mie in reversai than cohercnt rotation 
in most magncts. 

2.1.8 Reversai of the mognetizarion 

A 180" change of the magnetization of a magnet in nsponse to an applied fîeld is 

known as a reversal. Coherent rotation and domain-waiî motion art the two mechanismg 

which produce a reversai. Fig. 2.1 1 illustrates each mechanism. Coherent rotation occurs 

when an applied field rotates the moment against the crystal anisotmpy. If the applied 

field is antiparallel to the moment, then the moment will reverse discontinuously to aîign 

with H provided H exceeds a criticai value called the coercive field For a uniaxial 

ferromgnet this field is about 1 T. which is quite brge. There U signifiant hysteresis, 

since reversa1 to the original orientation requins a field of the same strength in the 

âirection opposite to the original applied field. In high quality mctal crystals, domain-waii 

motion requins a far smaller field for reversa1 and is thercfon the reversal mechanism in 

most magnets. Consider the energy stored in the domain waii of Fig. 2.9. The anisotropy 



energy due to orientation away fiom the easy axis is symmenic. This would suggest that 

the energy of the domain wd is independent of its position, and so its position should be 

compktely detennined by the rninimization of the rnagnetostatic energy. Local 

perturbations in the magnetic anisotropy are abundant in na1 magnets, however, and they 

tend to pin dornain walls in tkir vicinity. These perturbations may be due to local saains 

which change the local anisotropy by an effect known as inverse mgnetostricrion, or by 

impurity atoms which posses different intrinsic magnetic anisotropies. in any case, the 

applied field must be strong enough to overcome the barricrs presented by the local 

perturbations in order to reverse the magmtizatioa In most metallic magnets, the 

domain-wall motion coercive field is usudy at lem a factor 1 W2 of the coherent rotation 

coercivt field. 

A plot of M vs. H over the reversa1 cycle. as in Fig. 2.12 is known as a hysttrtsis 

bop. In the case shown, H is applied paralle1 to the easy axis, and the component of M 

paralle1 to the easy axis is obtained. The maximum value of M is called the saturution 

mgnerizution. Both coherent rotation and domain-waU motion can produce a 

discontinuous reversal similar to the one shown. A 'square Ioop' likt this one is not the 

oniy possible result. The shape of the loop can Mer for quite a number of nasons, 

particularly in magnets of complicated composition W o r  microstructure. 

The demagnetization factor may have a profound effect on magnetic reversai. 

Consider a wide, thin plare of Fe with a saturation magnetuation of peM = 2.2 T. nie 

total interna1 field is 

Hi=-NM+H, (2.24) 



Fig. 2.12 - A hysttresis loop is a record of the reversa1 p m s s  describeci above. The 
shape may di&r 6rom t his, but the hystensis is a pmpaty comrnon to ferromagnets. 

where H is the applied field If M is in the plane of the plate, then reversal qu ires  an H 

of only a few hundnd Oe (1 T = 1û' Oe). If M is perpcndicular to the plane, howeva, 

then H must cxceed M! This result has profound implications for ultrathin films: large 

mgnets are required tu reverse the mgnerizurion if if b oriented mnt54L to the jih 

plme. The fields an big, but usuaiiy ai kast an order of magnitude iess than Eq. (2.24) 

would sugpst, duc to the motion of domain walls. Dernagnctization factors are also 

expected to have a profound effect on the m e a s d  magnetic susceptibility. These points 

wili be cenaal to the discussion of the spin-rcoricntation transition in chapter 4. 



2.2 Magnetic ultrathin films 

22.1 Thr strength of local moments 

Until this decade. t here was considerable confusion concerning the smngths of the 

moments of the 3d ferromagnets near the sufaces of buk magnets and in nIms of only a 

few atoms thick. In particular, it was commonly believcd that &ad-layers. or layers with 

dramatically rcduced moment strengths. wen commodl This belief was based on 

experiments, since theory preciicted an enhanced moment. An enhancd moment was 

expected because the crystal field and hence the crystal field splitting of the 3d-ban& was 

reduced at a surface. The reduced splitting results in an incnased density-of-states, 

increasing the masure of the Stoner criterion and incrcasing the moment smngth. 

It now appcars that these early experiments sufTercd from poor surface ckanlintss. 

Residual gases. primariiy nimgen and oxygen. had rcactcd with the surface atoms and 

destmycd the magnetic propenies. 

Improved surface science technologies and film preparation techniques. in 

conjunction with ab iniiio calculations. clarified the picturc considerably. Moments are 

often enhanccd at surfaces. Perhaps more intcnstingly, metais which rnarginally fail t k  

Stoner criterion in the bulk can pass it with the increased band narrowing which occurs at 

a surface. Ultrathin VIAg(ûû1) and Pd/Ag(ûûl) are fe~omagnetic. for examph, whüe 

buUr V is not." Other Nm/subsmte systcms exhibit a diminished moment at the intedace 

due to hybridization. Caiculations of the Co/W(ûûl) ML W a t e  that it should be non- 

magnetic." In tilms which are nonmagnetic at an interface. buik-LiLe moments am usuaiiy 

prcsent in the rcmainder of the film. 



2 2 2  The stabilization of 2D magnetism 

Two-dimensional, purely isonopic magnets are paramagnetic at all temperatmes 

p a t e r  than absolute zero (the Mermin-Wagner theo=m2). In the context of spin-wave 

theory, magnetic order in 2D is destroyed by low-energy, long-wavelength excitations." 

Spin-waws an the excited states of a rnagnet and arc sinusoidal moduiations of the 

orientation of the local moment with position, simüar to the rotation of the moments 

within a domain wali. Acoustic spin-wave energies hacase with wavevecior k 

(-l/wavelength) as k2. For each mode occupied, the macroscopic moment is duced by 

one local moment. The reduction of the magnetization at a given temperature is 

&terminai by the equipartition of thermal cncrgy among the modes. In 3D the density-of 

states goes as p. kading to a reduction in temperature that kincases as T? This 

&pendena hoids for low to intermediate tempemures. In 2D. wherc the dcnsity-of- 

states goes as k, the reduction exhibits a logarithmic divergence near k = O. Magnetic 

anisotropies. whether dipolar or rnagnetocrystahe in ongin, introduce an energy gap so 

that the mode encrgy goes as C + k2, when C is a constant depending on the strength of 

the anisotmpy. The reduction in magnetization then goes as in[kT/C].'%~h mamagnetic 

anisotropies play a much greater role in 2D magnetism than in 3D. 

2.2 3 Finite-size scaling of Tc and spotid dimensiomlity crossover 

Ultrathin films are ofien nferred io as two-dimensional systems. What then is the 

niterion for two-dimensionality? At what thickness does the crossover h m  two- 

dimensional to three-dimensional khaviour occur? nie answcr to these questions is 



context dependent, and a few suggestions have been ~ffered"~" The suggestions h m  the 

cornmon requirement that the magmtic propenies be uniform throughout the film 

thickness. As long as films an less than a few hundnd atoms thick, domain walls w a  net 

exist pardel to the surface. Even a 10-atom thick magnetic nIm wiii exhibit thne- 

dimensional critical exponents. however. This is because the correlation iength f ,  and 

there fore spin-block size, is kss t han 10 atoms at most temperatures away from T, and so 

the tilm behaves three-dimensionally. The temperatun must k close to the buik h & a l  

temperatun kfore E is as big as 10 atornic diameters, and the crossover to two- 

dimensional behaviour occun. A criterion based on the critical pmpenies of the nIm U 

therefore thickness and temperature dependent. 

At the point of crossover to  3D behaviour, the 3D order-disorder transition is 

preempteâ by the 2D one.18 Since €0 is rnonotonically incrrasing for T < T, the 

dimensional crossover occurs at lower temperatures as the 6im thickness is deacased Tc 

also demases due to the decreasing average-coordination of thinmr nhns. Fdy, at a 

r 

thickness 

Fig. 2.13 - Tc of an ultrathin fikn scales monotonicaiiy with the film thiclcness. nie 
grcatest change occurs in the fist few monoiayers of growth 



thickness of 1 ML, an 6 t h e r  than the film has no meaning and the nIm is 2D at 

temperams. Tc of the 1 ML nIm is dramatically lower than for the 10 ML film The 

finite-size scaluig behavior obeys the trend: 

( Tc TJn) a n-A 9 
19 

(2.25) 

when Tc is the transition temperature of an kinnitely thick nIm, n is the thickness of the 

f h  in ML, and 1 is the shift exponent (typicdy near 1). The finite-scaling khaviour 

i,lIusaated in fig. 2.13 has k e n  observed by severai authors. In a contmversial 

cxperirnent, Bakrschke et al. tracked the crossover fiom 2D to 3D behaviour in critical 

exponents, finding a cmssover n = 5 ML and a fluritt scaüng trend rcsembling Eq. 

(2 .2~) .~  A convincing dimensional crossover in the exponent P was reportcd by Huang a 

al. for Ni and Co/Ni fihs on Ag(001). AS the film thickness is reduced bebw 1 a 

similar transition from 2D to 1 D behavior -0) may occur providing that percoiation is 

not lost. The 2D to 1D transition was obsernd by Graâmann et ai., in a tmly beautiful 

experiment." 

2 2.4 Magnetic anis0 tropies in ultrathin films 

Magnetic anisotropies in ultrathin films have three origins. Based on buk 

magnetizations and bulk magnetocrystaiiine anisouopies, one would e x w t  that the 

demagnetizing field in an ultrathin füm would be strong enough to confine the moment to 

the plane. Indeed, the demagnetizing field docs smngly favor an in-plane moment and is 

therefore caiied the shope anisotropy. The shape anisotropy does not alway prevaii, 

however. Néel first predicted that the broken syrnrnetry ai the surface could kad to much 



stronger magnetocrystaiiine anisompy than in the bulk, at least in the case of cubic 

cry~tals.~ Néel was comct and so this contribution bears his namc. The last source of 

anisompy is the interface. Near an interface, a magnetic material may be considerabIy 

stmined h m  its buik state. Suain Muences the charge distribution in the crystal, and 

hencc the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Note that this effect rnay be regarded as inverse 

magnetostriction. It is caiied the mognetoelastic anisovopy. Hybridllation at the 

interface may also be a factor. This contribution is rather Mcult to discuss or anticipate 

outside of k t  p~ciples calculations. 

AU three contributions combine to determine the easy axis in an ultrathin film Ntel 

h t  made his prediction in 1954 and the fjrst ultrathin film magnet with a perpendicular 

moment was obscrved in 1968? Even now, films with perpendicular moments create 

some excitement. Those films which exhibit a perpendicuiar moment, do so in a ümited 

range of coverage, usuaiiy crossing over fkom perpendicuiar at low thichesses to ,plane 

at hig her ones. The crossover is appropriately caiied the spin-reorientarion tramition. 

although the phrase now encompasses a variety of associated phenomena. Reorientation 

occurs, in large part, because some of the anisotropy contributions arc proportional to the 

nIm arca. while others scale with the volume of the fi. S b  it is customary to express 

the total surface anisotropy in tems of the energy per unit volume, the surface terms scak 

inversely with the Nm thickness. 

The demagnetization energy of a disk per unit volume is 



when H, is the demagnetizing field the N's are demagnetization factors for a moment 

pardei or perpendicular to the plate. and the a's are direction cosines. In the lMit that 

the plate is infinitely thin, N, = 1 and N, = O, g h g  the standard fom of the 

demagnetizing field for an ultrathin fiim: 

% = Ii&tco20 - I 

2 

where 8 is the angle made by M to the film plane. 

In order to understand how magnetocrystalline anisotropies khavc in ultrath 

a more &taikd view of its origins in the bulk is uschi. Thcrc am two main types of 

anisotropy which arise fkom the spin-orbit interaction. One is the anisotropic exchange 

interaction. Spin-orbit couphg deforms the electron cloud surroundhg an atom, in a 

disuibution which is tied to the moment orientation. Rotation of the moment, due to the 

application of a field dong a hard axis, aise rotates the asymmetric charge disaibution, ar 

shown in fig. 2.13. The overlap of orbitals at adjacent atoms must &O change. Each 

configuration is iikely to have a d E e m  energy, pmducing magnetic anisompy. h t h c r  

type of anisotropy is the single-ion anisoaopy. The crystal field lifts the degeneracy of 

atornic orbitals, and gives the electronic distribution the syrnmetry of the aystd. 

Eigenstates of angular momenta are then c o ~ e c t e d  to the crysial gcometry, and hence 

anisotropy arises in the spin-orbit interaction. 



Fig. 2.13 - Spinsrbit coupling deforms the elecwnic distribution of the atom and tics it 
to the spin orientation. Adjacent atoms expericnce an anisotropic exchange interaction 
due to the dincrcnce in electmnic overlap when the spins rotate. 

Néel-type anisotropies arise due to broken symmetry at the surface in the case of 

cubic crystals. Anisotropies can be expresscd in terms of a qukkly-converging multipole- 

type expansion. staning with the dipole terni which goes as a2. a direction cosine. In cubic 

environments the dipole tcnn averages to zero, leaving oniy highcr order ternis to 

contribute to the anisotropy energy. At a surfacc or intedace. the symmetry of a cubic 

system is reduced and the dipole tem. ~ i c a l l y  snonger t h  the highcr order te-, no 

longer vanishes. Away h m  the surface or interface, the cubi environment continues to 

supprcss this term. The dipole-likc term. callcd the Néel cuiisotropy, is thercforc a s ~ ~ e  

unisotropy since its contribution to the total anisotropy energy of a thin fitn is 

proportional to the film ana. When the total film anisotropy energy is expnssed pu unit 

volume, sudace terms scale inversely with the film thiclcness. A thin 6bn har one plane of 

broken syrnmetry with the substrate and another with the vacuum. Each p b  contributes 

a Néel-type surface anisotropy 

E =ycos28 / i .  (2.28) 

where fC, is the surface anisotropy in Vm2. t is the thickness of the nùn in meters and 8 is 

the angle made between the magnetization and the surface normal. 



Magmto-elastic effects arise from anisotropic exchange via inverse 

magnetosaiction. Magnetostriction is strain induced during a rotation of the spin 

direction, due to the asyrnrnetry of the elecmnic distribution tied to the spin. S i m . ! y ,  

epitaxiai strain cm cause a rotation of the spins, or at ieast produce a change in magnet 

anisompy. This tem usuaiiy has the form 

E = 3R A, CE COS% (2.29) 

when A, is the magnetosmction constant, c is the elastic constant and c is t k  s& 

Depending on the nature of r, t his contribution may behave iike a surface or volume tmn, 

or even in a mon compiicated way. Usuaiiy. it behaves liLe a volume term. 

2 2  S Magnetic domaias in petpendicularly magnetirrd dtrathin film 

Domains play a more subtle role in ulmthin h magnets with pupcndiculat 

magnetization than in buk materials. Although an ultrathin nIm with a perpendifular 

eas y-axis mates the larges t possible demagnetization field for a given magnetization, 

domains have Little effect in nducing the total nIm cnergy. Fig. 2.15 compares the domain 

structure of (a) a bulk magnetic plate to that of (b) an ultrathin film where the direction of 

M aitemates as indicated. Strîpe domains, infinite in lenph but finite in width w, arc 

hown to be the ground state of an ulmthin magnet with perpendicular magnetic 

orientation. For the purpose of these arguments, the domain widths w in the figure arc 

chosen to be the same in both cases. of order 10 000 A. or several thousand atomic 

diameten. With this choice, the film and plate contain the same hction of atoms in theh 

domain waüs, so the domain wali energits per unit volume are the same. The 



magnetostatic energy is much greater in the ultrathin film. however. In the thick, bu& 

piate, the domains are long in the direction parallel to M. and narrow in a direction 

perpendicular to M. In (a), w is If the plate has a thickness t - 1 cm. much p a t e r  than 

the domain width. H is smaii due to ex- ainging and cancehtion as discussed in 

section 2.1.8. Domains of the same width in an ultrathin film (b) have a very large a ~ p e c t  

ratio w/t because t - 1 A. Fringing and cancektion are negligibk. To substaniially M u a  

H, a ratio w/t -1 is required. resulting in an enormous  COS^ in exchange energy. W& rht 

domain structure of the bulk plate reduces the total energy by about 1 0  t i m e ~ , ~  the 

duction in ultrathin N m s  is  a fraction of a percent? 

An interesthg and important corollary is that the domain size is very sensitive to 

changes in anisotropy." As in the buik, the domain density is determined by the sum of 

magnetostatic and domain-waii energies. Magnetic anisotropy contributes to the &main- 

f 

t - l c m  

f 

Fig. 2.15 - A cornparison of (a) a thick plate to (b) an ultrathin fdm. shows why &mains 
reduce the total energy su bstantidy for buik magneis, and onJy slightly for ultrathin fis. 



w d  tem. Since large changes in domain width w produce tiny changes in energy. the 

reciprocal statement is also mie: s m l l  changes in anisotropy energy produce large 

changes in the &muin demiq Ilw. This sensitivity has important implications in the 

approach to the spin-reonentation transition, where the leading ternis of the magnetic 

anisotropy vanish. 



2.3 The spin-reorientation transition 

23.2 The spin-reorientation transition ar constant temperature 

Spin reorientation ordinariiy proceeds h m  a perpendicuiar orientation of the 

moment at low thicknesses. to in-plane for thicker nIms. At T = 0, the angle 8 betwecn 

M and the nkn plane is detexmined by minimiPng the total anisotropy plus mapetostatic - 
energy. The net anisotropy energy per unit volume has surf'ace & and volume K,, terms as 

ciescribed above, which are combined to givc the total perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

(PMA) in an applied field H 

E(t) = -(2 KJt + Kv) cos20 MmH Vn (2.30) 

where I<, is the average contribution Born interface and vacuum planes. (2 KJt + K,,) is 

usuaiiy called the effective PMA Y, A positive Y, corresponds to (with H = O) a 

Fig. 2.15 - Surface and volume contributions to the effective pcrpendicuiar anisonopy K, 
are usualiy extracted fkom a study of the thickness dependena of Y, If the surface 
anisotropy favors a perpendicular orientation of the moment. t k n  a transition h m  a 
perpendicular to in-plane moment occurs with Licreasing thickness. nie thichess at 
which ihis occun is t,. 



perpendicular orientation of the moment, and a negative value to an in-plane orienta- 

Because of the strong shape tem. K, always favors an in-plane orientation, even if 

magnctocrystalline contributions prefer perpendifular. In many cases, & prefin a 

perpendicular moment. At some low coverage t the moment will be perpendicuk 

provided 2 Kd t ML > -Kv . At greater thicknesses Kv dominates, p u h g  the moment in- 

plane. Experimental analyses usually u t i k  a plot of Y, *t vs. t as shown in fig. 2.15. 

The point of reorientation fiom perpendicular to in-plane is t, = -Kv R & Typical values 

an ~,,-lo6 ~ / d .  &-1Û31/rn2 and hence t,-10A." 

232 The Mennin-Wagner theorem 

Experirnental ventication of the Mermin-Wagner theorem has becn as widely 

anticipated as was Néel anisotropy, although k s  forthcoming. The discovery of spin 

norientation caused a rcsurgcnce of expectation. It was ckar by the late 1980s that 

magnetic order in ultrathin films was stabiiized by mgnetic anisotropies which couhi, for 

example. constrain the moments to Ising behaviour and finite-tempcrature magnctic orda. 

Near the coverage t, where reorientation occurs. the anisotropy was expected to vani& 

producing the first 2D isotropie magnets. Cdculations pndicted that the Curie 

temperatun should plurnmet near t ,  verifying the essence of the Mermin-Wagner 

theonm." This behavior would cenainly stand out against the usual finite-scaling 

khavior discussed above. To date. this result has nor ken reporteci. 

There are two reasons why the Tc &op has not k e n  observed Fmtly, only the 

kading cos% anisotropy terms vanish at ten W e r  is then stabilized by the higher order 



tems which an uniikely to vanish. A depression of Tc is possible, however. if the highcr 

order tems are weak enough. The second reason that the Tc drop has not k e n  

conclusively obsenied. is that the thermal behavior of magnetic ultrathin films near t is 

dominated by the proliferation of domains. The crossover fkom perpendicular to i n - p l a  

orientation, as described above. is driven by a cornpetition of surfa~e and volume P M  A 

simiiar aossover is driven by temperature, in which reorientation and domain 

condensation are excited States of the system, as is discussed below. 

2.3.3 The temperature-driven spin-reorientation 

Pescia and ~obovsky" first predicted that a magnetic ultrathin nIm with 

perpendicular magnetization might reorient to an in-pknt direction with increasing 

temperature. They included exchange r, bure anisotmpy (Le. no shape tenn) 1 and 

dipolar (shape) strength Q in a continuum hamiltonian 

where the spin field is the continuum analog of the dismete spin latticc g, with lanice 

parameter a. 'Ihe relative sizes of r, b and i2 are 1ûûû K, 20 K and 2 K respectively. 

Because this is a 2D model. at fmite temperatures a&) experiences strong fluctuations 

away from the perpendicular ground state. The anisompy I limits the powth of 

correlated fluctuations of &) away from the perpendicular. hrrelated fluctuations, as 

iiiustrated in fig. 2.16. cost a total exchange energy proportional to the perimeter lenph 

of the fluctuation. while the anisotropy energy grows with the fluctuation area As a 



fluctuation grows, the totai anisotropy energy is initially much srnalier than the exchange 

energy ar the fluctuation boundary, but at a length scale L, such that AL,,* = I', the 

anisotropy energy equals the exchange. The totd energy of the fluctuation then grows 

much fastcr as the fluctuation dimension increasesD Spontaneous fluctuations are 

therefore dampeà spatially over the length scale L, Setting A (and f2) to m. the kngth 

SC& L, is infinite and long range order is lost accorduig to the Me&-Wagner theonm. 

Using a renormaiization procedure originaiiy owing to ~ o l y k o v , ~  the spin field ~ ( x )  is 

separated into two parts fi&) = gw + &W. when 1300 is the long ranged, smoothly 

varying pan of a(xJ and &xJ varies over lcngth scales smaller than L,,. The Hamiltonian 

Fig. 2.16 - A comlated fluctuation of spins away h m  pcrpendicular in a discnte 2D 
magnet is outlined in the dotted line. The totai exchange energy above the ground state is 
proponional to the number of ncarcst-neighbor spin pairs which are not paralle1 (or the 
lengt h of the perimeter), w hile the total anisotropy energy is proponional to number of 
spins canted fiom the perpendicular (or the area of the fluctuation). 



for &Cr) is then found by the (ciassical) thermal average of (2.3 1) over the short rangcd 

fluctuations. A Hamiltonian for aiS) of the sarne forrn as (2.3 1) is recovered. giving 

temperature renormalized expressions for I', A and Q: 

1 
whae ZO - 1 - 5; and =-in(&2) . 0 0  a n d l m  renormaiizc diRerently with 

2 

temperature. In panicular, Q0 decreases more sbwly with incnasing temperature uian 

A O  and 

lm = A 0  - R O / a  

then vanishes at TR and the moment norients in-plane. 

A case of interest occurs when T = TR and the effective, renormaikd anisocropy 

vanishes. In some sense. the film is a 2D isotropie ferromagnet at TR and a loss of long 

-range order occurs in the spirit of the Mermin-Wagner theorem. Milis et al. detennined 

that M should vanish in a temperature interval AT, - IKm It is possible that this rrsult 

will never be measured in a laboratory, kcause of a phenornenon associated with the spin- 

rtorientation transition which WU herc be called doman condensation. 

Rccent thcontical efforts have focused on the phase diagrams of spin-reorientation 

transition systems. Such diagrams show coverage and temperature driven transitions 

within a unified picture. An attempt based on the renoxmaiization group approach by 

Politi et aï. is depicted in fig. 2.18." The authors considered nLns with positive K, and 



coverage 
Fig. 2.18 - This phase diagram is a facsimik of a calculation by Politi et al. It shows the 
regions of perpendicuiar (1). paramagnetic (PM) and in-plane (=) magnetism for a film 
with positive &. 

shape anisotropy. and then varied the ntm thickness. Ordered and paramagnetic (PM) 

phases arc separated by a critical boundary, and the perpcndicuiar and in-plane boundaries 

an separated by a reorientation boundary. The two boundaries coincide at t k  

multicritical point of the system, confirrning the importance of trcatkig fluctuations 

canfbiiy. One topological featurc is noted for future nference: the boundary of the 

perpendicular phase has a maximum temperatun at or near the multicritical point, whae 

the two boundanes meet. Bader et al. have panially rnapped the phase boundaty of 

WAg(100). Whüe their data does exclude the possibility of a maximum, it does not 

venfy it kcause of the limitcd range of their measurements which omitted the region of 

the multicritical point. 

2.4.4 Domain condensation 

Domain-stripe widt hs in perpendicular ultrathin magnets are very sensitive to 



changes in temperature. Recd fiom section 2.2.5, that the width is very sensitive to 

changes in energy, and nom the previous section JO, K (A), and the dipolar field ail 

renomaluc strongly with temperature. The pro blern was investigated by Kashuba and 

Pokovsky and by Abanov et d. using the samc renonnalization gmup fomalism 

mentioned above. Their findings arc that the domain-stripe widths an essentially infinite 

at coverages or temperatures far klow the reorientation temperature T, and that the 

density increases rapidly as the transition is  approached, mimicking a phase transition. 

Thc domain density n(T) is predicted to increase as 

no a e x p ( - x ( ~ ~ A & l l ~ X ) O )  . 30 (2.34) 

At sufficiently high temperatures, thermal fluctuations occur in the domain w&, which 

an less stable than the domain interionUJd This always happens klow the reorientation 

temperature TR. Once the fluctuation arnpiitudc is comparabb to the &main width, the 

stipes break into finite-length, but elongated domains which an disordered in position but 

rnay retain orientational pnference. In analogy with liquid crystals, the low temperatme 

phase posscssing onentational and positional order is calleâ smectic and the loss of 

positional order leads to the nemotic phase. Alternatively. the melting smectic phase rnay 

lose positional and orientational order simultaneously, resulting in the liquid phase. If the 

Liquid phase does not melt fiom the smectic, the nematic eventually rnelts to the liquid. At 

stil higher temperanires, reorientation prcxeeds dinnly h m  this phase. Figure 2.19 

illustrates the evolution of the domain topologies with inmashg temperatun. Abanov et 

al. comment that even if reorientation does not occur, as in the low coverage range of the 

phase diagram of fig. 2.18, this phase progression may occur.'' In that case, the 



Fig. 2.19 - These saipc domain structures arc viewed h m  above the film. As the spin- 
mrientation transition is approached h m  k b w  TR, the domain-wall and magnctoste 
contributions to the energy scale with incnasing temperatun. At low temperaturcs, the 
nIm P single-domain. Domain stripes fonn as in the srnectic phase of (a). and condtllst 
with hc~casing temperature (b). (c) Fluctuations in the domain w a b  cause a melthg of 
the srnectic phase and a Ioss of positional order. This phase. (d) is the nematic phase. 
Loss of orientational order as weii gives the liquiâ phase (not shown). 

or&r/disorder transition proceeds dinctly h m  the @uid phase. 

Experirnents have verified the existence of domains in ultrathin h s  with 

perpendicular magnetization. Domains were measured indirectly by Pappap and Hops* 

and then by Qiu et al?' Direct observation of domains using p o M  elecmn 

microscopy was accomplished by Aiienspach and Bischoffen They obsemd the 

condensation of a nematic domain phase, and eventuaiiy a reokntation of the moment. 

The structure at intemediate coverages was not clear. AU of the above experiments 

measund the nmanent (in zero app lied fieM) magnetization. 



Another prediction by Kashuba and Pokovsky is that the domah structure shouJà 

be very sensitive to an applied field. A domain-smpe structure with stripe-width L in oao 

applied field, becomes asymmeûic in an applied field, with smpes paralle1 (antiparaüel) to 

tht appiied field of width L + 8 (L - 6) as in fige 2.20. They calculate 

where h, = 4Q(T)n(T) is the field which converts the nIm to a single domaihm Berger anci 

Hopster recently studied the non-linear behaviour of the magnetization of FelAg(100) in 

nsponse to fields near k." The rcsponsc near h, was consistent with the f o m  of eq. 

(2.35). Impiicit in eq. (2.35) is that the magnetic susceptibüity should exhibit a simple 

Fig. 2.20 - The domain-smpe stmcture is very sensitive to fields appüed normal to the 
nIm plane. Appiied fields cause smpes with their -1 parallel to the applied field to grow 
by an amount 6 at the expense of the antiparallel M stripes. 



exponential decay with increasing temperatm. This prediction is tested and verified in 

chapter 4 for ultrathin Fe/Ni films. 



3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The experirnental rnethods dcscribed in this chapter are n a t d y  separatcd inm 

two main mas: surface science technology and the swface rnagneto-optic Kerr eEat 

(SMOKE). Surface science is a multidisciplinary field primariiy concerned with b 

surfaces and e s  of oniy a few atoms in thicbiess. in these systems. problems of interest 

include atomic and electronic structure. surface morphobgy, chemistry, epitaxy and 

crystal growth to name a f e ~ . ~ ~  In most ultrathin film magnetism experimcnts, the t h  

must be prcpared in situ immediately prior to the magnetic expcriments, and thosc 

experirnents must bc carried out within a few hom because residual gases adsorb on iht 

surface and change the film electronic and structural propenies. In order to study 

magnetisrn in an ultrathin film. one must be an expert in the techniques of sdace science. 

Funhermon. magnetism is highly structure dependent and the nIm stmcture is very 

sensitive to preparation conditions such as temperame and contamination. Uschil 

magnetic rcsults therefore requin a careful comlation of film structure and growth 

conditions. Only with this information can magnetic nsults be placed in the proper context 

and so this step is essentiai. 

The magnetic studies of spin-reorientation in F a  ML Nm(l10) presented in 

chapter 4 bcnefits from eariier growth and structure characterization studies. Details of 

the growth and smcture of this system are reponed by Johnston." Johnston et al." and 

D. Sander et C.S. Arnold's contribution to that work was rather technicai, and is 

kyond the scope of the sudace science discussion prescnted in this thesis. Because the 
48 



structurai results for this system were alrrady avakbie, and because the emphasis of the 

present work is on the magnetic behavior of this system, the surfhce science discussion 

presented hen is rather brief. The discussion is intended to demonstrate the techniques 

which arc important for growing ultrathin h s  and to give a flavor of the techniques uscd 

for the structural detemination. It is also the author's hope that the sdace sciena 

section is a usefùl introduction to hiture students. Those readers wfio arc only itttercsud 

in the magnetic behavior of the Fe12 ML NüW(110) system are enco waged to skip the 

swfuce science discussion and go direct& to section 32 on page 74. nie  results of the 

growth and structural studies an reviewed in section 4.1 without extensive references to 

the techniques employed 

Having prepared and characterized the structure of a magnetic ultrathin nIm. a ncw 

set of experimental problems arise, related to the measurement of the magnetic propaties 

of uttcrly tiny samples. SMOKE is a panicukrly simple and sensitive method for studyhg 

magnetism in ultrathin films, and is discussed in detail in the second part of this chapter. 

The technicai innovations and analyses described the% are also important contributions of 

this thesis. 

3.1 Surface science techniques 

3.1.1 The UHV system 

Bccause of the high nactivity of a clean surface, and because of the sensitivity of 

structurai and magnetic properties to impurities. surface science experiments arc n o d y  

conducted in ulnahigh vacuum (UHV). Ali rcfercnces to the system used in this 



f 
To pumping system 

Fig. 3.1 - A greatly sirnplitied view of the UHV system highiights the elecoonic probes 
used in the surface science experirnents. The same eiecmn gun is used in ali 
meastucments. The sample. usuaiiy an ultrathin film grown in situ on a tungsten single 
aystai, faces the LEEDlAuger screen for simple measurements. Observation of the 
electron difaaction pattern through the viewpon to the right pcrmits a simple check on 
ultrathin film smctun. Auger electrons aie collected on the same semi-sphcricd screcn 
uopn which the diffraction patterns is projectcd and provide impurity and füm thichiess 
information. Using the ekctron lens and spherical-section cnergy analyzer at the top of 
the analyzer, the angular contrast of Auger electrons is invutigatcd. An analysis of the 
spatial disaibution gives valuable surface smctural information. 



research wül simply be 'the UHV system'. The base pressure of the UHV system is about 

10-l0 torr, or about l@" atmosphercs. At these pressures. residual gas atom wiii  tom a 

monolayer of contamination on an initiaily clean surface in about 3 houn. Ideally, an 

experirnent should be completed weii within this t h e  hm. In practice, experiments 

sometimts take bnger. In these cases residual gas contamination may a€fèct the nsula 

Whcther or not a given Ievel of exposm is acceptable is situation dependent. Ni, for 

exampb, is lcss reactive than Fe and wiU stay ckan longer. Magnetism in a monohyer of 

material is very sensitive to contamination whmas a thicker film more toierant. 

A grcatly simplified rendition of the UHV systcm is pnsentcd in Fig. 3.1. A sin* 

crystal subsmte is at the center of the spherical main chamkr. A sampb holder, wbich is 

shown in Fg. 3.2. manipuiates the sarnple position and orientation within the main 

chamber. This view in Fig. 3.1 highlights the ekctronic pmks which w a e  u s a i  in the 

surface science expcriments. An ekctron gun produces a narrow beam of cohercnt 

clectrons. and focuses it on the center of the sarnpk. nie tktrons are rcflectcû or 

difnacted bom the sampb and analypd at the LEEWAugcr apparatus or, with the sample 

at an oblique angle. arc coiiected by the elemn iens at the top of the main chamber ad 

manipulatcd by electmn optics through a spherical-section encrgy analyw, 

Auger clectron spectroscopy (AES) and low tnergy elcctmn âühction (LEED) 

cxperimcnts were conducted. At the modcratc (a few keV) incident kam energies 

ernployed for AES, the reflected k a m  has a iargt ekt ic  component, and fine structure on 

a large. broad continuum at other energies and angles. The fine stnicture, in both enagy 

and spatial distributions, contains chernical and structural information specific to the 



surfafc nie surface specifïcity arWs from the shallow penctration depth of d m  

bw energy ekctrons, which is typicdy a few latticc spacings. At bwer cnrgies, 

penetration &pth is even smaller and the ektmnic wankngth becomcs compara& to 

atomic dimensions. This is the rcgime of LEED. Electron waves d i f k t  a m  the 

with a lacerai cohuencc length exttnding owr at k t  one hiudrrd atomic diamctcrs. 

Two dimensionai Bragg conditions detuniinc angb of cons- mtcrfcrc-, 

connecting the electmn m t i o n  pattern with the sprhice smctuc. Both of these 

techniques wiii be describtd in mon detail shortly. 

For most experiments. the sampk was in the 'stdght-back' position, with iu 

surfacc nomal aligned in the y-directionof m. 3.1. dmctly firing the LEED/Auga 

rcrren. A large viewport on the LEED/Auger flange provideci a vitw of the LEED 

panem. The same Jcrrcn also functiollcd as a kgcaea intepuhg dcactor in the AES 

experiments. In angle icsolved AES (ARAES) txpaiments, whae the spatial &pc* 

of the AES signal was used to infer sauctural informzuion, the eiwrgy Wyzcr w u  wed 

nie obttiw km has an apenure of approltimatefy 1' and the uiagy a d p r  WIIS 

typically tuncd for a asolution oClcJs than 1 eV. nie spatiaI'dependc~ wpr ia- 

by rotating the sampk thmugh a series of polar angles h m  the 'smight-back' position, u, 

a position with the sampk surface facing the electron lens of the cncrgy andyztr (the x- 

direction). 

Manipulation of the sample was facilitated by an chborate sarnple holder, which h 

rendend in a much simplificd view in Fig.3.2." The W(110) substratt, about 1 cm x 0.5 

cm in ma, iP supported by t h  tungsten support w k s  set finnly in hoks on the s i d u  of 



perpendicular coil 
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W crystal subsîrate 
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Fig. 3.2 - Thc sample-holdcr has its axis dong the z-axb, pcrpendicular to the page of Fig. 
3.1. supports and orients the W substrate. A m e n t  k W  the saxnpk heats it by 
Tadiation or electron bombardmcnt. A cooling attachment (not shown) P fixcd to the M g  
supponing the sarnple. nie holder has xyz translational motion as weîl as polar and 
artnuthal mtational kedom as shown. A pair of Helmholtz CO& produce a magnetic 
kld in the sarnple plane. and another coil pmduces a &M perpcndicuhr to the plane. 
Magnetic experiments an describcd in the second part of this chapter. 

the sample and spot welded to a titanium support ring on the 0 t h  side. A W-W/Re 

thennocouple is also in direct contact with the substrate, providing temperatun 

measunment over a range of 200 K to 2500 K. Temperatun conml is provided by 

cooling the support ring with a copper braid extending to a iiquiâ N, reservoù and heating 

by high energy electron bornbardment of the substrate h m  a filament behind it. In cases 



wherc less heating is required, radiation h m  the same filament is sufficient. The titanium 

support M g  sits on a sapphire baii-bearing assernbly, providing eiectricai isolation from 

the nst of the holdcr and allowing for azimutha1 rotation of the sampk in the plane of the 

figure. Rotation of the entire holder about the z-a& provides polar rotation These two 

degrees of rotation albw the orientation of specifk crystal axes within the scattering plsne 

and dinmnt scattering angles with respect to the surf'act nomai, as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Note that this figure is 6om ncarly the sarne perspective as Fig. 3.1 and perpcndicular to 

Fig. 3.2. For rcfercnce in part 2 of this chapter, which focuses on magntto-optics, the 

light scattering pkne is pcrpendicular to the electrcm scattering p l u .  The magnetic kid 

produceci by the Helmholtz coils of Fig. 3.2 is in the light s c a t t e ~ g  plane. A single coiî ia 

I polar angle 
I 

- - 
tmj ec tory 

Fig. 3.3 - A viewing-perspective similar to that of Fig. 3.1, but highîighting the clcmn- 
scattering gcometry with respect to the crystal axes. The polar and azimutha1 rotations 
wen accomplished by the sample holder of Fig. 3.2. The substrate is approximately 1.1 x 
0.6 x 0.2 cm3 



the plane of the substrate produces a field perpendicular to the substrate. These CO& were 

only used for magnetic measunrnents. 

3.1 2 W(2 IO) substme 

Tungsten (W) was chosen as a w t a l  subsoate for a few rcasons. Fmtly, W is 

easy to clean in a UHV environment by electmn bombardrnent. Secondiy, it has a v a y  

high surface fke energy, giving good wetting for at l em the fint monolayer of adsorbai 

materiai. Fiaiiy. [l I l ]  oriented FCC and HCP crystals of Co and Ni are known to grow 

weii on the [Il01 face of W. 

The W(110) substrate was cut nom a W single crystal Rior to cutting, the crystal 

was oriented in a Laue x-ray camera in a goniometer. In the sarne goniometer, the aystal 

was cut, leaving a surface nominaiiy oriented along the W[110] direction. The piece was 

rcmoved, aimrned to dimensions 1.1 x 0.6 x 0.2 cm3, and placed in a special pohhing 

goniometer. Mounting holes were spark cut in the sample sides under o l  The sampk 

was oriented via Laue to within 0. l0 of the [ 1 101 direction in this goniometer. GMding 

with silicon carbide paper, followed by diarnond paste(6 - 1 pm) and Finaliy 40, 

vibratory polishing (0.02 pm). gave a highly polished surface. A pnhninary cleaning was 

performcd by ultrasonic cleaning, followed by an acetone wash and vapor degrcashg in a 

methanol atmosphere. 

Once mounted on the titanium support ring, the crystal was ckaned and annealcd 

in the UHV charnber in the same process. Heating to high temperatun (fkshing) is 

sufficient for annealing, but carbon contarninants bond very smngly to W. 



and arc not removed by flashing. Exposw to a partial pressure of 104 torr O2 reacts 

surface carbon with 0, fonning CO. CO has a relatively bw desorption temperat- and 

is easily removed by tlashing. The cleaning procedure was thenfore a series of O2 

exposures foiiowed by tlashing to 2800 K The carbon contamination was meas- &a 

-ch cycle by AES. The process continucd until the C contamination was below 

measurable hi ts .  Afier the initial cleaning. the sample received a M y  cieaning for 

maintenance. Using the calibration of Kolacrkiewicz et al..m 'ckan' cornsponded to an 

upper h i t  of a few tenths of a percent of C contamination near the surface. 

3. I 3 Film deposition 

F h s  of Fe, Ni and Co were grown ont0 a ckan substrate by electron beam 

evaporation, a form of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The basic principk of this 

technology is Uustrated in Fig. 3.4. A wire of the material to be evaporated (evapoant), 

1-2 mm in diameter and initiaiiy 7 cm in length. is supponed rigidly in an insulated support 

(not shown) in fkont of a hot W filament. The wirc is raised a few kV abovc the f ï h c n t  

potential, so that therrnionically emitted electrons bombard the end of the evaporant wire. 

Wîth sufficient deiivered power (about 5 watts). evaporation takes place h m  the end of 

the wirc. An apenure collimates the evaporant bcam. to gin  a beam diameter of about 1 

cm at the sample. A constant fraction of the evaporation km is ionized, and this fiaction 

pmvides a convenient means of maintaining calibration. By monitoring the currcnt (- 1 

nA) on the second apenure, a signal proportional to the flux rate is obtained. The fonvarû 

flux of the evaporator is extremely smaii. making a deposit of 1 momlayer (ML) in 
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Fig. 3.4 - An illustration of the basic workings of an elecmn beam evaporator. Ektrons 
an thermionically emitted nom a Nament and aocelerated towards the end of the wire of 
materiai to be evaporated The end of the w k  becornes hot and evaporation OCCLUS. The 
bcam of evaporant is coiiimated by apertures. Fornard flux rates arc of the order of an 
atornic layer in 5 minutes. 

approximately five minutes. A monolayer is one atornic lasr. Fractional monoiaym (ie. 

1.5 ML) correspond to incomplete layers. This slow evaporation rate pcnnits conaoîkd 

nùn growth on the scale of atomic thickncsses. 

3.2.4 Film growth modes 

The manner in which incorning atoms of a growing overiayer build up a film on a 

substrate is referred to as the growh mode. One could imagine, for exampie, that atom 

might stick where they first hpinge upon the surface. Another scenario could have 

adatoms (adsorbed atoms) difhishg by themal activation until thcy find a deep energy 

weii, as at the edge of an atomic srep where the atom wouid have a relativdy high 

coordination. Note that these bamiers are at least an order of magnitude greater than the 

total magnetic energy per atom, so that magnetic forces are not strong.' These two 

anarios an extrernes: the fïrst is a zero temperature limit, when diffusion is irrelevant 

and the second is a high temperature mode. where the equilibrium state is rapidly 

achieved Textbook discussions of growth modes usuaily describe tquiîibrium growth 



modes. 

Equiiibrium growth modes arc of t h  varietics. the simpkst king iayet-by-laytr 

or Franck-Van der Merwe (FV) growth. In this forni of growth. gmwth of the na loyer 

does not bcgin until the (n-1)' laycr is complcte. Obvi~usly. t b  is the p r e f d  xn& of 

growth for ultrathin nIm enginœzing. since perféct intdaces can be made. Two 0 t h  

(mon common, unfonunatcly) growth modes arc Stmskii-Krastanov (SK) and V o h -  

Weber 0. In the SK mode, the 2" layer gruwth does not begin und the first is 

romplete. but once the 2* laytr stms pmn& they fonn taU crystallitts, usuaüy with tbe 

buik lattice,paramttcrs, on the smooth mohya.  This Lind of crystaliitc p w t h  ir 

known as 3D growth. In the VW mode. 3D growth begins h m  the onset of growth on 

the clam substratc. The three equilibnum modes arc shown in Fig. 3.5. SK and VW 

modes an obviousîy disadvantageous with nspect to fi enghieaing. Luckiiy, 

metastable p w t h  modes approxhating N are ofkn possibk by d u c h g  the substratc 

temperature during growth. Once a metastable laycr is covacd. iu stability is enhanced 

since bulk difhision is usuaiiy slower than surface dinusion. 

3.1 3 Law energy electron diffraction (LEED) 

LEED is now a highiy developed technique, and is very weiI understaxi amongst 

surfacc science theorists. An exceUenr textbook by Van Hove mats the subject in gmt 

detail, both h m  quaîitative and quantitative perspectives? S i n a  the qualitative use of 

LEED in ultrathin fiirn science is rather mon straightfoward and wcU-dacumcnttd, it is 

discussed only briefly herc. Because of the wide use of difkt ion techniques in 
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Fig. 3.5 - Three common equilibrium film-growth modes differ in how incoming adatoms 
are distributcd among the layen. FV growth, also cakd layer-by-layer growth, produces 
smooth tilms and abrupt interfaces. The other two modes produce rough surf's. 

condensed matter physics and materials science. scientists fiom these fieb have a good 

intuition for interpnting LEED patterns. 

In principle. electron diffraction measurements of an ordered surface can be 

simulated to give the surface structure. Because of the very high scattering cross-section 

that low energy elecmns have. multiple diffractions complicate the interpretation of the 

dependence of the W c t e d  intensities on direction and energy. Powerful and 'user- 

aiendly' analysis packages are now available to experimentaiists. and quantitative 

hterprttation of LEED data is becoming a mon popular option. This advance has yet to 

be irnplemented by the McMaster group. Luckily. the qualitative interpretation of the 

diffraction pattern as viewed on a LEED screen is relatively straightforward. shce the 

orientations of diffraction maxima are unsecteci by multiple scattering; rather the 

intensities are affected. This is because multiple ditlractions translate points of the 

reciprocaî lattice by a sum of reciprocal lattice vecton to another point in the rccipmd 

latticc. and not producing fiactional spots. Fractional spots do occur. but arc interprctcd 



in ternis of an inmase in the period of the direct-space surface net. It is at the qualitative 

level that LEED patterns wen employed hem For the interpretation of LEED spots. one 

simply has to inven the 2D pattern to obtain direct space periodicities. 

LEED 
pattem 

surfiace 
structure 

O w atom 

Fig. 3.6 - The LEED pattem is observed to undergo a transformation during the growth 
of the fist ML of Co on W(110). The pattem on the leA is the same as obsemd for ckan 
W(11 O), indicating that the füm is pseudomorphic (PS), which mcans it foîiows the 
substrate periodicity. A satellite pattem develops kfore the completion of 1 ML, with a 
spacing of 1/8* the PS pattem dong W[001]. This indicates a eandormation to a close- 
packed (CP) structure, which has nearly the same structure as the buk Co (0001) plane. 



Rather than giving a detaiied description of qualitative LEED. the following example of 

Co/W(l10), now weii understood is presented This example is also useful because of the 

similanty of Co/W(110) and NW(110). which was utilized as a substrate in the magnetic 

studies of chapter 4. Fig. 3.6 shows the msfonnation observed in the LEED pattem of 

submonolaycr Co/W(110). The correspondence between the LEED pattem and real spaa 

surface is as indicated in the figure. nie LEED pattem on the left is obsemed for the bare 

W(110) and for Iow coverages of Co, indicating that Co initially grows 

pse&morphically (PS) which means following the substrate structun. At higher 

coverages. the LEED pattem transforms to that shown on the nght of the figure. to a 

satellite pattem with a spacing of 118 of the PS spots. Other experimental toois prove that 

this happens kfon any occupation of the second ML In real spacc. it now takes 10 Co 

atoms per 8 W atoms for the smicture to rcpeat itselfalong the [Wt] direction. The 

changing LEED pattem corresponds to a transformation fkom the PS sauctun to a close- 

packed (CP) structure which has nearly the sarne stnicturc as the buk Co (000 1) plane. 

3.1.6 Auger electron Specnoscopy (A ES) 

AES is one of the most populat techniques for monitoring surface cieanliness. 

Until m e n t  ly. it was also the most widely used technique for the thickness calibrath of 

ultrathin f i s .  Its decline in popularity is due in part to the cumnt interest in multilayer 

materials. which are more convenient to monitor by the technique of reflection high encrgy 

clectmn âifhction (RHEED). Another Rason for its deciirae in populanty is that many 

surface scientists were disiiiusioned by pro blerns of interpretation of AES attenuation and 



buiidup cwes. Indeed much of the AES anaiysis in the literature is questionable. This 

section addresses these problems of interpretation and demonstrates analytical and 

experirnental solutions. AES is stU a valuable technique when applied to ultrathin films? 

it is even more powerhil than it was beiieved to be in the past, when properly appüed. 

Auger prucesses occur when moderately high energy (-kcv) elccmns bombard a 

surtace. At these energies the predominant scattering mechanism is scattering h m  

valence electrons. The incident electrons t ypically scatter many tirnes. producing a 

cascade of secondary electrons. The energy distribucion of ejected stcondary eiecmns is 

continuous. broad and smooth. Auger processes rcpresent a smaiier k t i o n  of the total 

cross-section and appear as s m d  features on the secondary clectron background. An 

Auger process is shown in Fig. 3.7. Auger processes begin when radiation (usuaiïy 

primary or secondary electrons) scatter inelastically h m  a surtace atam. ejecting a con 

electron and leaving an excited ion. An electron in a higher sheii &cap to f3i the con 

state and the excess energy is carried away by another (outer sheii) atomic ekctroa nie 

Linetic encrgy of that final ejected elecmn is completely determineci by the atomic 

properties of the atomic species in question. The final elecmn is a rrlativtly low cncrgy 

electron and therefore has a short mean-fke-path. Oniy events whicb occur near the 

surface contribu te to the to ta1 signal. Auger processes are labeled according to the thne 

States involved. as in the KLL process of 3.7. and by the atomic species. 
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Fig. 3.7 - An Auger event is one in which a con hole, produced by high energy radiation, 
is nUed by an atomic elecmn. Another atomic elcctron. known as an Auger ekaon, 
carries away cxcess cncrgy. The cnergy of an Auger cicctron is thcrcfott dctmnincd by 
the atomic propenies. 

The basic measurernent technique is now described. With the simple in the 

'scraight-back' position of Fig. 3.1, ejected secondary and Auger elccmns are collectcd by 

the semi-spherical LEED/Auger screen. A ntarding grid placeci between the sarnple and 

m e n  rejects aii electrons below a selected energy. Since the AES signais are s m d  

features in a smooth secondary-electron background, they are extracted by a derivative 

measurement. This is achieved by a lock-in measurement with a sinusoidal moduktion on 

the retardation grid Since the cumnt on the serni-sphencal =en is an integral over 

energies h m  the mirdation potential to the beam tnergy, the specual derivative is the 

2." denvative of the screen current. nie 2f component of the m e n  c m n t  is therefore 

measured. In a typical AES measurement. the retardation potential is varied over a 

n m w  range of energy containing a spectral feature of the desircd atomic species. Fig. 3.8 
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shows smaii AES features on a secondary elecuon background and the relation to the 

derivative. The secondary electron background is likely to be flat over the range, but 

probably has some slope which enters the derivative as an offset which is easily rrmovd 

in a uniforni ultrathin Nm. a specifïc Auger transition from a certain ekment, givcs 

the foiiowing ideahd intensity. Within a given layer, the AES signal is proportional to 

fraction of the layer which that element comprises. This may be kss than 1 0 %  if the film 

is made of mon than one element. or if the iayer is on the top and is incornpicte. The total 

signal from a given layer is attenuated exponentiaiiy according to the mean-ke-path of 

elecmns at the Auger energy and according to the depth of the iayer within the nIm 

Penetration depths are typicaiiy a few MLs for incident energies less than 100 eV." Ail 

kyer contributions are then summed to give the total AES signai. 

Fig. 3.8 - Auger events appear as small features on a Large. but smooth secondary cktron 
background When the denvative is measurrd, the Auger contribution is enhancd reiatiw 
to the background, which only produces a constant offset. 



Ultrathin film growth modes arc monitored and film thicknesses calibrated using 

these p~ciples. If an AES transition of the overlayer material is monitored during film 

growth. the resulting AES intensity versus coverage reiationship is commody known as an 

AES uptake czuve. The analogous attenuation characteristic of a substrate Auger 

transition is caiied an anenuation c m .  Applying the above principles to the case of FV 

growth, these characteristics are expected to be linear during the growth of a panicular 

layer. The intensities at consecutive layer completions WU approach the buk value or 

zero exponentialiy for the overlayer or subsmte AES signals respectively. Since the 

overiayer and su bsmte signals arc likely to have dinerent energies. the mean-ke-paths 

are iikely to be different. Fig. 3.9 summ&s the ideaiized khavior of overlayer uptakc 

hsubstrate signal 
overlayer signal 

coverage (ML) 

Fig. 3.9 - The Auger signal From the substrate (overlayer) decreases (increases) with 
increashg coverage. Changes in slope occur at iayer completions and are calleci 
breakpoints. 



and subsuate attenuation AES curves for FV growtb Linear trends ktween kyer 

completions are solid lines. Slope changes which occur at the completion of layers are 

called breakpoinls. S ince complete la yers attenuate electrons exponentialiy, the 

exponential trends pass through the breakpoints. 

Aithough it is possible to measure uptake and attenuation cums which have very 

b w  noise levels, even with very modest apparatus, poor results are common in the 

literature. Speciaiized, high sensitivity Auger units are capable of making very low noise 

measurements by simply measuring the dif5erence between mst  and mugh in the m/dE 

signal in single measurements. For a LEEDIAuget apparatus like the one employed in the 

pnsent system, this is not practical because of a higher noise ievel intrinsic to the retardhg 

analyzer. The solution employed in our laboratory is to measure a series of points over 

the range of an AES feature and fit the amplitude to a standard spectrum. impmving the 

statistics by using many points. This procedure produces rcsults comparabk to thosc 

obtained from far mon sophisticated (and expensive) Auger analyzen. Another important 

experimental consideration is the choict of Auger transition. Most overiayers and 

substrates are at least moderate in atomic number. and possess transitions in a few energy 

ranges. Since electrons have a minimum in their inelastic mean-free-path (IMFP) in the 50 

- 100 eV range, Auger elecmins with these energies are the most surface sensitive. giving 

the strongest slope changes at breakpoints, for example. 

Even after overcoming noise probkms, experimental AES c u m s  arc often found 

to düfer from the ideai behavior of Fig. 3.8 for a variety of reasons. Fmtly, the growth 

mode is often not FV, and so breakpoints marking the completion of the (n-1). kyer and 



the beginning of  the n" layer may not occur sirnultaneously. Other problems are due to 

complications in the spectra. AES features from overlayer and substrate sometirnes 

overlap. Ano ther spectrai pro blem is that interfaciai or aiioyed atoms may experience 

chernical shifis in the transition energy and lineshape. Fmdy, changes in nIm structure 

change attenuation and may shift breakpoints due CO changes in density. 

Rg. 3.10 is an exarnple of two AES uptalce c w e s  for the growth of Co/W(l10). 

Co has a large AES feature in the 40-60 eV range, overiapping with a s m d  W featun. In 

order to separate the two features, AES measwments were fit to a linear combination of 

two nference spectra: a clean W specmm and one obtained h m  a thick (>8 ML) Co 

film. The weight of the Co reference is plotted versus coverage during two separate fiîm 

gmwths. Rcvious studies w hich ignored the overlap an unrcliablc? Room temperature 

(RT) growth produced the solid-line, whiie the second film was annealcd to 700 K at a 

coverage of 6 with no additional heating at higher coverages. Comparing the obsemed 

LEED pattem to the iiterature (Le. Fig. 3.6). the coveragt range 06 corresponds to iess 

than 1 ML. LEED patterns always indicated PS growth at coverages of 4 or less, with t k  

satellite pattern of figure 3.6 appearing at higher coverages. For somewhat higher 

coverages. the PS pattem can be restored by annealing. Retuniing to the AES data, RT 

growth produces a weak breakpoint a 6, and no clear breakpoints at greater coverages. 

Anncaling at 6 delays the breakpoint to 8 and results in a greater change in slopt. TIiU 

effect was explained by Kolaczkitwicz and Bauer for NW(1 IO)." and applies also to 

Co/W(110). The PS - close-packed (CP) transition? which takes place in the k t  ML of 

growth, involves an activation energy. For RT growth, the transition is only panid 



Coverage (arb. units) 
Fig. 3.10 - AES uptake curves for the growth of CdW(110). The film grown at room 
temperature (RT) shows a weak breakpoint at 6 units of coverage, befon the h t  ML ir 
compkte. The annealed film shows a smng bnakpoint at 8 units, the completed h t  
ML. 

bccause of thir barrier. Growth of the second layer then begins prematunly, b z i n g  in an 

inhomogeneous first layer containing a high density of defects. B y annealhg the (ncarly 

finished) first layer before growing the second, the PS - 8 transition is complete, 

producing a more homogeneous, weli-ordered h t  layer. The strong breaicpoint at a 

coverage of 8 corresponds to a complete 8 iayer. 

The second AES example is very relevant to the growth of Fe. Co and Ni filmr 

which have sMilar thermal stability characteristics on W(110). It is weiï-hown that dl of 

these metals on W(ll0)have an SK equiiibnum p w t h  mode. Although the f h t  iaycr 

grows k s t  if the substrate is heated, second and subsequent layers grow best if the sample 

is maintained at a lower temperature. One hopes to achievc a pseudo-FV growth mode in 

this manner. It tums out that then is a critical temperature, above which the metastabk, 

nlatively smooth Nm, graduaiiy transfomis to the stabk. 3D isiandtd fom. Fig. 3.11 is 



Fig. 3.11 - An anneahg study shows the thermal stability of a 2 ML Co film on W(110). 
Annealing produces smoot hing for temperatuns less than 400 K, as seen by the initial rise 
in Co AES intensity. At higher temperatures, islands form on the stable Co ML. Note 
that 11 of the AES units corresponds to the signal from 1 ML. 

an AES thermal stability study of a 2 ML Co film, sirnila. to a result by Johnson et alaM 

The Co 40 - 60 eV AES intensity was measund after annealhg to successively higher 

temperatures. After an initial inmase in AES intensity by anneaiing to 400 K, the AES 

intensity demased continuousIy. This indicates that 3D-islanding occurred above 400 K. 

Note that Fe, Co and Ni are known not to desorb from the W(110) surface or from 

annealed monolayers at temperatures below 1000 K. Also. these elements have negligible 

solubiîity in W. The AES signal is mver kss than the AES intensity of a 1 ML film. The 

decrease in AES iniensity is therefore due to the change in aspect ratio of the 3D islands 

on the annealed monolayer. 



3.2.7 Other techniques 

This section contains a brief description of ARAES and S T M ,  the two techniques 

used to study the growth and structure ofFe/2 ML Ni/W(110). The ARAES experiments 

were important for determinhg the local fcc stacking in the FeMi layers and for 

quantifying interdifision effec ts. STM experiments were important for & terminhg the 

film morphology on Iarger scales (1000's of A). 

Auger elecmns emitted from surface atoms have a directionai dependence that 

contains element-specific structural information." Directional conmt  is due to atomic 

scattering of Auger electrons as they kave the surface. If an electron wave emitted h m  

one atom is sufficiently energetic (r 500 eV), then its scattering amplitude for scattering 

nom a nearby atom is strongly peaked aiong the line joining the atoms. Forward focusing 

occurs because with increasing incident energy, the electron trajectory must pass cher to 

the nucleus to be significantly scattered. Because the scattered wave intederes with the 

incident wave, diffraction effects must also be considered. We refer to the technique as 

ongle resolved A ES (ARAES), although Auger electron düh?lction and Auger ekmn 

forward focusing are employed elsewhere. If the surface is ordered peaks in the 

scattering amplitude occur at directions detennined by the surface structure. A simple 

example of this is shown in Fig. 3.12, for FCC or HCP growth in the second layer. 

Note that another inequivalent domain is obtained by the left-right reflection of the one 

shown. To first order, topmost layer atoms emitt isotropicdiy. Emission from atoms in 

the layer below is strongly focused by the top atoms aiong the 55' and 35" directions. The 

main advantage of ARAES over quantitative LEED is that the results can be 
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Fig. 3.12 - Auger electrons emitted h m  the bottom iayer of a 2 ML FCC or HCP film an 
deflected by the atoms above them. The nsult is a fomard-focusing of Auger elecmns 
dong the lines joining k t  and second iayer atoms. For this film. peaks occur at 5S0 Md 
3s0. 

simulated within a relatively uncomplicated single-scattering formalism. as bng as the 

tilms arc only a few MLs thick and the Auger ekctmns arc sufkiently energetic. 

Since the nsults of an ARAES study an summarized in chapter 4 without the 

presentation of any data, a sirnpk example is presented here. Fig. 3.13 shows the good 

cornparison between data and theory for a 2 ML Ni /W(110) film. The data was obtaincd 

by HL. Johnston and the electron diffraction calculation was perfionned by C.S. Arnold 

Ni is FCC, and the scattering plane of Fig. 3.13 comsponds to that of Fig. 3.12 . Noie 

the peaks near 55' and 35'. A detailed description of the electron scattering caiculations 

is contained in Dr. Johnston's thesis? Apan from slight shifts in the peak locations. 

consistent with a relaxation of the second layer away h m  the substrate, and a peak at low 

polar angles consistent with some coverage in the 3" layer or perhaps due to second order 

focussing, the agreement U excellent. ARAES is most usefbl for identifjing crystal 
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Fig. 3.13 - An angle-resolved AES scan of a 2 ML Ni film, obtained by HL Johnston. 
The direction is equivalent to that of the previous figurc, although the fiim is not single 
domain. The solid line is an electron scattering calcuiation performed by C.S. Arno16 

structure (FCC or HCP in this case), and identifying intemiixtig and layer completion. 

Scanning tunneling microscopy STM is now one of the most important toolr in 

surface ~cience.~ Like scanning electron microscopy, STM produces a real-space image 

of a surfiice. except with much greater spatial resolution. Fig. 3.14 Uustrates the 

operational principal of the device. A metallic tip, which is sharp on the atomic SC&, is 

bmught to within a distance d < 10 nm of the surface to be studied. If a smd potential 

differencc is applied between tip and sample, typicaiiy 10 mV - 1 V. a s m d  c m n t  i 

flows between tip and sample. The cumnt is due to the quantum mechanicd tumeling 

through the potential energy barrier presented by the vacuum ktween tip and sampie. 

Becausc of the exponential dependence of the tunneling c m n t  i on the tip-sample 
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Fig. 3.14 - Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) utilires the quantum mechanical 
tunneling cumnt ktween an atornically sharp tip and a sample to sense the proxiMty of 
the sample's surface. Exmme sensitivity nsults h m  the exponential dependence of the 
current on tip-sample separation. Pieroekcaic transducers aiiow a rapid scanning of the 
surface. yieiding the surface topography. 

separation d. extreme positional sensitivity is achieved Piczoeiecaic transducen 

manipulate the tip position in the X. Y (not shown) and Z directions with subangstrom 

precision. In the most common mode of operation. a constant separation d is maintainai 

by using negative feedback on the 2-transducer to maintain a constant curnnt i The XY 

values are then rastered to scan an m a  and the potential appiied to the 2-transducer by 

the feedback circuit is recorded. X. Y and Z potentiais arc then calibrated to give the 

surface height Z as a function of in-plane position X. Y. Atomic resolution is ofien 

achieved. Data obtained by C. Schmidthals and D. Venus wiil k pnsented in chaptcr 4 

and discussed in relation to the magnetic properties of FeN films. 



3.2 The surface rnagneto-optic Kerr effect (SMOKE) 

nie  surface magneto-optic Kerr effect, which produces an optical signal 

proportional to magnetization, has become one of the most usefûl tools for the 

investigation of magnetism in thin and ultrathin films. Its application is responsible for 

signiticant progress in the field over the k t  decadeSn especially in the areas of ultrathin 

nIm magnetic anisotropies and oscillatory exchange coupling. To a ksser âegne, it h~ 

ken applied to problems of magnetic ordering in 2D ultrathin film magnets. SMOKE is 

&O techno1ogicaUy significant as a nadout mechanism in magneto-optical drives - an 

application which may grow in importance in the corning years. 

Although SMOKE has enormous potentiai for sensitivity. many experirnentalists are 

unaware of important technical considerations for achieving a high signal-to-noise (Sm 
ratio. This fact is largely due to the reiatively short t h e  that the technique has k e n  

applied to ultrathin f i s .  For this thesis, extrcmely high S/N ratios w m  achitvd 

Important experimental considerations are discussed herc. and some usenil technical 

innovations are presented. 

The main disadvantage of the SMOKE technique is that it does not produce 

measurements in absolute magnetic units. For this reason. most authors present their data 

in arbitrary units. This is unfortunate. since an optical calibration is snaightforward and an 

approximate magnetic calibration is also possible. Sirice the technique is so new, and since 

uncalibrated data is usuaiiy usehil. this oversight has k e n  largely excused in the Literatm. 

In most of the experirnents conducted for this thesis, polantation caiibrations werc 

conducted as thoroughly as possible. 



Another consequence of the youth of SMOKE is that many obvious applications and 

extensions of the technique have not ken developeci. Measunment of the magnetic 

susceptibüity, x = dM/aH, is one such extension. The technique is currently un&r 

âevelopment in a number of iaboratories worldwide, although it is in its infancy. The 

development of the SMOKE susceptibility technique in ou .  labonitory was the major 

technical accomplishment of this thesis. 

32.1 Fwidomental principles 

The Joncs-ma& fomaiism is very useful for describing the interaction of po- 

light with matter. In the standard Jones formaikm for the rep~sentation of polarired light 

and its interaction with optical transmitten. nflectors and absorbers. a îight wavc's 

clecmc field is repnsented by: 

r 1 

ih-h++ E, , 
&(~,t) = e Id (3.1) 

where + is an absolute phase factor and the other variables have the usual meaning. The 

physicd field is perpendicular to the z-diction and is given by the real part of 3.1. If& 

and Ey have the same complex phase, then the direction of E, does not change in tirne, 

apan from a minus sign. & remains at an angle given by a = tan ' '@,&) and varies 

sinusoidaiîy in tirne. This is a linear polorizorion state 4 t h  azimuth a. For a fixai point 

z, a relative phase between Ex and E, causes E, to mate with tirne. tracing out an ellipse. 

Eiiiptical poiarization States are characterized by b u t h ,  which g i n s  the orientation of 

the ellipse's major axis. and by the eiiipticity (major Wminor axis) of the ellipse. 



Reflection from and transmission through media produce changes in polarkation 

which are npresented by matrices in the Jones formalism. A general (non-absorbing) 

material produces rotations in azimuth and changes the eliiptical state of the incident light. 

These can be expressed as a complex rotation by an angle 4 = 0 + ie: 

nie first matrix is a simple rotation of the electric field by 8. Operation of the second 

matrix on a hear state yields an eliiptical state with eiiipticity E (for E smaii) and does mt 

change the azimuth. An example of the complex rotation of a h e u  state is iliustrat& in 

Fig. 3.15. 

Reflection from a surface is usually nferrcd to the standard polarization directions P 

and S where P is perpendicular to z and in the scattering plane. and S is perpendicuiar to 

both the surface normal and the scattering plane. In this notation a nfiecting surface bas a 

rtflection matrix 

In most cases the off-diagonal components are very smaü or zero. S or P p o b d  

incident iight therefon mains its polarization upon reflection. Magnetic materials have 

srnail, but non-zero values of the off-diagonal components. Under these conditions. initial 

P-polarized light experienccs a rotation upon reflection as in Eq. (3.2). gMng 



Incident Reflected 

Fig. 3.15 - Light initialiy linearly polariz+d along Y is rcflected into an eiiipticd 
poiarization state with azYnuth rotated 0 from the Y axis and with eiiipticity tan(&) = &. 

8 =Re(r& and r = Im(rdr,) (3.4) 

This is the phenomenological origin of the Kerr effect. 

Elements of the rotation matrix are determineci by the dielectric constant E of the 

material through the imposition of the boundary conditions of Maxwell's equations on the 

elecaic and magnetic fields at the material surface. In ordinary media this leads to the 

Msnel nflection coefficients for r, and r,, and zero for the off4iagonal ekrnents. Off 

diagonal components r, and r, arc non-zero in magnetic materials because the 

magnetization 

eh4 

nduces the symmetry: 

where the magnetization is along the third vector component and Q is the Voigt 



Polar 

Fig. 3.16 - Th= natural scattering geometries give diffemnt Kerr effects. The orientation 
of the magnetization M with respect to the light wavevector k and film plane &te&$ 
whethcr the cffect is longitudinal & II m. transverse (k L EI, M in-plane) or polar (M L 
film plane). 

magneto-optic parameter. The eigenvecton comsponding to eM are right and le& 

circularly polhzed waves E = EJ1. fi. O) propagating dong the direction of 

magnetization with speeds (1 f Q/l)v. where v is the spccd of light in the u n m a p e t i d  

medium. Materials having eigcnvcctors that propagate at difftrcnt spceds cal& 

bh$ritzgent. Because E depends on the orientation of !!$, the nflcction coefficients r,. 

r,. r, and r, and hence the Kerr rotation. also depend on its orientation. Threc natufal 

geometries arc illustrated in Tig. 3.16. In the longitudinal geometry. the moment is in- 

plant and in the scattering plane. In the transverse geometry, the moment is in-plane and 

perpendicular to k. In the polar effect. the moment is perpendicular to the film 

Microscopically, diekctnc birefrhgence in magnetic materials arises &om the 

simultaneous presence of a net magnetic moment and spin-orbit coupling. The dielcctrk 



constat i~ a measure of how an applied field separates positive and negative charge and 

t b f o n  govems the speed of light in a materia A material in a light field changes its 

electronic charge dismbution by oscillating betwecn Merent electronic states through 

absorption and siimulated emission. In metals. the anisotropic E arises h m  the opticd 

conductivity a via interband transitions. The off-diagonal past of a, as, is obtaincd by 

caiculating the quantum-mechanical cumnt, or by using the Fermi golden mie:? 

when i and f designate initial and final electronic states, and PR and PL and the e l eca  

dipole operators comsponding to right and lefi circularly poiarized light. Using a tim- 

btrding rcprcsentation. electronic statcs of a given wavevector k an iabeW accofig 

band index n, the orbital angular momentum i, the component of the orbital anpk 

momentum m, paraiiel to the incident light k-vector and W y  the spin (Tor 1). 

Circularly-polarized üght induces transitions ktween states of difEercnt orbital angular 

momenta The selec tion rules for the absorption of circularly poQrized light in an 

dipole interaction (uskg standard notation) are A1 = f l and Am, = -1(1) for right (R) and 

left (L) circularly polarized light. An cnergy levcl pictun of one set of eiectric dipole 

transitions relevant to a 3d ferromagnet is illustratcd in Fig. 3.17. In that case, the first 

nile is satisficà by the promotion fkom an d-levd to a p-lcvel, whüe the second mlc ia 

satisfied by the initial state having ml = 1 and the finai state having m, = O. On the Ica side 

of the figure. for M = 0, spin-orbit split levels arc represented by an qua1 combination of 

1 3d; m,= 1 ; 1 ) a 1 3d1 t ) and 1 36' 1 ) states for the upper level and a similar admixture of 

1 3d1 1 ) and (3d" 1) states for the lower level. Consider the ciifference in the sumrnation of 



Fige 3.17 - An atomic energy level diagram shows transitions ktween the 3d and 4s 
States, induced by leh 6) and (R) circuiarly polarized iight. On the nght. only the spin- 
orbk splitting is pnsent ( M 4 )  and the ma* ekments co~ecting the 3d and 4s kvek arc 
the same for aansitions induced by L and R. Spin-spiitting (MM) breaks the symmeay 
bctween the L and R mauix elements. 

Eq. (3.6) for transitions from these levels to 10 = 14p0f or 1) . For M = O this dinertll~~ 

is clearly zero, because (fl PL 1 36' 1 or I ) = (fi PR 1 3d' 1 or 1 ). A non-zero M is producfd 

by an additional spin-spiitting, as on the nght of the figure. and nsults in non-rcro 

&f"nnces in the sum (3.6). Detailed microscopic descriptions are found in the literature, 

although calculations for the magneto-optic propenies of ultrathin films arc 



SMOKE diners from the Kerr effect because of the proumity of the substrate to the 

surface. Instead of imposing boundary conditions ody at'the surf'. they must be 

imposed at the magnetic film/ nonmagnetic substrate as well. This considetably 

complicates the expressions for the rotation of the polarization. Approximate expn&m 

for the polar and longitudinal effects an 

wherc N and N,& are the refractive indices of the film and substrate respectively, 1 is the 

light wavelength, t is the nIm thickness, 8 is the (srna) angle of incidence and Q is the 

Voigt magneto-optic parameter introduced above. Note that +,,,,&- = hf/Nr)O 

which is typically p a t e r  than 10. The transverse effkct (not shown) d a s  not produce 

rotations as above, but does produce a ciifference in nflecteû intensity depending on tk 

magnetization. an effect known as rnagnetic dichroism. 

3.22 Baric measurement 

The basic SMOKE measunment, ushg initial and analyzing optical polarizers as 

shown in Fig. 3.18, is made wit h the analmg p o ~ ~ r  nearly crossed with respect to the 

initial polarization. If 0 is the angle ktwcen the Miai and analyzing polarizcr axes and 

ï- is the intensity incident on the initiai poMzer, then the intensity exiting the anaiyztr is 

I(0) = i- (sin2@) + E) (3.9) 

when the extinction ratio E is a measure of the po~arher's perfection. A finite r 



corresponds to an offset at 0 = O of E h, an4 as s h d  be seen, limits the sensitivity of the 

measurement. Fig. 3.19 demonstrates the basic met hod for optimizing the signal-to-noise 

ratio (Sm). For smail rotations of the polarization a,, as wouM be produccd by 

SMOICE. the change in the analyzer intensity is detcrmined by the dope at the given 0- 

se tting 

which bas a maximum at 0 = 4S0. Since the intensity l, is not perfectly stable due to a 

numbcr of  proportional noise sources, it is the connast bVI which controls the value of 0 

that maximizcs the S/N. The contrast is 

which has a maximum at 8 = fi, and so the extinction ratio controls the signal contras& 

This setting is the standard operathg poht for a SMOKE measunment. A simple way to 

Fig. 3.18 - The basic SMOKE measunment is made using high quality polarking 
crystals. An initial polarkr P pnpates a highly lintas initial p~larization whi& is c i t h  S 
or P. Scatteag from a magnetic ultrathin produces a smdi poiarization rotation via 
SMOKE. A second analyzing polarucr (or analyzcr) is nearly crosscd ta the initial 
pokrization. Small changes in polarkation. produced by changes in M or otherwist, 
produce large relative changes in the transmitted intensity. 



Angle fkom extinction 

Fig. 3.19 - Nearextinction, the intensitytransmitted through the analyrcr&pen& 
quadraticaiiy on the polarizer azimutb A smaU change in poiarization A@& due to a 
change in magnetization via the Kerr effect. produces an inknsity change as shown in the 
figure. Tht signal contrast IT/i is geatest when the set angle 8 = eW is chosen. 

estabiish the set point and measure r is to measun 1, zI(O), adjust the analyzer until 

1 = 2 C and use the relation 

r(C) = r,,, = 21, . (3.12) 



323 Window compensation 

As described above, the contrast goes as I I ~  and so reducing E is key to impmving 

the Sm. There are two issues which must be addnssed. The first issue is the phase shifi 

produced by the UHV optical windows. The phase shift b m  the windows  transfo^ the 

initial iinear polarization into a slightly eiliptical state. This, of course. increases the 

effective extinction ratio of the optical system and reduces the SN, typicaily by a factor of 

10 to 30. Fonunately, a simple solution for this probltm was &veloped as a pan oftm 

thesis, utilking the phase shifi from the metallic subsnatc. This method is 10 - 100 times 

more effective than other, more elaborate schemes described in the literature? The 

second issue relates to the proper use of the andyzing polaruer. This information P mt 

nadily available, even from the polarizer manufacturers. and so is discussed hen in &tnü. 

The window compensation method was originaiiy publisheû in 1994 and is reprintcd 

hen with the permission of the editor. Som changes in notation have b e n  ma& for 

consistency with the thesis. The paper contains a mon detaücd description of the 

apparatus. although it is still rather qualitative. This is because the apparatus is nearty as 

simple as the qualitative diagrams suggest. Excellent pedonnana was ac hieved through 

matten of procedwe, rather than elaborate apparatus. The minimum quipment 

rquiremcnts arc discussed in the paper below. Elaboration on the subject of aperturing 

and cohation is provided in the section following the paper. An of the experiments, data 

analysis and simulations were performed by C.S. Arnold, with D. Venus playing a 

supe~sory role. The first &aft of the paper was written by C.S. Arnold, with D. Venus 

taking part in second and subsequent drafts. 
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A bstract 

Measurements of the magnet-optical Kerr effect in magnetic ultrathin films in u l w g h  

vacuum (UHV), have a signal-to-noise ratio (Sm) whkh is limitai by the extinction ntio 

of the apparatus. Although polarizing crystalo with excellent extinction charactcrisb arc 

usuaiîy employcd for in situ mcasunments of films p w n  in UHV, the net cxthctioa ntio 

is degraded by opticai windows, rcsulting in poor signal conaast and poor S/N. A rimpk 

procedure for canceling the effects of the windows is to siightiy. but prrcise~y, mis&@ the 

initial lincar light polarization statc from S or P (with respect to the sampk). niis 

technique daes not requin compensators or any additional optical components and ù 

capable of an extinction ratio of 3 x 1w7, dowing the rapid acquisition of high quality 

&ct hystensis loops with a very simple apparatus. The dependence of the 

extinction ratio on the initial light polarization is invcstigated and explakied in temu of a 

Jones ma& analysis. Corncting for the windows is interprctcd as a phase shifi h m  the 

film substrate balancing phase shifts from the optical windows. The technique is appütd 

to the acquisition of hystensis loops for 4 ML Ft/W(ûûl) films and a substantial 

improvement in SN is demonsmrcd. 



81. Introduction 

Skice the pioneering work of Moog and Bader' nearly ten years ago, the m a P m  

optic Kerr effect (MOKE) has kcome a standard tool in the study of magnetic ultrath 

films and magnetic rnultiiayers. Magneto-optic techniques measurc the change Li the 

potarization state of lintady poiarizcd Wt once it has scatterd h m  a magnetic siirfaa 

or thin fïh, the magnitude of the change king proportional to the magnetization. For a 

monolaycr of a 3d fenornagnet. a rotation of the polarization vector of the o&r of 1OJ 

radians occun. Rotations of this magnitude art klow the range of traditional 

eilipsometrk mcasuremcnt. 

A typical magneto-optic measurement is pedormed in UHV as foiîows: S or P 

iineariy poiarizcd laser iight emerges h m  a O h  type polariztr, passes through an opoicrl 

window and scatters h m  the sampk. S or P initial p o ~ t i o n s  are n o d y  chosen 

because the K m  effects for cach arc distinc? (the transverse and longitudinal effiu. k 

examp k). and becausc only S and P polarizations arc scattercd h m  a non-magnetic metal 

surf' without acquihg cilipticity. nie rcflccted light passes through another (or the 

same) optical window, and through a second p~lartcr (te& the analyzct) orientcd neir 

extinction, so that only the magneto-opticaiiy rotated component of the poiarization 

vector is msmittcd. To gcmrate a magnetic hystmsis bop. a magnetic fieM is applled 

to the sample and cyclcd through a range of values, so that the rnagnetization of the 

sample and transmission through the analyzer change proportionately. 

To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio in the measurement, the orientation of the 

aalyzcr is chosen to maWriizc the relative change in the transmitttd intensity when the 



polarization state of the light scattered h m  the sample is rotated. This optimal relative 

nsponse is inversely proportionai to eH where r, the extinction ratio. is the ratio of the 

intensity msmitted by crossed polaruef~ to that transmitted by paralle1 polarizersml 

Although polarizen with r < 104 an readily availabk. local strain in the opticai win&ws 

creates bircatigence and the transmitteâ light is elliptically polariÿtd The introduction of 

a component of the polarization vector dong the rninor axis of the ellipse of polarization 

degrades the extinction ratio of the system to typicaiiy c - IO4. Whiie normal inci&ws 

and the use of 'strain fke' windows can reduce this effect, thc windows stiii limit the 

extinction ratio of the system. nie nsulting signai is then a srnd change on top of a lare 

background, and the measurements of the Kerr effect arc obscureci by proportional mise 

sources. 

In principle, averaging should dow the extraction of this srna signal, but in 

practice a higher S/N is preferable. s i m  it pmnits the short experimcntal timcs q u i r c d  

to maintain temperature stabiiity and cleanliness of the sample and to aIlow measmments 

dwing film deposition. A numbcr of techniques can d u c e  the undesirabie window 

effects and improvc the extinction ratio. Moog and Bader use a Babinet compensator ad 

report extinction ratios of order 10"' using this approach.' niey measun a change in 

transmitted intensity of approxirnateiy 1% for magnctic nversai in a monolaycr film 

Their technique also allows a separate detennination of the Kerr rotation and eiiipticity. 

Sato describes an elegant lock-in technique employing a photoelastic modulator which is 

effective in sepaniting the signal from the noise,' and also has the advantage of mcasuring 

the magneto-optic rotation and eiiipticit y independently. nie procedm presented hem 



quires  no additional components and greatly improves the Sm, but does not disthguish 

between magneto-optic rotation and ellipticity. The important innovation is the co-tbn 

for the wlidows by slightly, but precisely, misaligning the initial Light polarization fiom S 

or P so that the ellip ticity produced by scattering fiom the metd surface exactly canc& 

that produced by the windows. 

92. Apparatus and Procedure 

A âiagrarn of the apparatus is shown in Eg. 3.20. Some of the components an 

omitted for simplicity. Light was providtd by an ordinary poQrized 2 m W  HeNe laser 

(L), with an intensity stabiiity oEf0.28, mounted on a s m d  optical tabk which was 

n@dly c h p e d  to a UHV chamber. The light was directed nomaiiy through a 4S0 

optical port and, after scattehg h m  the sample, the light exited t h u g h  another port. 

Fig. 3-20 The MOKE apparatus was built around a preexisting UHV system. &y: L - 
HeNe iaser. P - Glan Taylor type polarizing crystd; W - ordinary quaru whdows; C - 
Hehholtz coils with their a i s  in the s c a t t e ~ g  plane; S - sample; A - anduMg p o b r  
identical to P. D - Photodiode. P and A were mounted in rotational stages (not shown) 
with de- and arcminute pncisions respectively. 



A rotational stage with l0 precision was clamped to the fiange of the entrance window 

(Wl), and held a S m  clear aperture G h  Taylor polarid (P) with cc 10". A higher 

quality rotational stage. with arcminute precision, was mounted on the exit window and 

held an identicai (analyzhg) polarLer (A). An optical hcad @) with a lens. HeNe red-rtie 

10 nm bandpass tilter, photodiode and preamplifier, and adjustable apertures was mounted 

on a girnbal mount, which was, in turn. h e d  to the rotational stage. The signal h m  the 

preamplifier was fed to a 6-pole Bessel tilter with a rise tirne of less than 0.1 sec and to a 

digital-to-analog convener for computer acquisition. The windows were ordinary 2%" 

MDC quartz wind~ws.~ A pair of Helmholtz coils (C) was mounted about the sarnple 

with the coi1 axis in the scattering plane for longitudinal Kerr-effect experiments. The 

coils were inside the chamber to avoid the F d y  effect from magnetic impurities in the 

windows. Films were deposited by an ekcmn beam evaponitor onto a W(001) sampk 

(S). The rniV system and evaporator were part of a preexirting apparatus to which the 

MOKE apparatus was added. The MOKE apparatus was quitc ordinary. 

The intensity of light passing through the two polarizers obeys 

I = 5, (sin20 + r) (3.13) 

where 8 is the angle from extinction and e is the extinction ratio. The srnidi change in the 

intensity of the Light transmitted by the analyzer due to a MOKE rotation is 

sm = 2 a e ~  , (3.14) 

when the analyzer is set at the optimal angle 8 = rH. If then are no optical elements 

between the polarizers, e is nonzero because of  inefficiencies in the polarking crystals. 

Afier the insertion of slightly birefringent optical ehments. such as the windows betwecn 



the polarken, equation (1) stdi holds, but the two orthogonal hear poiarization 

components of the Light undergo a relative phase shift. producing light of ellipticity e and 

signincantiy increasing the extinction ratio. In the limit of perfect pohrizers. the effective 

extinction ratio is then given by 

e = tan2e. (3.15) 

The goal of compensation is to introduce additional phase shifts which cancel those 

produced by the windows, so that the ellipticity produced by the overaii optical path 

vanishes. Based on the Fresnel reflection coefficients. no ellipticity is expected for the 

reflection of Light which is S or P polarized with respect to the sampie. since these are the 

eigenpolarizations for refiections. Nearly aii other initial linear polabtions undergo 

phase shifts upon reflection and are scattered into elliptical pokntation States. By 

choosing particular initial polaritations which arc siightly displaccd h m  S or P, the 

window phase shifts can be compensated by the simple phase shifis. 

In the experiments, the compensation condition is found by a sîight adjustment of the 

initiai polarizcr angle. The initial polarizer is b t  set to either S or P. dependhg on the 

experiment. and the anaiyzing polariser is set to extinction and the extinction ratio is 

measund. The initial polarizer angle is then changed by a few tenths of a d e p .  and the 

analpr is met  for extinction. If the extinction ratio improves. the process is npeated If 

it degrades. the rotation is made in the opposite sense. Iteration continues until a 

minimum is found in the extinction ratio. At this stage in the procedure. E is limited by the 

diffuse glow fiom the scattered light in the analyzer. Apertures prevent most o f  this gbw 

h m  enteMg the detector. The lowest extinction ratios are obtained with an aperture 



diameter of - 0.3mm. but these are dficult to position without producing noise due to the 

movement of the iight beam innoduced by vibrations of the sarnple. For a smaii price in 

extinction ratio. a larger apenure of Imm diarneter is found to introduce negligibk 

vibrational noise. A fine tuning of the initial poiarizer angle is required every time the 

sarnpb holder is moved or laser orientation is changea since the angles and points of 

incidence with the windows also changes. The comction is usualiy only a h t i o n  of a 

degree and is performed in a few minutes. 

63. Demonstration of the Technique 

The extinction ratio was measured for various settings of the initial po-r angle 

and is plotted as the points in Fig. 3.21. A range of 180' is su[nmnt because of twofold 

symmetry. nie ongin of the initial polarizcr angle coincides with S poiarized light. 

Minima arc located at 5' and 95' and maxima at 41' and 144'; e ranged from IO4 to 6 x 

1 .  Note that the two peaks have dinerent heights and that the two half-widths within 

each peak are différent. Fig. 3.22 shows another &ta set in close proximity to the 

minimum near S polarization. Exm pncision for this measurement was gained by fixing a 

m h r  on the rotational stage of the initial polarizer, and refiecting a laser h m  it to a 

scaie on a wall4m away. The extinction ratio was less than IO4 over a range of 1 in the 

polariser performance of the polarizers alone and demonsnates the effixtiveness of the 

comction technique. 



Initiai Polarizer Angle (degrees) 

Fig. 3.21 The extinction ratio c was measurtd as a hinction of initial pokrizcr angle ova 
a range of 180'. Minima occurred at 5' fiam S and P poI;uizations, rather than at S and 
P. nie c u m  was a least-squares fit bascd on a Jones matrix analysis which c o n s h d  
window cîiipticity e, azimuth 8 and retardance 6, and Fiesne1 rcflcction h m  the tungsttn 
substrate. Minima occurred for initial polarizcr angles such that phase shihs h m  the 
subsaate compensated the windows. 

The technique cm k unders tood quantitatively using the Joncs rnatrix formalism7 

A Jones vcctor contains two compkx components which togethcr describe the two 

degrees of fkcdorn of the polarization state ( aZirr.uth and eliipticity) as weU as the 

temporal phase and amplitude of the Light field. Optical elements an npresented by 2 x 2 

matrices which describe the dichroic and birefMgcnt propenies of the element and the 

overaii attenuation and phase shifi. An opticai path comprised of severai components is 

npresented by the product of the individual matrices and the product matrix connects the 

initial and final Jones vectors. The eigenpolarllations of an optical ekment are special in 

thai they pass through with the same azimuth 8' and eliipticity E. AU other polaritations 

are changed upon transmission through the element because of a dative phase shifi 6 

ktween the two eigenpolarizations into which the arbitrary light statc is decompod 



Linear S or P polarized light states passing through a window are unlilrely to be 

eigenpolarizations. and so they acquire eilipticity. The compensation procedue amounts 

to finding an Liitial linear poIarization which is special in that it tmnsforms aom one lin- 

statc to another lincar statc when passing through the entire optical systcm, 

contribution to e from ellipticity. 

The fitted curve of Fig. 3.21 was obtained fiom a Jones-ma& analysis. Although 

the na1 optical path is described by T,RwT2, when T, and T, are the window Jones 

matrices and Rw is the Fresnel reflection matrix for tungsten at 6328A. an quivatnt 

optical path is describtd by TaRw wherc 

Ta = T, (RWT2Ri1). (16) 

Essentidiy, (4) states ihat combined raiher than inâividual window effects are important. 

Then the input and output Jones vecton, E, and E, nspectively, arc ginn by 

E, = TaRJG (17) 

Equation (5) was evaluated for the hear polarizations E, comsponding to the &ta points, 

and equation (3) was used to obtain the extinction ratio fkom the eiiipticity of the output 

îight vcctor E,. Values for the retardance 6. eliipticity e and azirnuth 0' of the etr<xtivc 

window were obtained fiom a least squares fit. No scaling factor was used. The c w c  of 

Fig. 3.21 corresponds to the eflective window parameters of 6 = 3.2', r = -0.33" and û' = 

77'. which arc consistent with the cxpectation of a small effkct. At S or P pokrization, 

the calculated extinction ratio was 104, but at the minima at 5" and 95 nspectively, thc 

fit was zero. This is due to a zero-crosshg in the eliipticity as a function of initial 

polantation angle at the compensation point. Note how the fitted curve nproduccs the 
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Fig. 3.22 The minimum near P initial polarkation was investigatcd at higher rwolution 
for conditions similar to those of Fg. 3.21. The angle measuremcnts arc niah to the 
minimum rather than to S or P polarizations. ç was leu than 104 ova a range of 
approxirnately 1 and reached a minimum value of 2 x 10'. At the minima, PO-g 
crystals limited the extinction ratio. 

absolute scaie, locations of maxima and minima, and half-widths of c. The obvious 

goodness of fit of the curve in Fig. 3.21 and the exmmely low value of e achievcd in Fi& 

3.22 indicate that the windows wen completely compensated and e was deteRnined by 

polarizcr quaiity alone. 

nie technique was applied to the measurement of hystensis c w e s  for a 4 ML 

FJW(ûû1) film. using the longitudinal Ken effect. The field was appüed dong the (10) 

direction, the easy axis for this system! The loops arc shown in Fig. 3.23, each 

nomalized to the average intensity of the loop. The extinction ratio for the 



uncompensated cums ira (a) and (b) was - IO? Fig. 3.23 (a) was a single loop of U X )  

points obtained in 18 seconds. The bop was completely obscured by the noise, which was 

S.2% peak-to peak. Averaging ten such loops revealed magnetic hysteresis of f0.38 of 

the total intensity, as shown in Fig. (b). W~th no window compensation, this MO= 

signai strength is typical of magnetic films of this thickness. Fig. 3.23 (c) is a single bop 

aquacd under the same conditions as in (a), but with compensation and an extinction 

ratio of -lo4. The signal-to-noise shows a ciramatic improvement bm. (a) because of a 

nduction in the strength of the background intensity. An average of ten such loops, in 

(d). shows a switching of f4.5%. 

nie improvement in S/N demonstrated in Fig. 3.23 does not reprisent the fun 

potential of this technique. The loops acquircd without compensation art dominatcd by 

proportional noise with a tlat power spectnim. Compensation increases the signal to such 

an extent that this noise is not readily visible in Fig. 3.23 (c). The noise which now 

dominates has a power spectmm which is measund to Vary as I/f, consistent with the bw 

kequency components seen in the data. We bekve that the I/f noise &rives âom somc 

mechanism which surface roughness converts to fluctuations in the scattercd light 

polariraiion. This hypothesis is supponed by t h  observations. Fit. the substratt has 

acquircd scratches, which an obvious to the eye, due to hanùhg since it was poiishcd. 

Second, in some experiments it was possible to translate the sample to h d  a scattering 

pometry where the l/f noise disappeared These atypicai conditions allowed the 

acquisition of very high quality hysteresis loops. Laops of 200 points obtained in 18 

seconds fiom a similar 4 ML Fe/W(ûûl) nIm yiclded a MOKE signai of f64b with a noise 



Fig. 3.23 A cornparison of longitudinal hysteresis loops for 2 ML Fe/W(ûûl) with H 
dong (10) was made, with and without compensation. (a) For P polarized iight the 
extinction ratio was - 1 O4 and a single Ken loops were completeiy o b s c d  by noise. 
(b) After compensation, with c - IO4. the loop was clearly visibk. (c) and (d) arc each 
averages of 10 loops w hic h were O btained undcr the sarne conditions as (a) and (b) 
~spectively, demonstrating an improvement in S/N through compensation of 
approximately a factor 10. 



level of f0.296, which is equivalent to the intensity stability of the laser. Third, 

poiarization noise would introduce noise dkctly into the Kerr signal Since it would also 

scale as e'%. it would ultimately dominate the noise. 
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32.4 The proper use of poloriring crystaIs: colfimtion and apemves 

In the previous section. a technique for counterac~g the incrase in extinction ratio 

due to window phase shift was presented. After perfonning the compensation p&m, 

the extinction ratio may be limited unnecessarily by diffuse scatterhg in and aftu the 

amiyzing crystaL Without addressing this issue. o is typicaiiy Wted to 1û? This section 

is devoted to a mon detaiied description of the ongin and soiution to this p r o b h  th 

was offered in the previous section. 

The operation of the Glan type polarking crystai is demonstrated in Fig. 3.24 (b). 

T'he crystai is actuaiiy composed of two sep- calcite prisns of high purity. nie two 

hypotenuses an butted together as shown, with ody a s m d  air gap betwccn them 

Elliptically polarized light enters the polarizing crystal nom the kft and is incident on ibe 

interf'ace ktwccn the two prisms. The hypotenusc angle is chosen at Brewster's anfi fa 

HeNe rcd-line üght in calcite. AS a rcsult, the component of the poiarization paralle1 to 

the scattering plane expenences total intemal reflection (TIR). whiie the perpendicular 

component is panially transmitted When using this type of nystal as an analyzhg cryrtal 

set near extinction, almost ail of the incident üght intensity is thaefore in the TIR 

component. Ideally, the TIR component terminates and does not mach the exit fa= on 

the right of the crystal. Some effort is made to ensure this. The crystd, othcr than the 

entrance and exit faces. is emkdded in epoxy which is index matched to calcite and the 

epoxy itselfis contained in a black. absorbing holder. These measuns are only panially 

effective, however. and a &action of the TIR component is rcfltcted as shown at the top 

face of the crystal in the figure. This reflectcd component foms a bright lobe which Y 



(a) selected polarizati 
\ 

Fig. 3.24 - (a) Glan type polariztrs separatc polarkations by total internai refktion of 
one (TIR) component and partial msmission of the other (sclected) component. ïhc 
TIR component scatten inside the crystal and txits at an oblique angle. Multiple and 
difiuse scattering of this component within the crystal produce aTIR 'glow'. (b) At 
extinction. the light transmitted by the analyzhg polarizer A has two componcnts: the 
selectcd polantation, which has a very n m w  pro& and quadratic dependence on the 
angle from extinction, and a broad contribution h m  the totally-internaiiy r r k t e d  (TIR) 
rompontnt which is marly independent of the analyzer sctting. 

easily visible wiih the room üghts off. The crystal dimensions arc such that the lobe Lavu 

the exit face at a strongly oblique angle. By collimaring the exit light over a sufiicicnt 

distance and coating any nearby surfaces wit h a black, absorbing carbon film, this 

component is completely eliminated. 

Multiple and difise sca t te~g of the TiR component within the crystai, kach to a 



broad contribution to the transmitted intensity, as shown in Fig. 3.24 (b). The selected 

componcnt is narrowly defined and quadraticdy dependent on the angle fmm extinction 

as described above. The broad TIR contribution does not Vary near extinction, produ&g 

an offset in the I(0) characteristic and contributing to E. The seiected component is 

typicaJiy kss than 1 mm in diameter. and so aii but this region is rejecteâ with apenuTcs. 

With apertures of O. 1 mm2 or less extinction ratios of 3 x 1û7 are routinely achievd 

3.2 J Perfotmance 

The @ormance of the SMOKE apparatus consaucted for this thesis is 

demonstratcd in Hg. 3.25. Fig. 3.25 (a) shows the parabolic dependeMx of I(0) near 

extinction and the exploded view reveals the offset due to a f i t e  e, which was 1.7 x 10' 

as determincd h m  the fit using i- = 8.6 x IO-? The form of Eq. (3.10) is weU obe@ 

by the measund contrast for a 5 pradian disphcement. as shown by the fit in Fig. 3.25 (b). 

The peak contrast is at 0 = 1.2 pradian in good agreement with the measwed c Having 

tstabüshed the set-point of the analyzer. a SMOKE measunment requins only the 

measunment of 1 as the magnetic field applied to the film is varied. Calibration of the 

magnitude of the SMOKE rotation a, is achieved by consistent application of Eq. (3.1 1) 

and measunment of e. Fig. 3.26 is a SMOKE hysteresis loop obtaincd h m  a 4 ML bcc 

Fe film grown on the (001) face of a tungsten single crystai. The contrast 6ï/ï is +/4.06 

at an extinction ratio of 3 x lu', yielding a magneto-optic rotation of +/- 16 pradians. 



O 3 6 9 12 
Angle from extinction (mâs) 

Fig. 3.25 - The SMOKE apparatus performance characteristics using 1 mm2 apertures. 
Graph (a) shows the expected quadratic dependence of the analyrer intensity on the angle 
h m  extinction. The exploded view nveals an offset at the extinction point due to the 
finite extinction ratio e. Graph (b) demonstrates that the contrast is maximUcd at 1.3 
niradians from extinction, giving e = 1.6 x 1û6. 



Fig. 3.26 - A Kerr loop obiained nom a 4 ML FeîW(ûû1) ultrathin film As Udicated by 
the leh vertical scale. the analper intensity switched ktween +/- 6% of the average 
transmittcd laser intensity. The right hand SC&. in angular units. is caiibrated fkom Ihe 
measund extinction ratio E = 3 x 10". 

32.6 SMOKE suceptibiliry measwements 

The foliowing paper is an early draft of a paper subrnitted to The Revkw of 

Scientific Instruments. M. Dunlavy assisted C. S. AmoM in the experimcnts pnsented 

D. Venus played a supe~sory role during the development of the technique. The 

analysis and this Mt are the work of C.S. Arnold At the the  of the submission of this 

thesis, the latest version of this paper was in peer review. 



Magnetic susceptibility measurements of ultrathin film structures using the sucface 

magrteto-optic Kerr effect: optirniration of the signal-to-noise ratio 

C. S. Arnold, M. Dunlavy and D. Venus 

Depument of Physics and Asnonorny and Brockhouse Instirute for Materiafs Reseatch, 

McMaster University, 2280 Main St. West, Hamilron ON, Cu& L8S #MI 

Most experimental investigations of ultrathin film magnetism via the surface 

magneto-optic Kerr effect (SMOKE) have relied on measurements of the magnetizatim in 

a static magnetic field. There are many ultrathin nIm sysrems in which usefiai magnetic 

information can bc extracted from a rneasurement of the AC susceptibility, although it is 

m l y  measured. This is unfortunate since thc susceptibiüty is a mon appropriate probe of 

the magnetism in some cases and since enormous gains in signal-to-noise ratio (Sm arc . 

achieved through lock-in detection of the SMOKE signal nsponse to an Ac rnodukteû 

&id. The technique îs described. with emphasis on signai-to-noise connderations. nie 

scnsitivity of the technique is demonstratcd with an example of the in-plane, order- 

disorder transition in a 1.2 ML Fe/ 1 ML Ni/W(ll O) film. 

1. Introduction 

DuMg the past decade. substantial progress has ken made in the area of magnetic 

ultrathin Nm structures. One paniculvly usehl technique has k e n  the surface magneto- 

optic Kerr effect (SMOKE). It has contnbuteà to the understanding of ultrathin nIm 

magnetic anisotropies.' oscillatory exchangc coupLing: criticai phcnornena3 and spin- 



norientation4, as well as in O t her areas. The main reasons for the popularity of the 

technique are the ease of implementation and high sensitivit~.' 

In most cases, a signal proportionai to the static magnetization is measured. This 

measunment is often calleci dc-MOKE. In a few cases, the magnetic susceptibility has 

been measured via SMOKE (ac-MOKE), which measures the hear responst of the 

magmtization in an applied fie~d.~' Application of SMOKE to the ac-susceptibility is a 

natural experimcntal progression. Then arc many physical problems of interest in which 

the susceptibility is a more convenient and natural parameter to employ than the static 

magnetization. Examples of such problems are order-disorder' and spin-mrientation8 

msitions when the remarient magnetbion vanishes whilc the susceptibility is finite or 

even large. In thcse cases, large SMOKE signals are obtained using smali applied fiel& 

The technique is therefore usefûl in sctups with M t c d  magnetic field capabiiity. 

Furthemon, lock-in amplification provides an cnonnous bencfit in signal-to-noise ratio. 

aiiowing for the acquisition of SMOKE rotations that are very smaU cornparrd to the 

lirnits of &-MOKE.'~' 

Although the irnplementation of ac moduktion to SMOKE in ulmthin tilms is 

nlatively straightforward, there are some dinerences in signal optimization as compared to 

dc-MOKE. This article describes an irnplementation of the ac-MOKE mcthod with an 

emphasis on the optimization of the SM. A measurcmcnt of the magnetic susceptibiiity of 

a 1.2 ML Fe/ 2 ML Ni/W(l IO) film demonstrates the extremc sensitivity of the technique. 



2, Noise considerations 

nie SMOKE apparatus9 and sample h01cler'~ w e n  describeci previously. Recent 

modifications to the sample holder d o w  for coohg to 200 K and for the application of 

pcrpendicular and in plane magnetic fields to the sampk. Fig. 3.27 highlights the 

elcctronics modincations rcquîrcd to conven the dc-MOKE systern to an ac-MOKE 

systern. In the original setu p. iinearly po1arUcd laser light scatters h m  the magnetic nIm 

and experiences a SMOKE rotation of its polarization state which is proportional to the 

magnetization. An analyzing polarizer set to an angle 0 kom extinction converts 

Power Amp Ref. Out Ia 

3% #& 
Sample k,, > 

t 
Preamp 

* '  
Photodiode 

Fige 337 The elecmcal connections ernployed for the modification of a &-MOKE setup 
to ac-MOKE. The lock-in provides a rcferencc signal which is buffend by a power 
amplifier. producing an ac applied field H, Assurning a h i te  X ,  a modulation M, is 
present. This is converted to a polarization modulation by SMOKE and then to an 
intensity modulation at the detector by standard dc-MOKE optics (not shown). 
sampk. producing a field &. This produces an ac response in the magnetization M, = x 
H ,  when x is the extemal magnetic susceptibility. 



poIarization changes to changes in Light intensity f a h g  on a photodiode. In the ac- 

modified setup, a sinusoidal reference signal is buffered by a power amplifier which 

supplies a magnetic coil near the sample. Then an ac modulation a, in the polarization 

angle is present, due to SMOKE, leadhg to an ac component in the intensity m n s m i t ~  

by the analyzing polarizer. For smail8. the dc intensity at the detector is 

48) =r,( e 2 + & ) .  (3.18) 

where 1, is the transmitted intensity when the analyzing polarir  has its axis paralle1 to 

the incident polarization and c is the extinction ratio. For smaU 0 and s m d  O,, the ac 

component S in the transmitted intensity is proportional to the slope of Eq. (3.18) at the 

set-point 0, 

S=21,0,8,. (3.19) 

Besidts detector noise, two sources of noise enter into ac-MOKE measuremenu. 

Ructuations in the dc level of the laser on the dctcctor bl occur via fluctuations in the 

parameten I,, and 0 E of Eq. (3.18). and those kquency componcnts within l/t (t U 

the lock-in tirne constant) of the modulation hqutncy produce noise in the lock-in signai 

In principk. a second way in which the noise can conmbute is on the modulation itself via 

fluctuations in I ,  and 8, in Eq. (3.19). producing noise A i  within a bandwidt h l/s of dc. 

We fhd that those noise sources are orders of magnitude weaker than the k t  type of 

contributions. Only fluctuations 6I in Eq. (3.18) are considered hem. Fluctuations in l, 

scaie the entire i(0) fùnction changing the dc intensity. producing fluctuations bl, 

Simiiuly, fluctuations in the azimuth 0, duc to vibrations in the sample holder, for 

example, produce fluctuations 6 I ,  In dc-SMOKE applications detector noise 6, is 



usually not a factor and a good quaiity photodiode will not conaibute to the noise, but Li 

ac-SMOKE it may play a role because the other noise terms are drarnatkaiiy d u c d  by 

lock-in detection. Background room Iight does not appear to contribute substantiaiiy to 

this tenn. probably because a HeNe 6328 A line Hter over the photodetector dramatically 

nduces stray light. Using Eq. (3.18). the various noise sources at the modulation 

âequency O are: 

all = /,ce2 + Ç) f , ( ~ )  16 

61, = 2 I- 0 50(o) /JT; 

61, = ND /fi . 

Intensity noise is proportional to Eq. (3.18). giving a fhction fXo) perHzl! Azimutha1 

fluctuations M(o) are absolute. rather than proportional to 8. Detector noise 61D U a 

constant, independent of I- and 8. It rcsults h m  the nsistances of the photodiode (60 

Ma) and gain nsistor (100 Mn) of the cumnt-to-voltage converter. Aftcr the gain of 

1@ V/A. the total Johnson noise is 1.2 pV (Hz)SL. Although S O ~ C  comlation may e d t  in 

&II and 81, due to a vibration for example, they will k treated as statistically tidependcnt 

for simplicity. Summing terms in eqs. (3.20) in quadrature and grouping according to 0- 

dependence, the SM is 

where 



For 8-0, the divergence of S/N(8) is limited by C. The S N  has a maximum at 8 2  = C/A 

and B contributes at intemediate 0 values. In most discussions of dc-SMOKE, only 

intensity noise tems are considered Considering only the intensity terms here, the S/N 

maximum is given by the samc condition as for dc-SMOKE 8, = Ji? As is show klow. 

the experimental value of 8, in ac-SMOKE is substantially p a t e r  than JÉ for ou.  

system. 

Using a 0.8 ML FeR ML NifW(l1 O) fh as a test study. the SM@) characteristic 

was measured and is plotted in Fig. 3.28. In this range of coverage the film moment is 

perpendicular to the surface so the measurcment was made by polar SMOKE. The 

susceptibüity vs. temperature c u m  is very broad and was useful for measuring S/N(0) 

because it was rclatively easy to maintain a constant a,. a, was determineci fiom (3.19) 

to be 4.6 x IO4 radians. The magnitude of this rotation is somewhat srnalier than would be 

produced by longitudinal SMOKE from 1 ML Fe, or more than an order of magnitude 

smaiier than would be produced by the magnetization =versal of 1 ML of Fe as observed 

in the polar cffect. A frequency of 210 Hz was chosen as the highest fkquency klow the 

cutoff of the photodetector electronic which was between harmonies of the line fkequtncy. 

A rclatively high fkquency was desired in order to avoid obsemd l/o type noise sources. 

Intensities 1 and i are measured in volts and conversion to power is perfomeâ using the 

photodiode's rcsponsivity -0.3 A/W and the gain 10' of the cumnt-to-voltage convatu. 

A lock-in tirne constant of 1 sec was employed Frorn the I(8) chariicteristic Eq. (3.18). 

the dc parameters 1- = 8.6 x 10' and c = 1.7 x 106 were obtained. 



0 (mradians) 

Fig. 3.28 - The measured S/N ratio as a hinction of  analyzer sctting for a 0.46 pradian 
polarization modulation induced by SMOKE in a 0.8 ML Fe/2 ML NW(1 IO) nIm Ibe 
maximum at 8 = 3.5 mradians is determined by the intensity and detector noise sources. 

The S/N(0) characteristic diffen h m  that of dc-SMOKE in two regards. Fmtly, 

the magnitude of the Sm is much p a t e r  for ac-SMOKE because the proportional and 

azimuthal noise tenns are much greater near & than at the modulation îkquency. In our 

system. the ac-SMOKE S/N  is at least a few h u n W  tirnes greater for ac-SMOKE than 

for ~C-SMOKE.~ A second dflerence is that O,,, = 3.5 mradians rather than de = 1.3 

mradians. The soiid line of Fig. 3.28 is a fit of Eq. (3.2 1) ushg A = 1.8 x 1(r1", B = 2 8  x 

luis and C = 2.6 x 1020, aU in units of H f 1 .  A was fit by ignoring B and C for hrge 8, 

where the 8' term dominates. C was thea determined by absenhg 0, = 3.5 mradians and 

using C = A O,,,'. FinaUy, B was adjusted to rninimize the least-squares error of the fit to 



the data From A, f,(u) = 1.3 x 10eS, which is a few orders of magnitude smaUer than the 

observed stability near dc. The fist term of B in (3.22) is too small to account for the 

observed site of B. thenfore giving 6e(o) = 24 nradians/(Hz)H Again. this term is ntarly 

two orden of magnitude smaiier than t hat O bserved in this setup near dc. This terni of the 

fu limits the peak value by about 1546. inferred by setting B = 2e f&)2 = 6.1 x 1016, 

which is the second largest contribution in B. Examining C, the second term is too d 

to explain the o bserved size of C, which irnpiies that N&) = 1.4 x IV (Hz)'? N, is in 

very good agreement with the Johnson noise level calculateci above. Elimination of ND 

rcsults in a shift of 8, to d i  . when the noise levd is only 15% less than the value at 8, 

= 3.5 mradians with ND as above. Azimuthal noise 60 prevents the improvement h m  

king mater. To summarire. lock-in detection duces  the proportional noise duc to the 

hite extinction ratio to values substantiaîiy smaller than the àctcctor and azimuthi mise 

sources. In the case of the prcsent system, the conmbution to C b m  e  mains srnalLr 

than the detector-noise contribution until E = 3.5 x lû? 

A signincantly higher S/N than obtained in Fig. 3.28 is possible. In principk, the 

detector noise can be nduced to the shot-noise limit by using a photomultipüer. In thpt 

case E detcnnincs 8, as in dc-SMOKE but the S/N(83 WU rot grow substantially until 

the azimutha1 noise is rcduced Azimuthal noise can bc rcduced to considcrably s m a l l a  

values than in the present system. Our SMOKE apparatus is integrated into a setup which 

is optimired for electron measunments. and has some shortcomings as far as SMOKE is 

concemed problems which would be easily overcome in a dcdicated SMOKE system 

The most important problem is the lack of rigidity of the sampbholder. nsulting in 



vibrations and drift in the sarnple orientation during heating and cooling cycles. In the 

present system. Elimination of both ND and 60 nsults in a shift of 0, to and a 230 % 

increase in Sm. Furthemore, extinction ratios < 10"' are possible." much lower than are 

commonly achieved in S MOKE. Wit h this as the noise limit. 2 to 3 orders of magnitu& 

improvement an possible. For many experlnents. however, the pnsent noise level io 

acccpt able. 

Another important point is the elùniriation of stray signais synchronous with the 

refennce fiuency. Since large cumnts are usually employed to provide the appiicd 

field care must be taken to avoid ground loops. In our system, which has in sim magaetic 

coiis attached to the sample holder near the sample, a less obvious problem is prcsent. We 

employ Helmholtz coils for in-plane measumnts and the coils are mechanically couplrd 

when a field is appüed. A slight cornpliance of the sampk holder causes a smaii 

magnetic/mechanical transduction. Apertures, which are rquired to for a small es" 

convert this mal! movement into intensity conmt at the detcctor. Dtih of the sarnple 

holder during cooling and heating cycles causes a slow drift in the rcflccted kam 

orientation which Sects the phase of the emneous ac signal via a displacement of the 

mean laser bcam orientation in the apertures. Wlth an applied field amplitude of 16 Oe, 

this effect gives a false SMOKE signal of the order of 10'' radians for in-plane 

measurements in the present system. The out-of-plane stabilit y is at lest an order of 

magnitude better. since a single coii is employed in the sample plant. To put these 

magnitudes in context, SMOKE signals of the order of 10' radians are typical for reversal 

of the moment in in-plane monolayer femmagnetic !lms and an ac amplitude of ordcr 10' 



radians is obtainable near the in-plane order/disorder transition? Stability is enhancd by 

using larger apertures, at a smali cost of S/N since ND dominates C for smdi e. Of course, 

a superior coil system and more rigid sample holder would eliminate the probiem 

altogether. Note that SMOKE systems with the magnets outside the vacuum may not be 

immune nom similar false signals. Ex situ cob could produce even p a t e r  false s ip l s  

due to the Faraday effect in optical windows. 

3. The in-plane, order-disorder transition of a 1.2 ML Fe/ 1 ML NüW(110) film 

The in-piam, order-disorder transition of a 1.2 ML Fe on 1 ML Ni on  W(110) is 

presentcd as an example SMOKE susceptibility measurement. Ultrat hin Fe11 ML 

NI/W(I IO) has an in-plane moment orientai dong the W(f10) direction, aithough the use 

of a 2 ML Ni buffer results in a perpendicular moment at low Fe covcrages,' nie data of 

Fig. 3.29 was obtained for an Fe coverage of 1.2 ML, via longitudinal SMOKE with 

e -10: 0 = 2-9 rnradians (10 arcminutes). a moduiation f'requency of 210 Hz. r = 3 sec 

and an applicd field amplitude of 1 Oe. The peak SMOKE rotation amplitude kfom 

conversion to magnetic units was of order pradians, and so the obscrvcd noise level is 

consistent with the test of Fig- 3.28. For temperature dependent measurcments the sampk 

is heated radiatively by a filament behind the sample. dc heating is employed since l h -  

harmonies do enter the photodetector signal via the filament glow. even with the HeNe 

6328 A line flter. The stray field produced by the coil is esthated to k less than 10 

mOe. which is much smaler than any modulation amplitudes uscd. nie filament thuefore 

represents a negligibly magnetic perturbation. 
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Fig. 3.29 - Thc magnetic susceptibüity x was measund at the order-disordcr trahPitioo 
of a 1.2 ML Fe/l ML NW(1 IO) h. 8 was set to 10 arcminutes, the optimal sctthg u 
determineci h m  Fig. 3.28. The peak value of x in rotation units is of the same orda as 
the test signal of Fig. 3.28, and the obsemd noise level is in agreement with that figure. 

The approximate SI scale was obtained by assuming the buk magnetization of Fe. 

and a saturation rotation of 10 pradianslM1. typical for a SMOKE rotation h m  a 

rnonolayer of Fe, and hence convening the SMOKE amplitude to susceptibility X.  

Scanning tunneiing rnicroscopy, LEED and angle-resolved Auger eiectron specooscopy 

studies indicatc rather poor structural order of Fe on the 1 ML Ni b~ffer . '~ '~ Still, the 

maximum value nached by x was 3000. A reduction of the modulation amplitude did not 

increase thc O bserved susceptibility, although a modest decrease of the Peak width w u  

observed. Rcvious experiments show that nlatively large magnets (3 kûe) couid not pull 

the moment dong W(001) or out-of-plane." suggcsting a stmng codhcmcnt of the 



Fig. 3.30 - A log-log plot of the data of Fig. 3.29 givcs y = 1.78 f 0.09. which is in 
agreement with the 2D Isîng result y = 714. Tc = 343.9 K was determincd by nikiimiPng 
the statistical x2 of the linear fit to the data. 

moment dong W(1 IO) by the magnetic anisompy. Ont wouki thercfom cxpect a 2 D  

Ising khaviour x (T - Tc)' in the order-disorder mition. A log-log plot of this &ta is 

pnsented in Fig. 3.29. using Tc = 343.9 K as detenniwd by mintnieng the statistral x2 

of the Lincar fit to the data over a range of Tc. Tc is very close to the temperatun of tbc 

peak susceptibility at 344.1 K. The resultant dope gives y = 1.78 f 0.09 in agncment 

with cxpcctations. Signincant deviations 6om linearity on the log-log plot comspond to 

a deviation h m  exponential behaviour on the x - T plot as Tc is approached from above. 

On the x - T plot of Fig. 3.30. the deviation fiom exponential behaviour occurs at 

approximately 348 K, or 4 K above Tc. Since oniy a modest reduction of the peak-width 

was observed upon nduction of the applicd field, it is unlikcly that the applicd field 
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amplitude was a signficant factor in litnithg the temperature range for which the divergent 

khaviour was observed hite-size effects due to the poor longrange structural o&r 

are a another possible explanation. The temperature range for which the exponential 

khaviour was observed corresponds to about 6 K. for which the change in x was lest 

than a factor of 10. A more accurate detemation of y would requirc more data on tk 

high temperature side of Tc, not obtained in this experiment because of concem for the 

thermal stabiiity of the film against intemixing. Nonetheless, this example dernonstrates 

the extreme sensitivity achieved by the SMOKE susceptibihy technique when the S/N is 

optimized. Even with a SMOKE apparatus of modest mechanical stability and non- 

negiigible detector noise, as the one employed in these experiments, the determination of 

the critical exponen t y of rnonolayer ultrat hin magnetic films is feasible. 

This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and EngineeMg Research C o u d  

(NSERC) of Canada. CS.A. gratefuîiy acknowkdges NSERC and Ontario Graduate 

Scholarships. Thc authors t hank Marek Kkla for numemus technical contributions. 
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32.7 Mechanism of magnetic c o n t r a  in x measurements 

T h e  types of magnetic contrast arc common in magnetic susceptibüity 

measurements. Fig. 3.3 1 dernonstrates each mechanism. In (a). critical fluctuations grow 

strong ncar Tc. Blocks of aligned spins appear spontmeously. grow rapidly and mclt. A 

field H applied paraiiel to an easy axis inmduces a statistkal bias favoring spins a l i m  

with the fieid. Spatial averages over sufficiently large areas give a 

).a+*,a**. a-  @*..*.O 
o a a * * * a a a  am.* eama 
o a o * *  *.ma a m m e  ornama 
e a ~ m a a a a ~ a  mmmma mamm 
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Fig. 3.31 - (a) Near an order/disorder aansition an appütd field produces a statistical biar 
for moments oriented along the field direction as in this Ising magnet example. (b) 
Similarly, an appiied field may cause domain walls to displace. producing a net magnetic 
response. (c) If the field H is applied against a hard-axis anisotropy K. a response rnay be 
observed in the component of M parauel to the hard axis. 



net 6M proponional to the appiied field In (b), domain-waii motion has a similar 

description, but occurs over much greater time and length scales and occurs at lower 

temperatures. Fiaiiy, as shown in (c), ifH is applied dong a hard axis the moments can 

tip away from an easy-axis. This type of contrast we terni anisotropy contrast. 

39.8 Imrpretation of the complex susceptibility 

When the magnetic susceptibility is measured by lock-in detection. real (in-phase) 

and haginary (quadrature) components are detecteds8 Lock-in amplifiers perform a 

finite-tirne Fourier transform of a measured signai, 'locking in' to the signal at the 

nfercncc ûcquency. Typicdy, the input signai is amplifie& multiplied by a nonnalid 

signal proportional to the reference signal. and the product is continuously integrated with 

a set timt constant r : 

The experirnentai susceptibiiit y is 

where HA is the amplitude of the applied field H = HA cos(ot). The real pan of the 

integrand ( a cos(ot) ) is in-phase with the reference signal and the irnaginary part (i 

sin(ot)) is n/2 p hase-s hifted. 

Fig. 3.32 demonstrates how the two components originate for diffénnt types of 

hysteresis Ioops. In these diagrams, an additional phase of r is added so that H starts at 



f i '  

Fig. 3.32 - (a) A paramagnetic response in M is proportionai to and in-phase with the 
applied field H. Square loops produce an M(t) which is phase shiAed h m  H(t) by nearly 
n/2 for widc loops (b) and only slightly for n m w  loops (c). Oblique loops (d) producc a 
sirnilady phase-shifted M(t).The coercive fieiâ H, is hbeled on (b) and (c). 
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its most negative value OH,,. M vs. H cums and hysteresis loops are shown on the nght 

and the tirne records of M and H are displayed on the left. In case (a). the material is 

paramagnetic (T > Ta, and the magnetic response is shply M(o) = xHA. nius this 

signal is purely real for paramagnetic (T > Tc ) films. Remclneme (M(H=O) # 0) and 

hystercsis produce a non-zero Maginary part while a material is ferromagnetic (T < Td. 

Square loops as in (b) and (c) give a phase-shihed square-wave response in the. In th~se 

cases the magmtic system proceeds through the points a-b-c-d as indicateù on the time 

and M vs H plots. Wide hysteresis loops (b), for which the coercive field H, (when 

switching occurs) is only slightly smaiier than the appiied field amplitude, result in an M(t) 

that is phase-shifted from H(t) by nearly nn. Hence wide hysteresis loops produce a bck- 

in signal that is almost completely imaginary. A namw loop (with a very weak cocrcivc 

field) is nearly in-phase with the applied field, pmducing a lock-in signal that is almost 

completely rcaL Oblique loops as in (d) produce a similar, phase shihed signai. Gencraiiy, 

the haginary part of the ac signal is proportional to the hysteresis loop ana, which is the 

work done M-H by the applied field over one cycb of the loop. A non-zero imaginary 

part is thenfore an indicator of ferromagnetism. Quantitative interpretation of the 

cxperimental susceptibility is generaliy very complicated in the ferromagnetic regimc. 

Fig. 3.33 iiiustrates the nomal behaviour of the complex susceptibilit y at an order- 

disorder transition for an in-plane ultrathin film magnct. For T > T, a paramagnetic 

response produces a purely real susceptibilit y that grows accordhg to the critical exponent 

y as Tc is approached. Finite size effects preernpt the divergence of x at Tc, producing a 

munding of x and the onset of an imaginary part through the onset of remanence. As the 

temperature is funher reduced, hysteresis loops quickly evolve to a square shape and the 



Fig. 3.33 - The r d  and imaginary parts of the cxperimentai susceptibility mck the 
fundamental susceptibility and rcmanent magnetization nspectively. 

coercive field also grows rapidly. The rcmanent magnetization grows with decreasing 

temperature according to the critical exponent P appropriate for that system. Since the 

modulation field is small, I r n [ ~ ]  mcks the universal exponential growth only for 

tempetaturcs w h m  the applied fieid amplitude exc& the coercive field. At lowcr 

temperatures Im [ x ) decreases rapidly to zero. 

32.9 Opricol and magnetic calibrution 4 n  

Optical calibration of SMOKE susceptibiiities in rotation units (pradians) was 

pcrformed for ali susceptibility traces by a two point measunment prior to each run. 

Each measurement was made at a azimutha1 set-point 8, at 10 - 20 arcminutes 

(3 - 7 mradians), in order to maxirnize the SM. The dc intensity on the photodiode was 
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measured at 0 = O and 0 ,  and b, was determined h m  I(04) = el, and I(&) = L 

(O2- + e). Photodiode intensity, as amplified by the lock-in, was then convened to 

rotation units using the relation 61 = 2 I, 0,M. Emrs in optical calibrations were 

largely due to mechanical drifts in the sample holder position during heating and cmhg 

cycles which caused a smd  displacement of the laser kam in the apertures. These cm>n 

wert minimi& by periodically adjusting the apertures and 8, to maintain a constant &- 

ievei. Optical caiibrations are relüible to a few percent. Because optical units are usuaUy 

rot very usehil more uncenain magnetic units were used to present experimentd 

suscep tibilities in t his t hesis. 

Approxirnate magnetic calibrations were made by measuring the SMOKE rotation at 

a film thickness and temperature where a rcasonable estimate of the film magnetization M 

was possible, and then comparing this to the obsemd magneto-optic rotation at other 

thickncsscs and temperatures. From eqs. (3.8). the magneto-optic rotation for a givm 

material on a given substrate is proportional to the rnagnetization M and nIm thickness t. 

A caiibration constant. the magneto-optic rotation per a standard thickness and 

magnetization 

9 = 4, Mt, (3.25) 

is then uscd to calibrate rotations 6Q at other thicknesses t to changes in magnetization 

a ~ ,  = a+/qt (3.26) 

In the case of Fe, Nms were cooled to well below their T, where they could k pnpared 

in a single-domain state. with an M, s M i l a r  to the T = O value. M was reversed by 

capacitive discharge through the field coils. produchg large field pulses (1 - 3 ka). In 

the polar effect, 1 ML of fcc FeL? ML Ni was found to produce A 8  = 200 pradians of 
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rotation upon reversal, which is close to that obtained for buk b ~ c  Fe. For this reason, 

the fcc Fe was assumed to have the same q calibration as bec Fe. In-plane calibraciow 

werc estirnated by using the factor of 25 'de-of-thumb' by which the polar eEect exfeeds 

the longitudinal effect. This admittedly crude approximation was used because the in- 

plane magnetization near the norientation transition. subject to smng fluctuations, could 

not bc ~ l iab ly  es timated." Magnetic calibrations are certainly correct to with  a factor of 

2 or 3. but are not nearly as accurate as the less usefbl magneto-optic calibration. 



4. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OBSERVATION OF A 

SPIN-REORIENTATION TRANSITION 

Studies which apply the surface science and magnetosptk techniques to the 

observation of a spin-reorientation transition are described in this chapter. SMOKE 

susceptibility measurernents prove ideal for studying this transition and addressing some 

fundamental aspects absent from previous experimental studies. One important result is 

the k t  observation of the region near the multicritical point of the spin reorientation 

msition, pmnitting investigation of the topology of the coveragc-temperature phase 

diagram in this region. Another important experimental rcsult is that the loss of magnetic 

order âom an ultrathin film with a perpendicular moment U fundarnentaiiy different than 

for an in-piane magmt, even if no spin-=orientation occurs. Polar susceptibilities an 

weii described by the domain mode1 of Kashuba and Pokro~sky.~ Severai aspects of the 

nsults are the fisc experimental verifkations of predictions by thcorists. 

This experimental study of the spin-norientation transition is basai upon ment 

coiiaborative work on fcc (face center cubic) Fe, grown on a 2 ML Ni buffer on 

W(l IO).'"' SMOKE hysteresis loop experiments wen undertaken to survey the 

magnetic propenies of fcc Fe, grown on a 2 ML Ni buffer on W(1 IO). The gened 

interest in fcc Fe is that buUc Fe is bcc rt temperatuns where it is magnetic and the change 

in structure is often associated with dramatic changes in magnetic 



behavior. This system was chosen because of its (1 11) orientation, which di&rs h m  the 

(100) orientations used in previous studies.' (1 1 1)-oriented samples are expected to 

exhibit a smoother fcc to bcc transition with increasing coverage, and also to have 

superior long-range structural order, expectations which wen verifïed by the structural 

studies. The pnsent work was initiated by a magnetic survey of Fe/Z ML Ni/W(llO). 

While Fc on this substrate does not exhibit exotic magnetic behaviour associatcd with the 

unusual fcc structure. it does exhibit a spbreonentation transition. 

Although the author gn w aitnost al1 of the h e s  studied for pmsentation b th& 

chapter. the growth recipe and stni~ture WCTC prtviously dettmined by H. L. Iohruton et 

al. Section 4.1 is a review of the growth and structural nsults, with emphasis on thofe 

details relevant to the magnetism. Polar susceptibiiity measurements are introduced in 

section 4.2. The most important results an containcd in section 4.3 as an included papa. 

'Magnetic susceptibilit y measurements near the nicritical point of the spin reorientation 

transition in ultrat hin fcc Fe(l11)/2 ML NiW(1 IO) h s ' .  Since the format of that papcr 

is somcwhat brief. its findings are augmenteci by hmher supponing data in section 4.4. 

As shown in section 4.5, polar susceptibiiities are consistent with an exponentiai 

condensation of domains with increasing temperature. Tt is argued in section 4.6 that the 

transition to disorder from the perpendicular phase is fundamentally Mennt  than for in- 

p h c  transitions. Fiaiiy, the observed mnd in the ptak polar susceptibiiity with f ï h  

thickness is prcsented in section 4.7. 



4.1 Review of the growth and stmcture of x-Fe/2 ML Ni films 

Metastabk magnetic rnaterials, which do not exist in the bulk. can bc engin& 

by MBE. One ruch system that has been studied intensively is the Fe/Cu(lûO) system 

which is fcc at room temperature. Bulk Fe has a high temperatun fcc phase. but is bcc u 

and klow room temperature. fcc Fe exhibits interesting magnetic pmputies, which k 

rcviewcd below. 

n ie  Fe/Cu(lOO) system is, however. s t n i c t d y  complicated for a two main 

rea~ons."~' The first nason is that Cu and Fe intemWc considerably at the interface. Ihe 

second is that the fcc to bcc transition is expected to be kss continuous for a fcc (100) 

surface than a (1 11) surface. Ho L. Johnston proposai the use of a Ni(1l l)/W(l IO) 

substrate in order to avoid these compiications. Less intermixing of subsmte and 

overlaycr wcrc cxpected in the case of Fe and Ni, due to the relative sdace k e  energkr 

and, of course, Ni(l11) had the desircd orientation. W(110) was chosen as the subseate 

for the Ni because Ni grows in its fcc (1 11) smcture on this surface. 

4.I.I Growth and structure of the Ni buffer 

Kolaczkiewicz and Bauer studied the growth of Ni on W(l10) in detail with 

LEED, AES. thermaily programrned desorption (TPD) and work hinction mcasurements 

and the results are summarized hmOJO The growth of the h t  ML of Ni is similar to that 

of Co on the sarne surface, as described in sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5. Just as in the case of 

Co on W(110). the density of the fim layer is mater when the subsadte has ken  hcatcd. 

Ni AES uptake cuxves exhibit a f b t  breakpoint at 0.65 ML for room temperature growth 



and 0.76 ML for high temperature growth. where 1 ML corresponds to one close-packed 

(CP) ML. nie corresponding LEED patterns is pseudomorphic (PS) at low coveragcs 

and then a PS-CP transition occurs before the growth of the second layer kgins. As with 

the PS and CP MLs an both thenndiy stable untü desorption above 1 100 K. 

Second and subsequent layen tend to form islands when the tiLn is heated. They found 

that the growth mode was very nearly layer-by-layer, with the third hyer staning to p w  

while the second was 94% complete. The growth of Ni differs from that of Co in that 

Fig. 4.1 - The LEED pattem during the growth of Ni on W[110] is PS as in (a) for low 
coverages. showing the same symmetry as the bcc [Il01 face of the subsmte. At the 
completion of the PS ML. the LEED pattem transforms to the pattem in (b) with lnL of 
the spot spacing in that direction, indicating an increase in density. The density firrthcr 
inmases by 2 ML (c). For thicker films, a nearly hexagonal pattem is consistent with 
[ I l l ]  oriented fcc Ni. 



additional strain is nlieved as the second hyer grows. The Cl? Ni ML exhibits satellite 

spots in the LEED pattern with lnB of the spacing of the W pattern in that direction. & 

the second layer grows, the spacing between the spots decreases to 1/8' of that of the W 

spots. They interpret the conespondhg change in density as foliows. One ML 

Ni/W(llO) is 2.2% compnssed in the W[001], (Ni[-1 IO]& direction and 7.4% 

expanded in the W[- 1 101, (Ni[ 11 -2],,.J dirrction. The uniaxial distortion is d e c r e d  in 

the in - 118 saain relaxation ta 3.7% compnssed in the Ni[-1 101, direction and 1.0% 

expancied in the Ni[ll-21, direction. For films of 3 or 4 MLs in Ni thickness, the pattern 

is very nearly hexagonal, rcffecting the symmetry of the fcc Ni(ll1) plane. Thc evobition 

of the LEED pattem is iiiustrated in fig. 4.1. 

STM images of the 2 ML film (fig. 4.2) support Kokczkiewicz and Bauer's 

conclusions about fi smoothness.' The approximatdy paallcl lines which an nominaUy 

pcrpcndicular to W(10)  are atornic steps. Dark areas are voids in the 2"'' ML, or raiher, 

bare 1 ML patches. The smaii bnght arcas are 3" layer growth. The 2 ML Ni is not 

compktely flat, but has about 5% voids in that laycr as determined h m  an examination of 

the 140 000 A2 trapezoidal step in the upper nght corner of the image. Sîmiiarly. about 

5% of the 3"' layer of Ni has formed. This is nearly perfect layer-by-kycr gmwth. 

Fig. 3.13 is an ARAES scan of a 2 ML NW(1 10) subsmte, obtained by H L  

Johnston. The electron-scattering simulation of the data (pcrformed by this author), bascd 

on 2 ML fcc Ni with the appropriate strain for the 1 x 8 smcture, was in excellent 

agreement with the data. Two orientations of the 2"" ML Ni an possible, due to the two 



mg. 4.2 - A 2 5 ~ A  x ZSOOA STM image of 2 ML NiIW[110], obtained by C. Schmidt)ials 
and D. Venus and printed with theu permission. The darker anas an b 1 ML Ni, the 
white mas 3 ML and the rest is 2 ML Ni. The 2" ML Ni grows as islandp on the srnoath 
1. ML separatcd by a few hundred angsmms. They coalescc as the 2- ML appmacks 
compktion, pmducing the obsewed voici pattern. Approxirnately 5% of the 2." îaya is 
absent and 3* layer is staned. as determined nom the napezoidal area This is much mon 
idcal than many metal-on-metal systems. 



inquivalent adsorption site types in the fcc (1 I l )  unit ceil. These sites are indicated in fig. 

4.3. Both site orientations were assumed in equd proportion in the electron scattering 

calculations. Justification for this assumption, h h e r  to the good quaüty-of-fit to the 

ARAES data, is that the 2a iayer grows as islands separated by a few hundred angsmms. 

The voids in fig 4.2 abovc arc located at the edges of islands which have coaiesccd &ch 

type of site has an equd probability of king seiecred by cach island. 

Fig. 4.3 - After the completion of the 1. fcc [I l l ]  ML of Ni then an two possible sites 
(1 and 2) that the next fcc Iayer can choose. Both orientations arc obscrvcd in the 
ARAES data. This is expected on the buis of the island growth mode of the 2* ML of 
Ni 

4.1 2 Growrh and structure of x-Fe/ 2 ML Ni/ W(I IO) 

The major conclusions of H.L. Johnston's ARAES studies an summarizeâ hcrc.' 

The interested reader is referred to Dr. Johnston's Ph.D. thesis for a detailed discussion 

(i) The 1 ML Ni buffer is not an adequate substrate for the gmwth of fcc Fe. LEED and 

ARAES data suggest that Fe/l ML Ni does not grow in the fcc phase, but rather converts 



imrnediately to bcc. This may be due to the p a t e r  suain present in the first ML as 

compared to the more relaxed second ML. 

(ii) On thicker Ni buflers, Fe initiaily grows in a slightly strained fcc phase for Fe coverage 

x = O to 3 ML, and then undergoes a gradua1 transformation to the bcc phase which ic 

completcd by 12 ML. For x = O to 3 ML, the fcc Fe unit celi has the same iateral 

dimensions as the 2 ML Ni buffer. For future magnetic expcrintnts, a thin Ni bu&r w a  

desired in order to minimize the mgnetic role of the buffer. In this manner, the film 

magnetic propenies would be dominated by the Fe. Two ML Ni buffers w e n  thenfore 

chosen as the standard in both structural and magnetic studies. 

(iii) Both possible fcc domain orientations are seen, as would be expected since they arc 

both present in the Ni buffer. 

(iv) Intermixing of overlayer and substrate inmases graduaiiy with temperature. ARAES 

data, fit to electron scattering calculations, suggest that films grown at 360 K have 25% 

+/- 10% Fe in the 2"" Ni layer. 

(vi) Thc first evidence of bcc growth, present in both the LEED patterns and ARAES 

rocking curves, occurs at x = 4 ML. 

STM images of Fe/1.5 ML NW(110) reveal a fundamental dülercnce betwccn the 

topologies of Fe on 1 and 2 ML Ni buffen. Fig.4.4 is a 2 5 0  x 2500 A2 scan of 

approximately 1/10' ML Fe on 1.5 ML NüW(110). The second ML Ni is present in thc 

fonn of islands -100 A in diameter, with a sirnk separation. These islands grow 

preferentiaily fiom step edges, in a mode of growth intemediate ktween island growth 



Fig. 4.4 - STM image of a 2 5 0  x 2500 AS are% showing the initial stages of growth of Fe 
on 1.5 ML NW(1 IO). Fe grows in circuiar islands on the 2 ML Ni patches, and in 
elongated srrips on the bare 1 ML Ni. 



and edge-flow growt h, which is ideal type of layer-by-Iayer growth. Bare 1 ML Ni is 

thenfore concentrated in the center of the steps. The smd (-20 A), white circuiar is- 

on the 2 ML Ni are Fe, known to be fcc fkom the ARAES studies. On the 1 ML Ni, 

which is cxposed in the spaces between Fe islands, Fe grows in small saips (-20 x 100 A3 

with the long axes prefercntially oriented dong W(001). Atomic resolution was not 

achievcd in the STM studies, so the atomic arrangements could not bc determincd from 

the images. 

A growth recipe based on the above work was used in the magnetic studies 

reportcd in this chapter. Rior to cach film growth, the W substrate was hcated in an 4 

atmosphen to over 1ûûû K and then tlashed to 2500 K in UHV. Oz cleaning is cspecialiy 

effective for removing carbon, which is the major contaminant in W. Mer ckaning, 

carbon contamination was checked by inspection of the 250 - 290 eV range of the AES 

spectrum which contains a carbon peak- No experiment procaded without reducing the 

carbon contamination to or below the detection lirnit, comspondtig to less than 1 % of 

the W ama. Ni was deposited on a heated (> 500 K) substrate for the h t  1 ML of 

growth to ensure a fiat, smooth atomic layer. The 1 ML coverage was always verincd by 

measuring the attenuation of the W AES signal in the 150 - 190 eV range, known to be 

0.55 for 1 ML of Ni. Second layer growth proctcded at or below 350 K. to prevent isiand 

growth (SIC mode). W attenuation was measund again to ensure that the film was at 

least 2 ML thick. In a few cases Ni buffers marginaiiy thinner than 2 ML w e n  used and 

unusual magnetic behaviour was observed. These cases are describeâ later. Ni 

thkkncsses wcrc certain to within 5%. or 0.1 ML for the 2 ML buffer- Fe was grown on 



the 2 ML Ni buffer at 350 K. Fe evaporation rates were calibrated by growing Fe,/W(llO) 

and comparing the Fe AES uptake curve with the data of Gradmann et al?' Aithough 

method caïibrated the Fe rate to within 5%. the Fe rate was calibrated with less frrqu~my 

than the Ni, which was calibrated in each experiment. It was more convenient to c w  

the Ni than the Fe, since a Ni buffer on W(1 IO) was nquked for each Fc/Ni film, 

FJW(1 IO) was only prepared for the expiicit purpose of caübration. Because the Fe 

deposition rate of the ekctron-bearn evaporaton drift slowly over several exptriments, 

some Fe thicknesses may be as much as 10% off." Deposition temperatures were tightly 

controlled. 

4.2 The mapetic susceptibili ty of a film wi th perpendicular magnetization 

A magmtic susceptibility measunment of 1 ML Fè/2 ML Ni/W(l IO) film is 

pnsented in fig. 4.5. The configuration of this measunment U unusual (in cornparison to 

the literature) because both the magnetization and applied field are perpendicuiar to the 

film plane. Because of this geometry, the resultant susceptibiüty is designated X,. To the 

best of our knowledge. only one example measunment of this kind presently exists in tb 

literaturc." The present work is the k t  detailed. systtmatic study of this kind. A 

number of in-plane magneric susceptibiüty measurcments of order-disorder transitions 

exist and are very similar to that of fig. 3.29. with peak magnitudes of IO3 to 10' in SI 

units, and half-width halfhaxima (HWHM) of only a few Kas The Re(X,) in fig. 



Fig. 4.5 - This susceptibüity measurement of the perpendicularly magnetucd nIm 1 ML 
Fc/2 ML NW(1 IO) was obtained with the a p p W  k M  &O perpendicuiar to the film fo 
cornparison to in-plane, order-disorder susceptibilities. Re(%,) is mon than 10 t ims 
srnalier and more than 10 tintes broader in temperature. 

4.5 differs fmm the Re(X]of in-plane order-disorder transitions in both its magnitude and 

temperatun width. Re(X,) peaks at about 100 in SI and has a HWHM of about 70 K 

Another dincrenct between X ,  and the X of in-plane. order disorder transitions is that the 

temperatun where Re(X,) reaches its peak value is substantidy higher than the bwcst 

temperature where Im { X, ) is zero. For in-plane transitions, the comsponding 

temperatures approxirnately coin~ide.~ This is a characteristic common to almost ail of 

the X ,  measund in this study. In the present discussion. only the magnitude and HWHM 



are andyzed The intention is to demonstrate that the observed Re ( X, ] is not simply an 

order-disorder Peak distoned by the large dernagnetization factor associated with 

perpendicular geometry, a point made tersely in the included paper of section 4.3. 

nie Re ( )(, ) of fig. 4.5 is suggestive of an order-disorder transition that has been 

broadened and attenuated by a large demagnetization factor. Tc is not expectcd to exce& 

400 K for a 1 ML film of ~ e ,  and so it is not unreasonabk to identify the only obsemd 

feature in this temperature range with the order-disorder transition* For now, we mode1 

the polar susceptibility on a 2-D Ising susceptibiiy. as observed in-plane. but with the 

dipolar interaction included in the demagnetization field The total i n t e r ~ l  fielà, extemd 

k l d  plus demagnetization field, is H, = H, - NM, when N is thc dernagnetization EbCtor. 

As a result, 

X ~ = X J ( I + N X ~ . "  (4- 1 

Fig. 4.6 was genented using eq. (4.1) and assuming an interna1 susceptibility which 

diverged as (T-300 K)"~", for temperatuns pater  than 3 0  + 1 K, and reaching a peak 

value of 10 000 at 3 0  K. This choice of X , mimics the typical khaviour of in-plane 

susceptibilities, where N = O. Demagnetization factors of N = 1, 1/10 and 1/100 wue 

then used in eq. (4.1). Since the maximum value of (4.1). which occurs at Tc = 300 K, is 

1/N, NX , is plotted rather than X , A demagnetization factor of N = 1/100 in a 2-D 

Ising mode1 reproduces both the obsemd amplitude (-100 or lm) and temperatun ha& 

width of the measured polar susceptibility. 



Temperature O() 

Fig. 4.6 - x,(N)N for demagnetization factor N = 1.0.1 and 0.01. and Tc = 3 0  K 
Demagnetization factors of order 0.01 approxirnately reproduce the observed arnpîitu&s 
and widths of x,, but are unphysically smaïï. 

A demagnetization factor N = 1/100 is. however. grossly unphysical for the 

prpendicular geometry for which N = 1 is expected. One might imagine that it is the 

demagnetization field in the vicinity of a spin-block boundary which is most devant for 

determinhg the external susceptibility, since there is an adjacent spin block at the 

boundary with its spins oriented in the opposite direction, and the effective 

demagnetization factor could k reduced A simple calculation shows that the rcduction in 

H within a film thickness of a boundary, which is roughly equivalent to an atomic diameter 

at the ML thickness iimit, is only an order of magnitude. The maximum demagnetization 

factor that one obtains fkom this type of argument is then N > 0.1. which is insuftrient to 

explain the observed magnitude and temperatun brcadth of X,. We will argue in the next 



section and in section 4.5 in more quantitative detail, that the behaviour of )(, is 

dominated by domain- waii motion. 

4.3 Mapetic susceptibility measurements near the multicritiwl point of the spin 

reorientation transition in ultrathin fcc Fe(ll1)/2 ML N W ( l 1 0 )  film 

The foiiowing is an early, shoner version of a paper submitted to PhysicaI Rrvinv 

&#ers. After the rejection of that manuscript. an even longer version was submitted to 

Physical Review B where it is expected to appear kte in 1997 or early in 1998. Copyright 

is not yet assigned. C. S. Arnold grew most of the films, executed ail of the magnetic 

measumnents and data analysis. and wrote the first draft of the paper. H. L Johnston 

detexmincd the growth modes and structure and gnw somc of the films for thesc magnetic 

experirnents. D. Venus supervised the projects. participating in the interpretation of the 

data. recommending experirnents and participating in second and subsequent drafts of the 

paper. 



Magnetic susceptibility measurements near the multicntical point of the 

spin reorientation transition 

in ultnthin fcc Fe(lll)/Z ML Ni/W(IIO) films 

C. S. Arnold, H. L. Johnston, and D. Venus 

Department of Physics und Astronomy and Brockhoure Irutitute for Materials Resewch 

McMaster uni ver si^, Hamilton, Cana& L8S 4M I 

Abstmct 

Magnetic susceptibility measunments made using the Kerr effect, are nported for 

ultrathin f i s  of x ML fcc (1 1 1) Fe grown on a 2 ML N W ( 1  IO) substrate, and show that 

these fiims undergo a spin-reorientation transition wit h inmeasing temperature. The 

rcsults give an approximate temperature vs. film thickness phase diagram of the spin- 

reorientation transition and magnetic orderdisorder transition near the muiticriticai point 

where they meet. Complete spin-reonentation transitions are observed for thicker films. 

but at lower thicknesses the order-disorder transition proceeds directly h m  a 

perpendicularl y magnetized domain phase w hic h precedes the spin-norientation. 



The spin-reorientation transition is a fascinating magnetic uluath film 

phenomenon which depends on the interplay of perpendicular magnetic anisompy (PMA). 

spin fluctuations and dornain formation. Following an early prediction of Néel' 

experixnents have shown that the reduced symmetry of an ultrathin film can lead to a 

magnetocrystaîiine anisotropy favouring a perpendicuiar orientation of the magnetic 

moment, even overcoming the shape anisotropy which strongly favours an in-plane 

orientation. Numerous studies2 have funher shown that as the film thickness is inmascd 

at constant temperature, the shape anisotropy overcomes the magnetocrystalline 

anisotmpy, the sign of the PMA is reverse& and the magnetic moment Lies in-plam. nie 

point when the PMA passes through zero in simple models is panicularly interesting, in 

the absence of a magnetic anisotropy the magnetic system is isotropie. and cannot support 

bng- range orde?". 

Pappas et ai? provided the h t  evidence that an analogous reorientation can occur 

for a film of a constant thickness as a function of temperatun. This reorientation h m  

pcrpcndicular to in-plane magnethtion is usuaiiy termed the "spin-norientation 

transition" ti ultrathin films.' For fcc Fe/Cu(Ol), Pappas et al. found that a tempenuun 

range AT-20K of negligibly s m d  remanence accompanied the reorientation, and 

suggested that this was due to either a loss of magnetization when the PMA was wo, or 

to an instabiiity against the formation of srnail domains'. Theoretical work descri- thip 

in mean-fieldkd nnormalization-group the~ries?'~ and found that loss of magnetization 

should occur only for a temperature range of s L K. The altcmate hypothesis of a domain 

structure below the spin-reorientation temperatun TR . was verified by Alienspach and 



Bischoff l using spin- po larized electron microscope images of Fe/Cu(00 1). in excellent 

agreement with calculations by Kashuba and Pokr~vsky'~. These findings wen confirmed 

by Qiu et al..13 who studied the reorientation transition in bcc Fe/Ag(100) with the 

magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) using standard dc techniques to measure hyste~sis 

bops. They hnher plotted the magnetic order-disorder phase boundary at low 

thicknesses. and the spin-=orientation phase boundary at gnater thicknesses. but 

unfonunately reponed no measurements over an intemediate thickness range. Politi et 

al.'' subsequently presented renomalization group cakulations, neglecting domain e&cts, 

and pndicted that this intermediare thickness rcgimc contained both a maximum in TR and 

a multicritical point where the order-disorder and spin-reorientation transition boundaries 

meet. Abanov et al." caiculated the domain phase diagram for this system using a 

continuum. mean-field theory, and found t h m  distinct domain smictures in the approach 

to TR h m  klow. Because the domains an very sensitive to fields applied perpendicular 

to the fih plane, they recommended the use srnall applied fields ( -1 Oc) in experiments. 

In order to son out the complicated interaction of the domain stnictw. the spin- 

=orientation transition. and the order-disorder transition, M e r  experimentd studies are 

urgently needed The present paper reports such a study for ultrathin fcc Fe(ll1) film 

grown on a 2 ML Ni(l1 1)/W(110) substrate. Use of a 2 ML Ni(l1 l)/W(110) subsaitc 

permits the characterization of the magnetism in fcc films of Fe which exhibit better 

wetting and less interdiffusion than those grown on a Cu ~ubstrate.~~'' As a result. the Fe 

films can be conveniently prepared at room temperature. The growth of the Ni buffer and 

Fe films was monitored by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). angle resolved AES 



(ARAES), and LEED. Reproducible results are obtakd only if the h t  monolayer of the 

Ni buffer is grown at, or annealed at. an elevated temperature.'' Ultrathin magnetic 

NI/W(l IO) has been studied extensi~ely'~, and although magnetic resonance studiesa) 

indicate an in-plane moment along W[001] with T, approxirnately at room temperature 

for a 2 ML füm, magnetic susceptibility measurements showed that the 2 ML Ni fïhs 

used in this study were paramagnetic at temperatures above 200 K. Since the finite-sb 

scaling trend of Tc has an extremely steep dope in this range of thicknessm, srnail 

Merences in thickness calibration could account for this Merence. The fmst 3 ML of Fe 

gmw in a nearly layer-by-layer fashion on the 2ML NW(1 IO) substrate." The 

propagation of strain from the bcc W(110) su bstratt results in a süghtly suaincd fcc (1 1 1) 

lattice which has 2-fold in-plane rotational symmetry, similar to the Ni buRede At 

coverages x = 4 ML, a surface ceil intemediate to fcc and bcc e s t  appears. The Fe 

monolayer has perpendicular magnetization when the Ni buffer thickness is 2 or 3 a or 

perhaps for even p a t e r  Ni thicknesses." Other details of growth. structure and thickness 

calibration are reponed elsewhere. " 
The measunments of the extemal magnetic susceptibiiity L, = aM/dH, of 

ultrathin films using MOKE is new technique2' which has not yet ken applied in &tail to 

fïims with pcrpcndicular magnetization. Mcasurcments average over the s k  of the lasa 

spot. and are thenfore sensitive to the domain-averaged magnetic nsponse. For low 

coercive fields. the real (in-phase) part of the susceptibiiity measures the saturation 

magnetization, whiie the haginary (quadrature) part measuns the remanent 



rnagnetizati~n.~' Both components fall off as the coercive field grows much larger tha,n 

the ap plied field. Near an O rder-dis0 der transition, the spin correlation length diverges, 

and the domain structure must in any case disappear. The film therefore acts as a single 

domain sample, and the intemal susceptibitity Xh, = dM/aH, diverges at the critical 

temperatm. In t hin h. the intemal field is itself smngly influenccd by the 

magnetization through the demagnetization Md, d. = H, - NM. where N is t k  

demagnetization factor.= As a result, X , = X ,/(1 + N X 3 as in eq. (4.1). 

For an infinite, flat fih, N,=û for HJM in-plane. and N L = ~  for HJM normal to the 

surface (polar). At an order-disorder transition whcrc in-plane magnetization disappean, 

Re(&J diverges, to fonn a narrow peak locatcd close to the critical temperature T, anci 

is h i t e d  to 1@ - 10' by sample perfection and the h i te  fieM modulation? The 

aappearance of Im(X)  is an indicator of Tc which is not dependent on the modulation 

amplitude. At an order-disorder transition where perpendicular magnetization disappam, 

the polar susceptibility X , - ~ N L  = 1 and is insensitive to the transition. Far below an 

order-disorder transition, the susceptibiiity is primariiy sensitive to changes in the &main- 

averaged rnagnetization due to domain smicturc andor motion. nie domain waüs are 

perturbed by the Zeeman energy texm due to the appüed field E, = -H,aM, with the siüe 

of the demagnetizing field within euch domain being unaffected Thus the demagnetizing 

factor in eq.(4.1) does not play a rok in the susceptibility. For perpendicuiar 

magnetization, the polar susceptibility due to domain effects does not saturate, and 



therefore dominates the total signal. By connast. for in-plane magnetization the in-plane 

susceptibility due to domain effects is dwarfed in the presence of a diverging critical 

susceptibility. The two measurernents are therefore sensitive to different magnetic 

phenornena The polar susceptibility should be pariicularly sensitive to pnsence of a 

perpendicular domain phase, and is therefore an ideal probe for the curent studies. 

Magnetic measurements were made via the polar and longitudinal Ken e&u, 

using a pnviously descnbed apparatus. s-polarised HeNe laser light, and lock-in 

amplification  technique^.^ Stray magnetic fields. such as the Earth's field, were 

eliminated to order 10 mGauss by t h e  large pairs of mutuaiiy perpendicukr Heimholtz 

CO&. In situ magnet coils generated a 210 Hz. ac modulatcd field with H oriented dong 

one of thne mutually perpendicular directions labeiied with respect to the W(110) 

substrate. giving X,, Xooi and Xiio .  Real and imaginary parts were measured separatcly 

with a singk-phase lock-in amplifier. The effective polarization extinction ratio w u  5 x 

107 to IO4. The largest noise source was polarization fluctuations fkom the vibration of 

the sarnple holder ami, resulting in a detection b i t  of approximately 40 x 109 radians mu 

on the Kerr angle modulation. Applied field amplitudes were usuaily 15 Oe and 6 Oc for 

~rpendicular and in-plane measurements respectively. Approximate SI caiibrations w a e  

made by assuming the magnetization of bulk Fe and comparing the obsewed Kur rotation 

amplitude to the rotation per monolayer in saturated hysteresis loops. Since the magncto- 

optical Voip parameters for these films are not known, this absolute caiibration is 

uncenain by as much as a factor of 2. 



The magnetic susceptibility for a 1  three field orientations. for a 2.25 ML Fe film on 

2 ML Ni/W(l10) are presented in fig. 4.7. Part a) shows the real parts. while b) gives the 

imaginary parts. The measurements are reversibk so long as the temperature does not 

exceed 400 K. Note that the polar susceptibilîties have been multiplicd by a fa~tor of70 

so that they could be viewed on the same plot as the in-plane measmments. The 

magnitude of X,  is nonetheless much p a t e r  than unity. and must thcrefore repnscnt 

domain effects. Re ( X, ) has a broad peak at 248 K, with a rail extendtig to higher 

tempcraturc. Remanent magnetization is detected in Im(X,)and persists to 280 K. &er 

which then is a gap from 280-322 K in which no remamnt magnetization is detected in 

any of the Kerr signals. At higher temperatures. remanence nappears in-plane dong 

W[001], as indicated by a peak in Irn(Xm1), demonstrating that the spins have rcoritnted 

dong W[001]. or equivdently, the [OIT] direction of the fcc Fe. This shows that the 

saah in the nIms is sufficient to mate  a uniaxial in-plane anisotropy. Then is an 

accompanying rra1 response in Xao i ,  "h a peak value of approximateiy 1200. which 

conforms to that expected near an in-plane order-disorcier transition.*' The considerabk 

width (FWHM=25 K) of this peak is attributed to the large ac field of 6.0 Oe used for this 

pmicuiar measurement. Apparently, the in-plane magnetization is stable ody for a smaii 

temperature range at this Fe film thickness. In the ngion of zero remanence, then is 

also a punly real response in XrlQ which is discussed later. 



Temperature (K) 
Rg. 4.7 - The magnetic susceptibiiity of a 2.2 ML Fe Nm grown on a 2 ML Ni/W(I 10) 
substrate. X is measund using the Kerr effect for applicd field oriuitated dong t h  
mutuaiiy perpendicular directions refemd to the surface of the W substratc. nie 
magnctization is normal to the surface at low temperaturcs. and in-plane dong W[001] at 
higher temperatures. There is a gap AT betwcen 280 and 328 K when no i=~mancnœ is 
detected (for the smaii modulation fields used). which is interpreted as a region of 
complicated domains of perpendicular magnetization. S a  the text for a discussion of 

X r  10. 



In overview, it is clear that a spin-reonentation transition occurs. The &tail& 

behaviour of the susceptibilities can be interpreted using the domain model of Abanov et 

al." They calculated a reduced (Le. unitless) magnetization m. which results from the 

difference in the spin up and down domain widths, L-8 and L+b . of linear density n = l h  

upon the application of a reduced cxtemal magneric fieid strength h. Because a (1 î 1) 

sudace has only a very weak preference for domain wail orientation'" L is interprra in 

the present circumstance as a characteristic domain size rather than as a strictly order&, 

stripe width. This gives a domain-averaged magnetization m = ni, and an equilibrium 

magnetization in a mean-tield theory of 

m = (YK) arcsin [tN(Qn*O)], (4-2) 

w h e ~  0 is the dirnensionless scak of the long-range magnetic dipolc interaction energy, 

and 

n*(T) -exp-[x(tI'A)'*/Q +1] (4.3) 

is an exponential fùnction of the (dimensionless) exchange energy r, effective anisoaopy 

emrgy A and the dipolar energy. In this domain model, the cxtemai poiar susceptibility in 

the limit of small h is 

X, = drn/dh= [ (nl4) Qn* (T)]" 

The aut hors show'' that near the spin-reonentation temperature. as the effective 

anisotropy energy A approaches zero, the domain linear density n * O  grows 

cxponentially, giving a temperature range AT of complicated domain patterns which 



exhibit greatly nduced remanence. Fig. 4.7 gives AT40K. in agreement with 

measurements on other Fe h sy~tems.""*'~ Eq(4.4) shows that Re(X,) demases as 

the domain density increases in the approach to TR. in agreement with fig. 4.7. At low 

temperatuns, Re ( X,  ) is govemed by the coercive field, and increases with temperatm. 

An experimental peak in Re(X,) is formed at the intersection of these two limiting 

bchaviours, and should be a diable, although approximate, indicator of the formation of 

the domain phase. A series of measurements of X, with the appkd extemal field 

amplitude varied from 10e to 10 Oe, are consistent with this interpretation, as they 

showed inmashg broadening only on the low-temperatun side of the peak, whuc the 

carcive field plays a role. 

The punly real response X i l o  issomewhat mysterious, but is likely related to 

imperfections in the 2 ML Ni buffer. ARAES" results indicate that the Fe grown on a 1 

ML Ni buffer does not grow in the fcc smicture. and scanning tunnelhg microscopP 

images show that the growth morphology is simikr to that seen for bcc growth dirccdy on 

W(11 0). Fig. 4.8 (a) shows the real magnetic susceptibility measured for a 1.5 ML Fe 

film grown on a 1 ML Ni buffer. Re[Xï10 ] indicates an in-plane magnetUation dong 

~ [ T I O ] .  as is seen for Fe grown dinctly on W(1 IO)." The width of the peak at the 

order-disorder transition at 345 K is consistent with eq.(4.1) with N,=O, and the smaHct ac 

field modulation of 2.0 Oe used in this experiment. Data taken with a modulation &Id of 

1.1 Oe show a peak susceptibility of nearly 3 0 .  Data for Fe grown on 1.5 ML 



Fig. 4.8. - (a) The magnetic susceptibiiity of a 1.5 ML Fe/ 1 ML NW(110) nIm indiCates 
in-plane magnetization along W[YlO). (b) The magnetic susceptibiiity of 1.5 ML Fd 2 
ML Ni/W(110) indicates normal magnetization at b w  ternperatures, and no spin- 
norientation. The peak value of the susceptibüity is approximately 100, and must 
thereforc bc duc to domain wall motion. 



Ni (not shown) reveak simultaneous remanence dong the surface normal and ~[Tlo] ,  

indicating either distinct magnetic regions, or a canted moment. Although use of an idcd 

2 ML Ni buffer should result in only fcc Fe, STM images" of a 2 ML Ni buffer shows 

smali regions of size cl0 nm of 1 and 3 ML Ni thickmss, comprising about 5% of the 

filn Wc spccuiatc that Fe grown on 1 ML Ni in these ngions may continue to give a 

wcak, non-nmanent response in Re(Xïio] when surrounded by the predominant fcc Fe 

portion of the film magnetized in another direction. As can be scen in fig. 4.7, this 

nsponse displays a broad peak just below TR in al i  those f h s  showing a cornpletc spin- 

=orientation transition. Apparently the propenics of these srnail ngions of the tilm can 

becorne influtntial when the surrounding fcc Fe fitn is in a temperature range when the 

âirection of magnetization is not othenvise weii-defined. 

Fig. 4.8 (b) presents magnetic susceptibilities measunments for 1.5 ML Fe on a 2 

Mt Ni bufler. Cornparison with Bg. 4.7 shows the low-temperature pedc in X, 

associated with the domains of perpendicular magnetization, but no signature of the in- 

plane rcorientation or the order-disorder transition in XWi. We conclu& that the order- 

disorder transition in this film proceeds directly fkom the domain phase, and c a ~ o t  bc 

observed in the magnetic susceptibility either kcause of the iarge demagnetization factor 

in eq.(4.1). or kcause the domain phase maps continuously ont0 the paramagnetic 

This interpretation is supponed by the systematic dependencc of the magnetic 

susceptibüity on the Fe thickness, as summarked in fig. 4.9. Detaiied X measunments (al 



thrrc applied field orientations) wen perfonned at x = 1.5,2.0.2.25. 3.0 and 4.0 ML, and 

individual susceptibility components were measund for other thicknesses. Solid dots 

represent the temperatures of the peaks in Re()(,} and the dashed lines comecting them 

are guides to the eye. Open circks represent the points w here remanence vanishes or 

n 8 0  
. 

b 
b 

I l l 1  
a 
1 1 1 1  I I  I l  I I I ,  

O 1 2 3 4 
Fe coverage on 

2 ML Ni(l1 l)/W(110) (FCC ML) 

Fig. 4.9 - A partial phase diagram of the spin-reorientation transition in Fe/2 ML 
Ni/W(110). The solid dots connected by a dashed iinc are the peak positions of Re [ XL]. 
The open circles connected by a solid lim are locations when the imaginary pan of cither 
the perpcndicuiar or in-plane susceptibility kcomes tuo. Regions of the diagram are 
marked as having perpendicular, in-plane. or no remanence. 



appears, and are joined by a solid line. The regions on the diagram arc labelleci according 

to whether perpendicular, in-plane. or no remanence was observed in the associated 

W X I -  

For Fe thicknesses 2-S 3 ML, T$ïR and the order-disorder transition proce& 

h m  the norientated phase. Three marken of the spin-=orientation process - the 

temperature where in-plane remanence appears, the upper limit of perpendicular 

remanence, and the peak in Re ( X ,  1- aii decrease with hcreasing x in this regime. For 1 

c x c 2, the peak in Re()(,] ,and the upper iimit of perpendicular remanence inmase with 

inmashg x, reaching maxima at x = 2. In this regimc, the critical transition b m  the 

perpendicular domain phase cannot be observed in X,. Since the spin reorientation 

transition is not observed for x S 2. and first seen at x = 2.25, the multiaitkal point of the 

system must be at values intemediate to those two and at approximately 335 K. Fig. 4.7 

is thenfore an observation of the magnetic susceptibiiity in the neighbourhood of the 

multicritical point w herc the spin-rcorientation nansit ion and t hc order-disorder transition 

lims meet. It is intensting to note that this occurs at the thickness where the markers of 

the spin-norientation transition have maxima, in agreement with the prcdiction of Politi et 

01.1~ 

Films less than 1 ML t hick appear to fom a quaiitativcly distinct region whcre 

properties arc detemined by the formation of the FeNi interface. Re[X,] again ha9 a 



broad peak consistent with dornain wail motion. It is clear that the films have 

perpendicular remanence down to a thickness at least as small as 0.25 ML Fe, and that the 

Ni moments in the 2 ML buffer must be actively panicipating in the formation of the 

perpendicular magnetization when the Fe islands are below the percolation Mt. Upon 

completion of the monolayer, the sudden drop in the temperature at which the peak in 

Re(X,) occurs irnplies signifïcant changes in the magnetocrystalline anisowpy of the hlm 

in moving from the interface layer to the Fe bilayer." The topology of fig. 4.9 suggcsts 

two interpntations. It may be that the spin-norientation temperature in submonoiayer 

films is very high, and that the peak in the susceptibiiity for submonolayer films marks a 

domain fonnation process driven MI by a disappearancc of the PMA. but by the ordcr- 

disorder transition.lZ2) The mechanism dnving dornain formation would then be di&rcnt 

on each side of the discontinuity at 1 ML. This would be consistent with the data of Qui 

et ai.1° on a dülennt Fe füm system, which shows order-disorder transitions at low 

thickness. spin-reonentation transitions at high thickness. but nothing in the region of the 

multicritical point, perhaps due to the lack of sensitivity of their dc MOKE technique. in 

the second interpretation, changes in the surface electronic stnicture upon completion of 1 

Fe monolayer may create such a profound change that the phase boundary for the order- 

disorder transition also changes abruptly. Funher experiments are nquired to examine 

this region of the phase diagram. 

In summary, measurements of the ac magnetic susceptibility of fcc Fe/2 ML 

Ni/W(I 10) films have nvealed a complicated interdependencc of the spin-reorientation 



transition. the formation of perpe ndiculv domain phases. and the order-disorder transition 

on the film thickness. For thicker films, a full reorientation occurs, whereas for thinner 

Nms the order-disorder transition proceeds k c t l y  nom the domain phase. The 

multicritical region where T',=Tc is found to coincide with the maximum in T,. The= io 

evidence that submonolayer Fe nIms form a domain phase driven not by a vanishing PM& 

but by the order-disorder transition itself. 
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4.4 Supplementary data 

4.4.1 Spin reotienration nt x = 3 ML 

Detajied spin-reorientation measurements were made at x ~2.2,  near the triaiticai 

point and at 3 ML Fe. The 3 ML data is presented here in fig. 4-10 for completeness. nie 

&ta was obtained with the same txperimental panuneters (cg. applied field amplitudts, 

lime constant, modulation fiequency) as for the 2.2 ML füm A few qualitative Wercnccs 

Temperature (K) 
Fil. 4.10 - Spin reorientation at x = 3 ML Fe shows a few qualitative ciifferences with that 

at x = 2.2 ML (fig. 4.7). One sirnilarity is the broad, purely na1 signal in X i l o  at 
intermediate temperatures. 



exkt between the two data sets. Fiustly, the locations of the peak in Re O(,) and the high 

temperatun end of remanence in Im(X, 1 (at 270 K) occur at lower temperatas in the 

x = 3 ML data than those at x = 2.2 ML. X i l O  remains broad and mat; the irnaginary part 

is very s m d ,  but noisy, and is omitted from the figure. Re(&,,} and Im(Xool) an much 

broader and no longer resemble the expected fonn of an order/disorder transition. 

Re(&, ] was not measured to very high temperatures, but remains much p a t e r  than 

zen, wherc ImO(,, ] = O. This is suggestive that the vanishing trend in Im[&,) above 

300 K is not due to a coercive field that grows with increasing temperatun. The loss of 

remanence near 350 K may be due to a loss of long range magnetic order. At th& Fe 

coverage, the founh layer Fe might be paniaUy occupied, due to the uncenainty in the fiim 

thickness or perhaps non-ideal growth. The stmctural rcsults of Johnston et ai. show that 

the conversion to bcc begins with fourth layer growth." '' A change in magnetic 

pmperties starting at this thickness is thenfore expected although it is unckar how the 

change might manifcst in the susceptibility data. 

4.42 2 ML Fe12 ML NiIW(II0) 

The coverage x = 2 ML Fe is particularly intensting because it is the highest 

coverage for which no spin-reonentation is observed Fig. 4.11 shows (a) the r d  pans of 

the susceptibility and (b) Irn ( X ,  ) . obtained fkom a 2 ML FeL2 ML NÿW(110) film. Both 



Im (X,, ) and Im ( X i i o )  were zero. Re ( X T ~ ~ ) .  noky here because of  a reduced t h e  

constant. is featureless. The irnaginary part vanishes at slightly higher temperatures than 

the remnant point plotted on fig. 4.9. A weak, punly red peak is present in Re[ hi) 

Fig. 4.11 - Data at 2 ML Fe shows evidence of the spin norientation which occurs at 
slightly grcater coverages (compare with fig. 4.7). 



near 250 K, very similar to a feature present in the Re( Xooi] data of fig. 4.7, which ais0 

showed a much larger peak at high temperatures correspondhg to norientation. This 

featun and the temperature of the peak in Re(X,] show a continuity of khavior with the 

2.2 ML data, whiie an abrupt reduction in magnitude of Re(X,} and spin-reorientation 

are observed at 2.2 ML. 

4.4.3 Polar hysreresis loops of an x = 2 ML Fe12 ML Ni Film 

A series of SMOKE hysteresis loops obtained for dinerent temperatures h m  anx 

= 2 ML Fen ML N W ( I  IO) are presented in fig. 4.12 to augment the susceptibility data 

The magnitudes of ail of the polar susceptibility data, in rotation units. were smaii (< 

0.25%) compared to that expected for complete magnetization reversal of perpcndicularîy 

magnetized Fe films of comparable thickness weii below their Curie temperatures. 

SMOKE hysteresis loops wen obtained with much larger fields and could saturate the 

film. nie magnitudes of the SMOKE rotation at 215 K wert 360 +/- 10 pradians. which 

is consistent with the expected SMOKE rotation fiom a saturated 2 ML bcc Fe n~i1" h 

the temperature of the Nm was increased, the saturation magnetization decrcased only 

siightly. but the coercive field and remamnt magnetization decreased dramatically. nie 

peak of Re(X,) as this coverage occurs at approximately 250 K with remanence vanishing 

near 260 K. The SMOKE loop at 275 K. with the saturation magnetîntion king much 

grtater than the remanent value, is consistent with Re ( X ,  ] >> Im [ X ,  ) as observed in 



Fig. 4.12 - Polar hysteresis loops were obtained h m  a 2 ML Fd2 ML NW(110) filmat 
215 K. 230 K and 275 K. The heights of the loops arc appmximately 360 pradians, 
consistent with the saturation magnetization of 2 ML buik Fe. Hystmsis becomes smal 
near 275 K. consistent with the susceptibility measurements. 

many susceptibility measurements. In principle, the arcsin(WH3 dependence of M o  in 

Eq. (4.2) is testable near Hc (i.e. in the approach to saturation). whut  significant 

deviarion fiom linearity occurs. but the S/N of fig. 4.12 is not dequate for this kind of 

test." The loop-shapes of the data at 275 K are at least not inconsistent with 

measurements made by Berger et al. on snipe-domain structures. which showed the 

arcsin(H&) dependence near &.69 



4.4.4 Other examples of W(1IO) remanence 

On a few occasions substantial remanence was detected dong W(I IO) rather than 

W(00 1). In these cases the Ni substrate thickness was either rnarpinaliy too thin or in 

error due to experimental mistakes. An example of the latter is shown in fig. 4.13 (a), for 

a 1.75 ML Fe nIm on a (dubious) 2 ML substrate. The figure shows the mal and 

imaginary parts of the polar and W(110) susceptibilities. Breaking with the convention 

used thus fat. the polar and in-plane susceptibility data arc plotted in absolute intensity 

units. The choice shows that the signals are very nearly the sarne size in rotation units. In 

the temperature range 280 K to 300 K, Re(X,)and Im(XTio] are nearly equivalent. 

Although we can't offer an adequate explanation of this data, the very close agreement of 

Re [ XJand Im (XïLO) in this range seems more than coincidental For the present 

purpose, we simply note that the data is anomalous and suspect the Ni substratc thickness 

as the reason. Fig. 4.1 3 (b) shows the same components for a 2.5 ML FJ1.8 ML Ni tith 

Im(X,) was measured only at 220 K and was zero. This pmly na1 signai in the poiar 

susceptibility is consistent with anisotropy contrast. The in-plane signal near 350 K is 

consistent with an in-plane order-disorder transition. Observations iike fig. 4.13 (a) and 

(b), together with the ARAES and STM results. suggested that Fe/l ML Ni was strongly 

in-plane. and that minority Fe/l ML Ni patches were overpowering the majority F a  ML 

patches because of the s tronger aniso tropy energy associated wit h the rninorit y patcher 

The Fe/l ML Ni measurernents presented in sections 4.3 and 3.2.6 verifed this 

hypo t hesis. 



Fig. 4.U - (a) 1.75 ML Fe grown on a Ni substrite, suspected to be iess than 2 ML thick. 
shows perpendicular and in-plane magnetism dong W(1 IO) cocxisting in the same 
temperature range. An unusual feature is that polar and lon@tudinal SMOKE signalo were 
ncarly the same magnitude. (b) a 2.5 ML Fe film grown on a 1.8 ML Ni fiha behaves Wre 
an h-plane magnet. with M along W(I10) and Tc near 350 K. 



4.5 Exponential decay of Re{j(l} 

Implicit in the domain stnpe mode1 of Kashuba and Pokovsky is the prediction 

that Re(X,] should obey a simple exponential demase with inmashg temperature? As 

discussed in section 4.3, Re()(,) should vary with temperature according as l/n*m, and 

n*(T) depends exponentiaily as in Eq. (4.3) with the effective anWtxupy 

A&') = II0 - N R O l a  (45) 

where a is the lattice paramerer, N is the number of atomic layers and A ( ï 7  and R(T) an 

the temperature nnonnalized b a n  anisoropy and dipolar sntngths nspectively. Using 

their expressions for the temperature dependencies. the reorientation temperature 

( A G R )  = O )  is 

T~ = A:* ~ X ~ J A ~ E  (4.6) 

where e = !h1n[rJAoa2] , = O ,  A, = 1 (O) and A:a = AAO). Using the sarnc 

renormafized quantities in Eq. (4.3) n * O  - e x p - [ ~ ( 8 r ~ A ~ ) ~ / N Q ( T )  +1] and 

assuming kT << r, , a simple exponential decay is obtained 

w here 

Using the estirnated values of Abanov et al. for r,, and na of 480 K. and 2.6 K. and 

choosing TR = 300 K for N = 2 ML detemines Aoa2 via Eq. (4.6) at 6.8 K and then 

the decay exponent a is expected of order 0.073 R'.'' Because TR decrcascs as the 



thickness (N) inmases. a is expected to increase. 

Most experimental Re( X, )  decay as exp(-aT) over a significant range of 

temperaure. Fig. 4.14 is a plot of In[Re(X,)] vs. temperature for a 1.5 ML Fe/ 2 ML 

Ni/W(110) Nm. It shows a remarkably long range of temperature that Re(XL) dccays 

exp(-air). A fit to the hear portion gives a = 0.048 Ki, in reasonable agreement with the 

above estimate. Interestingly, a qualitatively di&rent behaviour is obsemd near the 

coverage of 1 ML Fe/ 2 ML Ni. when the discontinuity was observed in the approlamate 

phase diagram of Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.15 is a plot of In[Re(X, ) ]  for a 1.0 ML Fe/ 2 ML Ni 

Temperature (K) 
Fig. 4.14 - This 1.5 ML Fe0 ML Ni nIm exhibits exponential decay over a wide range of 
temperature, in agreement with predictions impticit in the thcontical work of Kashuba and 
Pokrovs ky. 



Temperature (K) 

Fig. 4.15 - F i s  near 1 ML Fe coverage behave Merently than nLns at other coverages, 
showing a change in exponential bchaviour ncar the temperatun that Im[X,] vanishes. 

film, showing a discontinuity in exponential behaviour near 330 K For this nùn, 330 K is 

also approxirnately the temperatun that Im{X,) vanishes. Although aU data sets at highet 

coverages have a non-zero imaginary part above the peak temperature of Re [ X ,  1. chi9 

change in exponential be haviour is panicular to the coverage just beforc the discontinuity 

in the phase diagram at 1 ML Fe. Fig. 4.16, s u m m ~ s  the khaviour of a with 

increasing nIm thickness. As descrikd above, a is expected to inmase with Lrreasing 

thickness, except for submonolayer coverages where the eEective anisotropy is constant. 

The expectation is incorrect, as a decreases for coverages grcater than 1.5 ML. ni. 

prediction may be wrong because of the assumption kT <c r, . which is a poor 



O 1 2 3 4 
Fe Coverage (ML) 

Fig. 4.16 - The decay exponent a increases in the submonolayer range and demases Tor 
fikns thicktr than 1.5 ML Fe. 

approximation for I',, = 480 K. 

4.6 The transition to disorder fmm the perpendicular phase 

In this section, the possibiiity of a signature of the transition to disorder b m  the 

pcrpendicular phase is investigated in mon detail A portion of the measunment at x = 

1 ML Fe# ML Ni of Fig. 4.5 and Tg. 4.15 is in Fg. 4.17. If a temperature 

Tc exists where the correlation length of critical fluctuations diverges to rnacroscopic 

length scales, then we expect X , - 1 kcause of the N = 1 demagnetization factor. 

Furthemore, by comparing the calculated phase diagram of Pescia and ~okrovskf~ to the 



Temperature (K) 

Fig. 4.17 - (a) A closer examination of the data of Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.15 in the range of an 
expected Tc reveals no evidence of this spccial temperatm. (b) A semilog plot of the 
sarne data, which has been corrected for a s m d  instrumental offset. shows a simple 
exponential decay throughout this temperature range. 



schematic phase diagram of Fig. 4.9, we Uifer Tc must be less than 350 K for the 1 ML 

film of Fig. 4.17. The poor magnetic calibration is accounted for by admitting the 

possibility that the SI strength is out by as much as a factor of 3. which is very unlikefy, so 

that X , = 1 - X  , = 3 at Tc, in the units of Fig. 4.17. Even in the uniikely event that the 

calibration is that poor, Re(X,) remains p a t e r  than 3 until above 380 K, weii above thc 

temperatun where Tc would be expected Referring to the same data, but in the scdog  

plot of Fig. 4.15, a slight deviation from exponential behaviour occurs near 350 K 

Hypothcsizing that the deviation is due to an erroneous signal (via mechanical coupling, 

for example) a smali constant was added to Re(X,) bcfon taking the naturai logarithm. 

An adjustment of 0.75 in SI units is sufficicnt to maintain linearity to kyond 400 K. as 

shown in on the semilog plot 4.17 (b). Magneto-mechanicd coupling produces signais of 

this smngth, when converted to the effective SI units. Of course. another possibility is 

that the deviation from linearity is a subtle effect of the transition to disorder, given that 

the sizc of the adjustment is of order of 1. A better quantification of the magneto- 

mechanical couphg is rcquired to test this possibility. In any case, we conclude that the 

transition to disorder from the perpendicular phase of this film system is not characterized 

by a definite temperature Tc where the comlation length of critical fluctuations diverges 

to macroscopic length scales. as for in-plane or bu& magnets. If a nlated temperature 

exists, then the magnetic susceptibiiity exhibits at most a subtle signature. 

The apparent absence of a Tc may bc a characteristic cornmon to al or many 

pcrpendicularly magnetircd ultrat hin nIms w hich do rot exhibit a spin-rcorientation 



transition. Monte Cario simulations by ArIett et al. studied the behaviour of 2-D Isbg 

magnets with a perpendicular orientation of the moment with bath dipolar and exchange 

 interaction^.'^ Because the moments were constrained to lie perpendicular to the plane, 

the possibiiïty of spin-reorientation was excluded. This situation may arise in ultrathin 

magnetic films with a very smng, positive perpendicular magnetic anisotmpy. These 

simulations nquirc a substantial cornputaiional effort, duc to the large doubk-sums 

associated with the dipole field on large lattices. Although the focus of that work w u  the 

melting of the sniped phase, the authors note that the transition h m  tetragonai liquid to 

paramagnetic is achieved by a continuous disintegration of the film over a broad 

temperature range into smaller and smaiier domains. Neither a discontinuity of khaviout 

nor a diverging comlation length werc obsennd at any temperature. It would be vay 

intensting to caicuiate the magnetic susceptibüity within a similar Monte Carb simulation. 

and compare the rcsult to the experimental polar susceptibilities preiented h e ~ .  

More experiments arc quired  to study the high temperature behaviour of this and 

similar systems. Qiu et al. studied the temperature dependence of the remanent 

magmtization of perpendicularly magnethcd FdAg(100) films at covcrages where no 

spin-reorientation occumd." M O  okyed a universal. 2-D Ising behaviour Mmœflc- 

T)'" to within 10% of TC. Remanence persisted, however, to temperatures well above 

(10%) the fitted value of T,. The authors attribute the effect to nnite sizc effects, which 

scems umasonable because finite-si* e ffec ts for in- plane magnets of comparable 

smctural quality arc 10 times smaller in temperatun range. It wouid be very intemting 

to perfom magnetic susceptibility measurements on the same system and determine 



whether the persistent remanence above Tc is indeed a f i t e  size effect. or whether thete 

is a crossover to the liquid crystai behaviour which dominates the data presented herc. 

Another obvious experiment is to study the rernanent khaviour of thc Fe/Ni(lll) systcm 

This study would require modifications of the pnsent apparatus for the provision of hger 

applied fields. 

4.7 The trend of the polar susceptibility magnitudes 

Peak values X, for Re()(,), obtahed h m  many films. are plotted as the points 

of Fig. 4.18 and the solid line is a guide to the eye. A smoothly increasing trend is pnscnt 

for x = O to I ML. A dip occurs between x = 1 and 1.5 ML, as occurs Li the temperature 

boundary of Fig. 4.9. The tremendous scatter present at 2 ML is interpreted as the 

uncertainty (5 to 10%) in the Fe film thickness cornbineci with a very steep drop in the 

X,  trend at the onset of spin rcorientation. Between x = 2 and 3 ML Fe X,  decrcascs 

very graduaily. The consistency of the data in this coverage range suggests that 

magnitude of the susceptibiiity varicd systernatically over the whole coverage range, and 

that the interpretation of the scatter at x = 2 ML as a =al feature is probably comct. 

The trend of the peak value of the polat susceptibilities with coverage is sllnüar to 

the boundary of Fig. 4.9 that ?racks the temperatuns at which the peak values occur. 

At prrsent, no theory of the magnitude X, exists bccause none of the models include 

coercive field effects. The coercive field H, scales with the effective anisotropy, which 



Fe Coverage (ML) 

Fig. 4.18 - A summary of the observed trend in the reai part of the polar susceptibiiity. 
nie dots an the peak susceptibiiity value obsemed at each Fe coverage and the solid line 
U a pide to the eye. Discontinuities occur after 1 and 2 ML. as in the approxtnate phase 
diagram of Fig. 4.9. 

increases with decreasing temperature. As the temperature is reduced eventually 

exceeds the appiied field amplitude and the exponential divergence of Re[X,) is 

mncated, fomiing a peak in Re ( X , )  . The effective anisotropy. and hence q. also 

demases as the film thickness inmases from below t,. the thickness where reoricntation 

fast occun. Referring to figures 4.7 and 4.18, peak height X, corniates to the peak 

temperatun of Re(X, ) through the temperatun dependence of the coercive field. at least 

in the coverage range x < t ,  = 2.2 ML Fe. Evidently spin-reorientation suppresses 



as shown by the s h v p  discontinuity above 2 ML Fe. Whatever the detaiied reason for the 

discontinuity at x = 2 ML, it seems that X, is a good marker for the onset of spin- 

=orientation. The abmptness of the drop at x = 2 ML is also evidence of good intedace 

quaii t y. 



S. CONCLUSIONS 

Magnetic measurements of ultrathin films were made via SMOKE susceptibility 

measurements. These measurements were permitted by refinements of the existing 

SMOKE technique. Extinction ratios of order lu7 were routinely achieveâ through 

simple innovations in procedure. Light polarization phase shifts h m  optical windows 

wen compensated by phase shifts from the subsaate through a siight, but precise 

rnisalignment of the initial polarization azirnuth. Ako important were conimation and the 

use of apertures following the analyzing polarizer. Aithough extension of SMOKE to 

measuMg the ac-susceptibility was straightforward in many ways. signal-to-noise 

optimization Mered from that of dc-SMOKE kcause of the different relative sacngths of 

noise sources near the modulation fnquency. Many new and interesting ultrathin nIm 

phenornena await investigation with the exmme sensitivity of the SMOKE susceptibiüty 

technique. 

For the fist cime, magnetic susceptibility measurcments an reponed for ultrathin 

nLns with magnetizations and appiied fields perpendicuiar to tk nIm plane. Ultrathin 

x-Fe/2 MU Ni(lll)/W(llO) possesses a perpendicular moment for covcragcs x < 2.2 ML. 

In this range of coverage. ali polar susceptibilities exhibited p a t e r  magnitudes than could 

k accounted for by cntical fluctuations modined by a demagnetization factor of 1. nie 

magnitudes and temperature dependencies of the polar susceptibilities were consistent 

with the domain picture of Kashuba and ~okrovskf' in which the domain structure is very 



sensitive to applied fields, and condenses and stinens with increasing temperature. 

Furthennon, the susceptibilities obeyed a simple exponential decay exp (-aT). The value 

of a s 0.05 RI is in reasonable agreement with the theory of Kashuba and Polaovsw 

although the expected increasing trend with increasing coverage was not observed. 

InstePd, a decreased with increasing coverage. In thosc cases when the transition to 

disorder occumd &c tly from the perpendicular phase, no experirnental evidence of an 

abrupt boundary was found, as in simulations by Arlett et al? Thesc measurements show 

that a fundamental difference exists in the order-disorder transition for this perpendicuiar 

magnet versus in-plane, ultrat hin magnets. More experiments on other perpendicuk 

magnets are nquired to test the possible generaütation of this conclusion. 

Also for the first tirne, a spin-reorientation transition was studied in detail near iu 

multicritical point, on x-Fe/;? ML Ni(l1 l)/W(110). Instead of studying the remanent 

magnetization, which is zero near the spin-dentation transition, the magnetic 

susceptibiiity was measund using the polar and longitudinal Kerr cffects. At x = 2.2 ML, 

a 50 K region of temperatun was present in which the nmanent magnetization was m. 

In the same region of temperature. the polar susceptibiiity shows a real nsponse and 

simple exponential decay. Above the remanent gap, the magnetization noriented to the 

W(001) direction, and then appeared to undergo an order-disorder transition. 

Measurements at x = 2 ML did not show a rcorientation. The measurcments at x = 2.2 

ML were therefore very near the multicntical point of the system By tracking featuns of 

the polar and in-plane susceptibilities, a schematic tempemtunîoveragc phase diagram 

was constructed. One irnponant topological featun was that the upper bounding 



temperature of the perpendicuiar phase reached a maximum value near the multicritical 

point. This was the fïrst experimental verification of the predictions by Politi et al." An 

unanticipated feature was a discontinuity in the temperature of the polar susceptibility 

peak after the completion of the first ML of Fe. This part of the phase diagram d e m s  

funher study. Peak values of the polar susceptibility roughly followed the topology of the 

temperature-coverage phase &gram. A striking difference was the abrupt &op in 

magnitude between 2.0 and 2.2 ML Fe, corresponding to the onset of spin-reorientation. 

Imperfections in the Ni buffer layer influenced the Nm magnetic propenies, 

panicularly near the reorie ntat ion temperature T,. These imperfections wen incompkte 

patches in the second Ni monolayer. Fe grows on the 1 ML Ni patches in a different 

crystalline and morphological structure than on complete 2 ML Ni, with comspondingly 

dinerent magnetic propenies. In particular, Fell ML Ni is snongly in-plane, magnetizcd 

dong W(I 10). while Fe/2 ML Ni exhibits a spin-norientation transition from 

perpendicular to W(00 1 ). Though most of the film area is Fe/2 ML Ni, the minority FJI 

ML Ni patches may influence or even dominate the magnetic anisotropy of  the whok nIm 

as the anisotropy of the Fe/2 ML regions vanishes. 
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